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Chinese march for democracy 
by Kalhy Wilhelm 
Associated Press writer 
BEIJING — More than 150,000 stu- 
dents and workers calling for democ- 
racy pushed through police lines 
Thursday and marched cheering and 
singing through central Beijing in 
communist China's biggest protest 
ever. 
Workers by the thousands joined the 
students, giving them popsicles and 
bread in their strongest act of support 
in 11 days of protests. 
Beijing residents escorted the stu- 
dents on bicycles and foot and tried to 
shield them from soldiers and police, 
who had issued harsh warnings against 
marches. 
But the security forces were un- 
armed,   and   although   they   pushed 
fiercely against advancing students in a 
vain effort to halt their march, they did 
not use other force against them. 
There was no immediate information 
on any injuries in the crush. 
The march turned instead into a jubi- 
lant procession. For more than 15 
hours, the students marched through 
streets and under overpasses jammed 
with thousands of applauding people. 
The march was the biggest and most 
dramatic action yet by Beijing students 
in their campaign for sweeping demo- 
cratic reforms, including a free press 
and an end to corruption. 
In Washington, the State Department 
called for restraint on the part of 
Chinese authorities and hoped the dem- 
onstrations would remain peaceful. 
"The United States believes in and 
supports the right of peaceful assem- 
bly, including peaceful protest and the 
freedom of expression," department 
spokeswoman Margaret Tutweler said. 
Even before the march ended, the 
government announced it was willing to 
hold talks with the students "at any 
time" if the students return to their 
campuses and "adopt a calm and 
reasonable attitude." 
Student worker 
raises planned 
by James A. Tinker 
staff reporter 
While lawmakers in Washing- 
ton continue to iron out propos- 
als that would increase the 
national minimum wage, the 
University already has plans to 
raise its entry level pay rates by 
as early as September. 
A probable 30-cent increase 
will be recommended by the 
Budget Committees to Universi- 
ty President Paul Olscamp and 
the Board of Trustees, Chris- 
topher Dalton, vice president of 
planning and budgeting, said. 
This would raise the campus 
minimum wage to $3.65, but it 
would not necessarily raise the 
pay of all positions by 30 cents. 
"Exactly how (the wage in- 
crease) will be done has not yet 
been determined," Dalton said. 
Leo Navin, professor of econ- 
omics, said two bills currently 
under consideration by the U.S. 
Congress may raise the mini- 
mum wage to as much as $4.55 
with a training period of two 
months, 
However, President George 
Bush has promised to veto either 
of the proposals unless conces- 
sions are made, Navin added. 
He said the President has called 
for a minimum wage of no more 
than $4.25 with a training period 
of six months. 
A training period would allow 
sub-minimum wages, but when 
that period expires the pay rate 
would jump to at least the min- 
D See Wages, page 4. 
Greek alumni 
remember rules 
Editor's Note: This is the last 
part in a series addressing the 
changing facets of greek social 
life. 
by Scott Korpowski 
copy editor 
What goes around comes 
around. 
Recent restrictions hamper- 
ing greek parties may appear to 
be new oppression by the Uni- 
versity, but alcohol regulations 
are nothing new to the campus. 
Limiting fraternity alcohol to 
one keg at parties has struck 
many greeks as unfair, yet 
campus regulations were once 
more harsh. 
See Greeks, page 5. 
One Pulling Puppy BGNews/Pat MtnganU 
A three-month-old basset hound named Emily bites at the foot of Bart Mills, senior music major, in front of 
University Hall Thursday afternoon. Mills, who owns Emily, says allowing her to bite his foot is the only 
way he can get her to follow him due to the puppy's short attention span. 
University 
picks 1989 
'number' 
by Angela Blandina 
assistant news editor 
On July 29,1915, the Universi- 
ty graduated its first class. 
On Saturday, a person rando- 
mly selected to represent the 
Class of 1989 will be introduced 
by Universitv President Paul 
Olscamp as the 100,000th gradu- 
ate. 
In honor of this occasion, 25 of 
the University's accomplished 
alumni also will be recognized 
during the ceremonies. 
According to Cliff Boutelle, di- 
rector of public relations, the 
alumni were selected on behalf 
of the University. 
"They won't be singled out as 
the 'best,' rather, as representa- 
tive of the many Bowling Green 
graduates who have went on to 
success," he said. 
The 25 accomplished gradu- 
ates were chosen by an alumni 
committee based on nomina- 
tions sought from people such as 
faculty members and alumni. 
Selections of the 25 were made in 
February, Boutelle said. 
All the representatives will be 
returning to campus for the 
commencement exercises and a 
dinner in their honor Friday. 
A Distinguished Alumus A- 
ward also will be presented dur- 
ing Saturday's ceremony. 
Linda Welshimer Wagner- 
Martin, a professor at the Uni- 
versity of North Carolina at 
Chapel Hill, will be the 30th re- 
cipient of the award — given by 
the University Alumni Associa- 
tion. 
Wagner-Martin received 
bachelor of arts and bachelor of 
science in education degrees, 
magna cum laude with honors in 
English from the University in 
She also received a master of 
arts in English in 1959 and was 
one of the first two University 
students to earn a doctorate in 
1963. 
Fine Arts extension slated 
by Jeff Batdorf 
staff reporter 
The University has received 
an allocation of $9.1 million from 
the state of Ohio for an extension 
to the Fine Arts Building. 
Tom Hilty, director of the 
School of Art, said the addition 
would centralize the five 
different art divisions in one 
building. Currently, sections of 
the art program are taught in 
buildings scattered across cam- 
pus. 
"Our hope is in the future to 
create a fine art center that will 
tie all the wings together," Hilty 
said. 
The five art divisions include 
sculpting, glasswork, ceramics, 
painting and design. 
The request for the new 61,000 
square foot addition began in the 
early 70s after the School of Art 
temporarily moved most of 
these divisions into the Art An- 
nex on Reed Street, Hilty said. 
Other University locations for 
various art techniques include 
the second floor of the Health 
Center, where art classes such 
as computer design are taught 
and Eppler Center, where grad- 
uate studios are located. 
Moving these programs into 
the addition would make availa- 
ble 16,000 square feet of space to 
house photography, printing and 
painting facilities, he said. 
"At this time the architects 
have been selected and the 
planning committee has de- 
veloped a programming report 
dealing with issues like who 
needs to be located to who and 
providing a clear understanding 
of the guts of the thing," Hilty 
See Addition, page 4. 
Atlantis revives space program 
by Howard Benedict 
Associated Press writer 
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. — Five astronauts 
tracked a perfect countdown Thursday as techni- 
cians prepared the shuttle Atlantis for a midafter- 
noon launch today. The mission will propel NASA's 
"Magellan" probe to Venus and revive America's 
deep-space science program. 
"After an 11-year gap in the planetary program, 
we're anxious to get started, said John H. Ger- 
pheide, Magellan project manager. 
Officials described the countdown as the 
smoothest of four since the Challenger disaster. 
The chance of high winds provided slight concern 
as NASA looked forward to liftoff in an unusually 
tight launch window that opens at 2:24 p.m. and 
lasts just 23 minutes. 
Magellan, ready for its 15-month flight to Venus, 
"is 100 percent healthy and ticking along," said 
Lennara Fisk, NASA's chief scientist. 
"We're ready to go fly," said Richard Truly, 
who heads the shuttle program and is the incoming 
NASA administrator. 
Atlantis' cargo is the Magellan spacecraft which 
has a radar system powerful enough to pierce the 
dense sulfuric acid clouds of Venus and map its 
surface. The mission costs $550 million, not includ- 
ing the $225 million cost of the four-day shuttle 
flight. 
Magellan's radar images, relayed to Earth and 
enhanced by computer, should reveal details as 
small as 100 yards across. 
Friday 1      News in Brief 
RAINY University students to march      JSR^iS^JS^XtBOi  Nobel Peace Laureate 
in D.c. in protest of issues         are connected strauss said.                     to speak at branch Mav 5 
JSttSKTS 8SVS3S t -FSHSS33S"   * B8S p»" "— - <* -—■• seasonal weather, some will be spending their    s^e relationship then something can be done.      ^ University's Firelands College conimence- 
time for a less personal cause - participating in       The annual march is endorsed by various groups   ment May 5. 
the annual march to end racism and cutbacks in    throughout the country and has a turnout of about      Betty Williams, who will speak at 7:30 p.m. in 
Washington D.C.                                                     50,000, Strauss said.                                                 the gymnasium, will talk about "The Individual's 
The march, entitled, "We Won't Take Four More       Interested students may contact the United   Role in World Peace." The speech is centered 
Years" deals with "everything from the homeless     Christian Fellowship Center to make a $10 reser-   around her experiences in the peace movement 
to racism and many other issues that concern the    vation for transportation, which will leave today at   which she began in 1976. 
national budget," said Tim Strauss, a member of     12:30p.m. and5:30p.m.                                             Williams will also be speaking on May 4 in con- 
the Peace Coalition and coordinator for the trip.            —by Shelley Banks                                             junction with "Unifying Ohio for Peace Week." 
Today: a 60 percent 
chance   of   showers 
and thunderstorms is 
expected with a high 
around 60. 
Tonight: another 60 
percent   chance   of 
rain with a low be- 
tween 45 and 50. 
Ay 
tf * * 
Saturday:    sunny 
and warm with a high 
between 65 and 70. 
< 
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Suntans and 
sunburns given 
to deserving 
Each year in December, The BG News staff 
awards candy canes and lumps of coal to the 
deserving. 
In continuing the tradition, the spring staff has 
decided to honor members of the University com- 
munity and the city of Bowling Green with spring 
versions of the awards. In accordance with the 
warm weather and the sunbathers which populate 
the campus, suntans are being given to those who 
have performed outstandingly and sunburns to 
those who did not meet expectations. 
■A 'smoky' sunburn to University President Paul 
Olscamp's crusade to infringe on the rights of 
smokers by proposing a smoke-free campus. ■A golden-brown sun tan to Registrar Duane 
Whitmire and Susan Pugh, director of registration 
and scheduling, for getting the new STAR telephone 
registration system operational and hopefully elim- 
inating the five-hour fines at drop/add. 
■A sunburn in duplicate to Dwight Burlingame, 
vice president of University relations, and Olscamp 
for the decision to eliminate the Symphonic Band 
from commencement exercises. Although budget 
limitations prevail, accommodations should be 
made to continue the tradition. ■A slight tan to the Board of Trustees for finally 
accepting that an alternative building is necessary 
to prevent students from becoming "lounge li- 
zards." Although construction of the transitional 
facility will eliminate the inconvenience students 
face when living in motels or study lounges, the 
Trustees may get burned by reality when they es- 
timate the building will be completed in October. 
■A Jamaican suntan to Fran Voll and the 
women's basketball team and to Jerry York and 
the hockey team for outstanding seasons which 
carried them both into NCAA tournaments. Sun- 
tans also go to athletes Paulette Backstrom, Greg 
Parks and Kyle Kramer who have earned national 
recognition for their performances at the Universi- 
ty. 
■A sunburn to men's basketball coach Jim Lar- 
ranaga who now has posted back-to-back losing 
seasons. ■A progressive suntan to the Office of Minority 
Affairs and Affirmative Action for addressing per- 
tinent issues such as racism, sexism, and the needs 
of the handicapped at the University. ■ A sunburn to the University Activities Organi- 
zation for being evasive and unwilling to work with 
the media when performers visited the campus. 
However, may the burn fade to tan for bringing two 
major groups to campus this year — UB40 and Vio- 
lent Femmes. 
■A sizzling sunburn to the Undergraduate Stu- 
dent Government for announcing at a meeting this 
semester that it was unaware of how much money 
remained in its budget. Controversy is nothing new 
to USG, but controversy about simple adding and 
subtracting? Come on! 
■A Constitutional suntan to Key Photographer 
Mark Thalman for standing up for the First 
Amendment right to take photographs —even if 
city police decide they have the right to stop him. ■ A sunburn to Robert Maurer, local landlord, for 
either knowing or not knowing the zoning regula- 
tions when he contracted with the Pi Beta Phis to 
construct their sorority house. May the burn be in- 
tensified because modifications must now be made 
to the basement of the house to meet the regulations 
he should have followed in the first place. 
■A suntan to Bowling Green Mayor Edwin Miller 
for mixing with University students — treating 
them with the same respect granted to other com- 
munity members. His accessibility should be a 
model for all public officials. 
CfcAIQ HERGERT - OUT W WHACK 
Take Socrates' advice 
Next Saturday, about 1,700 
seniors and 330 graduate stu- 
dents will receive their degrees 
and move on to bigger and bet- 
ter things. I won't be one of them 
due to some little detail — I 
think the Dean calls it a disser- 
tation — that I have to take care 
of. 
But it's those who have fin- 
ished whom I want to address 
today because of my fondness 
and respect for them and also 
because the column I had inten- 
ded to write on Morton Dow- 
ney's facial tattoo didn't work 
out. 
So, class of '89, this one's for 
you. 
We are living in an age in 
which our educational system is 
in chaos. Nowadays you can't 
Bick up the newspaper or turn on 
le television without seeing a 
report on the miserable state of 
education. Why, the other day, I 
read that four out of five gra- 
duating high school seniors 
thought •'The Bill of Rights" 
was a song recorded by Earl 
Chandler in the early '60s. 
There are plenty of examples 
of ignorance in universities as 
well, and I'm not referring only 
to the attempt to make the Uni- 
versity a smoke-free zone. 
On a general knowledge quiz, 
one of my freshman composition 
students last year identified 
Harriet Tubman as a former 
president of the United States. 
This would certainly have come 
as news to her. 
Another student identified 
Charlie Chaplin as a movie actor 
who lived in the 17th century. 
Remember, those were the days 
before the birth of Benjamin 
Franklin, who, several of my 
students said, "invented elec- 
tricity." 
I do not share this information 
with you to make you feel as if 
you are a member of a stupid 
generation. Rather, I want you 
to know that when it comes to 
learning, some members of your 
generation have been, shall we 
say, underachievers. 
This state of affairs should 
come as a surprise to few. 
Whereas it used to be said that 
poor grades as an undergradu- 
ate could get you in trouble, it is 
now said that poor grades as an 
undergraduate could get you the 
vice presidency. 
Nowhere   does   our   culture 
Srovide a young person with mo- 
vation to learn. True, "Sesame 
Street" fosters such an attitude, 
but one would feel awfully silly 
watching it with the guys in the 
f rat house. 
For the most part, people who 
value learning are portrayed on 
television and in the movies as 
funny-looking, geeky social 
lepers. When will Hollywood 
cast a popular actor such as Syl- 
vester Stallone as a conscien- 
tious student? Perhaps when he 
learns to read. 
Many of my students have told 
me they would read a daily 
paper and watch the evening 
news if what they found there 
weren't so bleak. Take the Alas- 
kan oil spill. Many environmen- 
talists predict well have a simi- 
lar disaster in the next decade. 
It may soon get to the point 
where Mrs. Paul's fish sticks 
will be used at gas stations for 
lube jobs. 
And yet, is not knowing about 
the world around us any solu- 
tion? Granted, some methods of 
avoiding consciousness are very 
popular. Why, it wouldn't sur- 
prise me a bit to see binge drink- 
ing become a competition in the 
'MOlympics. 
But putting one's head in the 
sand is no answer, unless of 
course the question is, "Accord- 
ing to legend, what do ostriches 
do to avoid being seen?" 
Wasn't it Socrates who said, 
"The unexamined life is not 
worth living?" Or did he say, 
"The unexamined life is not 
worth leaving!" Those Greek 
translations are so confusing! 
Assume for a minute that the 
first version is correct. That 
would mean that the act of exa- 
mining life helps make life 
meaningful. If so, the courses 
one took in college to help shar- 
pen the mind wouldn't be tossed 
in the dustbin once the degree 
was received. One could contin- 
ue to examine life, regardless'pf 
his or her career. 
So here's hoping the class of 
'89 makes Socrates proud. And 
that's no joke. 
Hergert, an instructor in Eng- 
lish from Slayton, Minn., is a 
columnist for The News. 
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LETTERS 
Night guards are 
enforcing policy 
I would like to thank those in- 
dividuals who felt it necessary to 
be so kind this past Beta week- 
end. I work as a night guard in 
Prout Hall. This past weekend 
we had night guards on duty 
from 9 p.m. Friday until 5 p.m. 
Saturday. These extended hours 
were for the protection of all 
Prout residents. During this 
20-hour time period, only Prout 
residents and their signed-in 
guests were allowed in the build- 
ing. In addition to this policy the 
lobby restrooms were not avail- 
able to non-residents. This is 
where my thank-yous apply. 
BLOOM COUNTY 
Thank you to all individuals 
who felt the need to shout obs- 
cenities at me and call me lovely 
names like "bitch." Thank you 
to all individuals who felt the 
need to stomp out of the bidding, 
slamming doors as you went. 
And last, but not least, thank you 
to all individuals who made such 
a big effort to be so thoughtful 
and considerate for my sake and 
the sake of Prout residents. 
The way I feel about Beta also 
applies to other times of the year 
as well. All residence halls on 
campus have policies concern- 
ing signing in guests and quiet 
hours. These policies are enfor- 
ced for the protection of people 
who live in residence halls, f m 
sure you do not want people who 
do not live in your building al- 
lowed in at random. This HAS 
happened, and many times 
items are destroyed or even sto- 
len. Guess who pays? You do! 
As for the quiet hour policies, 
those are established and enfor- 
ced for the sake of residents as 
well. I'm sure if you have an 8 
a.m. class or other commit- 
ment, you would like to be able 
to get some sleep without having 
to worry about noisy neighbors. 
I don't make tons of money do- 
ing this job, and I certainly don't 
make enough to deal with some 
of the unbelievably rude resi- 
dents and guests that I have to. 
So, the next time you are going 
to a hall you don't live in, or 
you're having a guest over (BG 
student or not), please make 
sure you have your ID or your 
by Berke Breathed 
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Flat We by Chris Mead 
guest has his/her ID. And the 
next time you think about turn- 
ing up your stereo or being loud 
alone, or with guests, please 
think about your neighbors and 
have some consideration. I was 
hired to enforce hall policies and 
I'm only trying to do my job. 
Chantel Ayers 
OCMB0165 
UAA does not 
get recognition 
On behalf of the members of 
the Undergraduate Alumni As- 
sociation and myself, I would 
like to lodge a complaint with 
the staff of The BG News. 
Unfortunately, UAA has been 
the unsung organization. On 
numerous occasions, The News 
has misprinted our name as the 
University Alumni Association 
or has even gone so far as to mis- 
interpret our programs to the 
University Activities Organiza- 
tion (UAO). 
As I read the April 18 edition of 
77ie News, I discovered a pic- 
ture of our own first annual mud 
volleyball tournament placed 
next to the headline "Greek 
Week 'evolves.' " Because the 
outline failed to mention the Un- 
dergraduate Alumni Association 
as the sponsor, many readers 
were mislead, believing our 
Mud Volleyball tournament was 
Greek-sponsored. 
Ironically, one of the major 
purposes behind the tournament 
is to encourage campus-wide in- 
volvement. The Undergraduate 
Alumni Association and its 
members have put a lot of time, 
money and effort into its pro- 
grams, and would like to be re- 
spectfully recognized for this. 
Carla Mathes 
OCMB3531 
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Unnoticed quake shakes BG 
by Beth Church 
assistant wire editor 
An earthquake registering 4.7 
on the Richter scale went unno- 
ticed by most Bowling Green re- 
sidents Thursday afternoon. 
The natural phenomenon was 
shocking enough, however, to be 
recorded at the University's se- 
ismology laboratory, one of only 
three in the state. 
The earthquake occurred 
more than 350 miles away in 
New Madrid, Mo., at 12.48 p.m., 
according to Jay Parrish, direc- 
tor of the seismology laboratory 
and assistant professor of ge- 
ology. 
"4.7 (on the Richter scale) is 
relatively large. You can usual- 
ly feel a measurement of 3," 
Parrish said. 
People as far as Paducah, Ky. 
reported feeling the earthquake, 
he said. 
The largest earthquake in the 
United States occurred in 1812 in 
An earthquake that shook New Madrid, Mo., Thursday at 12:48 p.m., was recorded by the 
seismograph In Overman Hall. It registered 4.7 on the Richter Scale. 
-University Selsmologlcal Laboratory 
this southeastern Missouri town, 
which lies near the borders of 
both Arkansas and Tennessee. 
That earthquake — which was 
not measured because equip- 
ment designed to record tre- 
mors had not yet been invented 
— ran along the New Madrid 
fault zone. 
"If (the fault) is still active, 
there is a possibility for a bigger 
earthquake to occur," Parrish 
said. "However, several rela- 
tively small quakes could also 
be a way to relieve stress in the 
fault." 
Predicting earthquakes is an 
especially difficult task, he said. 
"Even if we could predict 
them, no one would know what 
to do to prepare," Parrish said. 
The seismograph, located in 
the basement of Overman Hall, 
registered this quake as lasting 
17 minutes, he said. 
Mark Rosenberg, a graduate 
student of geology, was attend- 
ing the seismograph when the 
earthquake occurred. 
"Nine out of 10 days, nothing 
happens," Rosenberg said. 
"This time it did — it was pretty 
exciting." 
Rosenberg is responsible for 
all repairs and maintenance of 
the seismology lab, which is 
funded by an annual $2,000 grant 
from the Amaco Co. — not the 
University. 
Six grads receive 
Shanklin Awards 
by Laura Hardy 
staff reporter 
Six graduate students were 
recognized Thursday night for 
their research efforts. 
The Charles E. Shanklin A- 
ward for Research Excellence 
was awarded to a first- and sec- 
ond-place winner in three cate- 
gories. The students each gave a 
15-minute presentation of their 
topic, which was followed by a 
five-minute question and answer 
session. 
Placing first in the Social and 
Behavioral Sciences category 
was William Hathaway from the 
psychology department. Nancy 
Breen, also from the depart- 
ment of psychology, received 
second place. 
In the area of Science and 
Mathematics, Alphonse Amey, 
from the department of mathe- 
matics and statistics,  placed 
first. Laura Juarez de Ku, from 
the biology department, 
received second place. 
Barbara Bywaters, from the 
English department, placed 
first in the Arts and Humanities 
category, while Robin Haynes, 
from the department of Ameri- 
can Culture, placed second. 
The first-place winners will 
each receive $800 and the sec- 
ond-place winners will receive 
$300. The prize money has been 
increased $50 this year, accord- 
ing to Loring Crepeau, a mem- 
ber of the Honors and Awards 
Committee. 
For the second year, the Out- 
standing Contributor to Gradu- 
ate Education Award was also 
presented during the ceremony. 
This year's recipient was Mark 
Gromko from the department of 
biology. 
Findlay prof takes 
English dept. post 
by Roger McCoy 
reporter 
A faculty member at Findlay 
College will assume the position 
of chairman of the University's 
English department next fall. 
Richard Gebhardt, recently 
hired to fill the spot, was select- 
ed by a six-member committee 
from the English department. 
Alice Calderonello, professor of 
English, headed the committee. 
She said Gebhardt is well- 
qualified for the job. 
"He has a national publication 
record and he is a nationally-k- 
nown scholar," she said. 
Calderonello said a major fac- 
tor in chosing Gebhardt was his 
editorship of College Composi- 
tion ana Communication. This 
Suarterly publication deals with 
le theory and practice of writ- 
ing, speaking and teaching Eng- 
lish at the college level, she said. 
According to Calderonello, it 
is "the largest, most prestigious 
reference journal in rhetoric 
and literature." 
In addition, Gebhardt is a 
member of the English Associa- 
tion of Northwest Ohio. "He is 
involved on regional, state and 
national levels," Calderonello 
said. 
Lester Barber, professor of 
English and interim chair of 
that department, said he is will- 
ing to relinquish his position to 
Gebhardt. 
"I've had two complete terms 
as chair, and this year as in- 
terim chair," he said. "I said 
that I would not stand to be elec- 
ted for a third term." 
One term as chair of the de- 
Srtment lasts four years, so 
is is Barber's ninth year in the 
position. 
Q See English Chair, page 4. 
USG promises improved output 
by Laura Hardy 
staff reporter 
Increasing cooperation within the Under- 
graduate Student Government and with 
other organizations will be primary factors 
in improving the group's productivity and 
image. 
Kevin Coughlin, USG president-elect, said 
the importance of USG committee meetings 
will be emphasized and senators will be ex- 
pected to play a greater role in student 
government. 
"It is important for senators and cabinet 
members to be informed and for their goals 
to be clear cut and well-defined," Coughlin 
said. "The keys will be in keeping up com- 
munication and having strong committee 
chairs." 
Coughlin said USG also will extend its 
support of events sponsored by University 
organizations beyond financial assistance. 
Such support will include active participa- 
tion in these events by USG members, he 
said. 
USG will take more fiscal responsibility 
under the 1989-90 administration, Coughlin 
said. He said next fall he will present to the 
General Assembly a budget that will include 
projected fixed costs, election and other 
government-related costs. 
"The General Assembly is going to know 
what these costs are so they don't squander 
money away on co-sponsorship," he said. 
"We don't have a large budget in compar- 
ison with those of student governments at 
other universities, so we nave to weigh 
what's in the best interest of all students." 
Coughlin said one of USG's primary goals 
for the next academic year will be to com- 
pile and distribute to the student body course 
evaluations for business classes so the stu- 
dents will be able to use them by the time 
they have to register for Spring I960 classes. 
The evaluation booklets will include in- 
formation on business classes and profes- 
sors based on results of 4,000 surveys dis- 
tributed this semester, Coughlin said. Al- 
though he said many teachers and students 
are not in favor of these evaluations because 
they believe it will be "dangerous and unfair 
for teachers," Coughlin said this is not the 
intention. 
"These evaluations will not grade teach- 
ers," he said. "They will include informa- 
tion such as how well a teacher speaks Eng- 
lish, how much work is required in a particu- 
lar course and what the grading policy is. 
"We have to get across to the students that 
these booklets will save them a lot of hassle 
and let them match their style with the 
teachers' styles," he added. 
The course evaluation booklets will be 
tangible evidence to the student body that 
USG is doing something productive in the 
students' interests, Coughlin said. 
"This will be something the students can 
use — something they can touch," he said. 
"USG sponsors many events that benefit 
students, but these are often overlooked." 
Coughlin said he is pleased with goals for 
next year already underway by members of 
his cabinet. 
HAS COME TO B.G.! 
FREE UTILITIES! 
Heat, air conditioning, water and sewer. 
CAMPUS MANOR 
505 Clough Apt. B-15 
Call R.E. Management Today 
352-9302 
Only a couple left tor 1989-90 
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Before leaving BG 
for the year 
1) Clean your room/apt. 
2) Turn off the lights; and 
3) Order your 1989 KEY! 
You'll be taking with you forever 416 pages of all the 
sports, places, faces and events that has made this year 
at the University so special in your life. So preserve those 
memories forever by returning the dorder form below. 
The 1989 KEY. 
Don't leave BG without it! 
Name  
Soc. Sec. No  
D»n    /    /      Permanent Zip Code. 
ORDER YOUR 
1989 KEY 
NOW! 
  ^ 
111 BE MERE TO PICK UP my yearbook 
when tt arrives >n September 1989 Pleas* 
M my bursar account 
I WONT BE MERE TO PICK UP my 
yearbook Please b* my bursar account an 
addihonai $3 50 tor postage and rwdfcng 
and send my yearbook to 
Please return card, by campus mtf. to The 
KEY ott»ce   28 West Hal BGSU 43403 
Current special value price ol only S17.95! 
4    ■ONawi    April 28, 1989 
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a H        Friday 
J         Musical Chairs        J 
Jwin great cash and prizesj 
S           all night long!          J 
t]             Saturday            E 
• Hot Legs Contest 
• fantastic cash and prizes! • 
• Open until 4 a.m.        1 
18 and over 
•   25481 Dixie Highway   874-2254 • 
iVWWWftVW, 
MAZDA'S FIRST REWARD 
CAN HELP YOU OWN 
THE NEW MAZDA YOU WANT 
A program for 
college graduates 
College graduates need a break, too. 
After years of education, and now 
beginning an exciting new career, you're 
ready to reward yourself with a brand- 
new Mazda of your own-and FIRST 
REWARD can make it happen. 
CALL KEVIN CLARK 
1-841-4500 !RQ5 mazoa 
TOLEDO 
I have prepared for this day my 
whole life. My future is looking 
bright. Your vote will help to 
insure my success. 
VOTE YES 
for Wood Lane's 
1.8 mill levy 
CAN DO 
ft 
A Story ot Lit. 
WOOD LANE 
Wood Co. Assoc. for 
Retarded Citizens. 
Clarence Werner, 
Treas.. 150 Eberly B.G. 
Student teacher gets high mark 
by Greg Plagens 
reporter 
A University senior received 
an honorable mention in the 1989 
National Education Associa- 
tion's student-teacher competi- 
tion for her lesson in ninth-grade 
algebra. 
Viva Hathaway, secondary 
mathematics major, was among 
18 students from a field of 321 
student teachers to receive hon- 
orable mentions in the na- 
tionwide competition. 
The NEA is one of the two 
largest teacher associations — 
the other being the American 
Federation of Teachers, accord- 
ing to Marilyn Braatz, public re- 
lations specialist for the educa- 
tion department. 
Student teachers from both 
fall and spring semester were el- 
igible for the competition and 
had to submit a 30- to 45-minute 
videotape of a planned lesson, 
Braatz said. Applicants also 
were required to submit an ex- 
Elanation of why they wanted to 
e a teacher. 
Hathaway said she wants stu- 
dents to gain an appreciation for 
learning. 
"I feel that genuine education 
is more than just passing a test 
and hope to instill this in my stu- 
dents,' she said. 
The student teachers were 
judged on their ability to present 
a solid lesson and have a good 
introduction, review and activi- 
ty to keep students involved, 
Hathaway said. 
Adhering to the lesson plan 
approved by the students   in- 
C See Hathaway, page 6. 
English Chair — 
J Continued from page 3. Barber agreed with Calder- onello that Gebhardt's position 
as editor otCoIlege Composition 
and Communication was an im- 
portant factor in selecting him. 
Addition  
Continued from page 1. 
said. 
According to information 
released by the University 
Architect Office, the archi- 
tectual firms picked for the job 
include Munger, Munger and 
Associates from Toledo and 
Buckminster-Fuller, Fadao and 
Wages  
[1 Continued from page 1. 
imum wage. 
Navin said many Democrats 
believe they are already making 
concessions because, "if the 
minimum wage had kept pace 
Zung from Cleveland. 
Lance Teaman, associate Un- 
iversity architect, said the 
project took a long time to get 
underway because of its size. 
"Because of the normal state 
process of obtaining funds, it is 
not uncommon for a project of 
this size to take this long," Tea- 
man said. 
Teaman said construction will 
"most likely" take place on the 
north and east sides of the Fine 
Arts Building. 
"It is uncertain at this time if 
the addition will require remo- 
val or relocation of the basket- 
ball courts facing the east side of 
the building, but it is something 
the committee is considering. 
Teaman said. 
He said construction is slated 
to begin in May 1991 and com- 
pleted in August 1992. 
with the consumer price index, 
then today's minimum wage 
would be $4.65." 
Jane   Schimpf,   director   of 
Food  Operations,   the   largest 
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CLASS of '89 
• DID YOU GET FORDS COLLEGE 
GRADUATE PROGRAM CERTIFICATE? 
• WILL YOU TAKE ADVANTAGE OF IT? 
IF SO, SEE US! 
• IF NOT, SEE US     ANYWAY - WE WILL 
BUY YOUR CERTIFICATE FROM YOU! 
OFFER GOOD UNTIL MAY 5TH ONLY AT (ft* Wagner 
'* LINCOLN MERCURY 
1600N.COUNTYLINE   •  FOSTORIA. OHIO 44830   -   (419) 435-8131 
SUMMER AND FALL 
APARTMENTS AVAILABLE 
707-711 THIRD 
715-719 THIRD 
723-727 THIRD 
402 HIGH ST. 
649 SIXTH 
831 SEVENTH 
839 SEVENTH 
FOREST APARTMENTS 
-853 NAPOLEON 
-751   HIGH 
-849 NAPOLEON 
-851 NAPOLEON 
319 E. WOOSTER 
724 S. COLLEGE 
259Vi S PROSPECT 
706 Second A 
706 Second C 
244 N   ENTERPRISE 
150 & 150'/. MANVILLE 
211 S. COLLEGES 
517 E. REED&B 
• 1 BR furnished 
•2 BR unfurnished 
summer only 
•2 BR furnished 
•2 BR furnished 
• 1 BR unfurnished 
•2 BR furnished 
• 1 BR furnished 
•2 BR unfurnished 
•2 BR unfurnished 
• 2 BR furnished 
•Efficiency furnished 
• Rooming house 
•2 BRS 1 BR 
•Efficiency 
• 1 BR unfurn. 
All Summer Rentals $400 
Entire Summer 
JOHN NEWLOVE 
REAL ESTATE 
OFFICE AT 319 E. WOOSTER 
OFFICE HOURS 8 a.m.-5:30 p.m. 
 354-2260 OR 353-3850 
student employer on campus 
with more than 700 student em- 
ployees, offers a starting pay of 
$3.45 to entice needed em- 
ployees, she said. 
Deb Heineman, associate di- 
rector of financial aid and stu- 
dent employment, said should 
the 30-cent increase proposal be 
passed, however, Food Opera- 
tions' entry level pay may only 
rise to the campus-wide rate of 
$3.65. 
She said raising wages may 
not be financially feasible in 
some instances. 
"Cutbacks may be possible if 
more money is not alloted to de- 
partment budgets," she said. 
Navin agreed that, in general, 
a wage increase could lead to 
the elimination of some jobs, but 
would not be threatening to most 
positions. 
EXAM SPECIAL 
Sunday, April 23 thru Thursday. April 27 
Sunday, April 30 thru Thursday, May 4 
Study and Relax in the privacy 
of your own room at 
BEST WESTERN 
Falcon Plaza (nd#n#rtriy own*d a/>d operated) 
(located across from Harshman Dorm) 
per night for a single or double room 
Includes:     "Early check-in and late check-out times 
'Continental Breakfast 
'Coffee available 24 hours 
Adronce reservotions required and 
present .olid BCSU ID or 4mk-in 
Non students not eligible     ' 352-4674 
< 
Z         AZ         AZ         AZ         AZ         AZ         A Z 
> 
Congratulations to our following 
S| Delta Zeta graduating seniors 
< Sheila Barrett                        Amy Nunbaum 
Diane Billman                         Marcy Oberlin 
ESI 
< 
Denise Byerly      ^l/S?E"V "awn P'a" 
Kell) Chenoweth ifyw&A (hri-. Romano 
t> 
N 
Traci Curl                Bp'   Laurie Rozzo 
< Cheryl Dorton      NftJjCT   Andrea Sark 
Lisa Evans            y^K^s    J'nn) Smith 
> 
CS 
ts: Janice Frantz      A ^^       Sheila Walker [-. 
-1 Julie Goebel      /                  Amy Wiley 
Amy Landfield                      Patsy Wiley 
N 
-1 Liz Woodruff 
> 
tsa 
1 
£ 
We'll Miss You! 
z v7.         AZ         AZ         AZ         AZ        AZ         A 
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Greeks  
[ ] Continued from page 1. 
According to Bill Cameron, a 
1951 University graduate, his 
fraternity experience was dras- 
tically different from that of 
current greeks. 
"It was a totally dry campus 
with very tight regulations," 
Cameron said. "Discipline was 
also very severe." 
Among the "tight" regula- 
tions was the total prohibition of 
alcohol. Dating back to the Uni- 
versity's founding, alcohol was 
forbidden on campus, yet was 
Eunished with merely a slap on 
le wrist. 
After World War II, however, 
the influx of older student- 
veterans, coupled with new 
social standards, prompted the 
University Board of Trustees to 
adopt a strict, written alcohol 
policy. 
According to the 1947 Univer- 
sity Student Code: "... Being 
drunk or disorderly, or bringing 
alcoholic beverages on campus 
is prohibited. Penalty for viola- 
tion ... is a minimum fine of $25; 
maximum penalty, suspension 
from university." 
The 195940 Student Code in- 
cluded even harsher regulations 
on alcohol use: "The University 
expects each student to refrain 
from drinking alcoholic bever- 
ages in any form. Violation of 
this policy may lead to dismis- 
sal. 
Despite the rules, Cameron 
said he enjoyed fraternity life in 
Alpha Sigma Phi. "We had a re- 
ally good brotherhood. Fraterni- 
ties and sororities contributed a 
lot more to campus than social 
life," he said. 
Singing competitions and 
greek intramural athletics com- 
Srised the staple of the Alpha 
igs' 1951 social calendar, and 
Cameron said he remembers 
only one party with a sorority. 
Bob Rabat, a fraternity 
brother of Cameron, agreed that 
greeks' interests were less 
geared around social functions. 
"Our original purpose was 
philanthropic. We weren't pri- 
marily social, our sole purpose 
for being there was to learn," 
Rabat said. "We did our playing 
in the military; now we were out 
to learn a skill that someone 
would be interested in." 
Although education may have 
been the primary concern of the 
University's early greeks, 
drinking was still on their lists of 
priorities. 
"Oh, we had our fun," Rabat 
said. "We drank our share of 
beer — in some cases enormous 
quantities, but we were 
seasoned (in the military), we'd 
done this before." 
The bulk of Rabat's social life 
was non-alcoholic, however. 
Beyond intramurals and sing- 
ing, Rabat said his fraternity 
would go hunting or fishing on 
weekends for entertainment. 
By the 1960s greek social life 
had moved out of its infancy, but 
had not matured to today's 
standard. According to Carlton 
Schooley, a 1963 graduate, 
fraternity-sponsored parties 
were more frequent. 
"Social life was not nearly 
what it is today," said Schooley, 
the current Sigma Phi Epsilon 
adviser. "We might go out once 
or twice a semester.' 
Jaunts to nearby towns for 
square dances or dry teas at the 
fraternity house were the basis 
of Schooley's social life. 
"Social   was   the   primary 
reason for joining a fraternity, 
but there were other benefits, 
Schooley said. 
Reasons for joining sororities 
apparently ran along social 
lines, as well. 
According to Cheri Briggs, an 
alumna of Alpha Phi ana a 1969 
University graduate, most of 
her social life revolved around 
fraternities. 
"K it weren't for fraternity 
parties, I really don't know what 
else you'd do. If you didn't go out 
with a fraternity guy, you spent 
a lot of time in the dorm lounges 
sitting around talking," she 
said. 
Sorority pledges attended 
weekly mandated events with a 
fraternity's pledge class. These 
dry events generally consisted 
of dances or baseball games, 
Briggs said. Fraternity parties 
were the biggest aspect of her 
social life, however. 
"I remember a lot of Rolling 
Rock parties. Guys had a lot of 
alcoholic   parties   off-campus, 
and there was a lot of fixing-up, 
she said. 
Sororities had few if any func- 
tions of their own, however. 
"We had our Spring Formal, 
which was a pretty big thing,'' 
Briggs said. "I would have liked 
sororities to hold parties, but 
that just wasn't done." 
In January 1969, the Universi- 
ty Board of Trustees voted 5-3 in 
favor of allowing beer on cam- 
pus, and alcoholic fraternity l
'
1
*""   developed   shortly 
thereafter. 
The late 1970s and early 1980s 
were marked with seemingly 
unlimited kegs at teas, yet ap- 
parently less emphasis on alco- 
Scott Rankin, Pi Kappa Phi 
'84, said although beer poured 
freely throughout teas, getting 
drunk was not the emphasis. 
"Drinking wasn't the main 
thing, it was dancing and ca- 
maraderie — we had a good 
time at parties," Rankin said. 
"When alcohol was allowed, it 
wasn't a big thing. I guess when 
something is taboo, you want it 
more." 
Non-alcoholic activities were 
enjoyed as well as teas, Rankin 
said. Intramurals and brother- 
hood activities were also large 
parts of greek entertainment, he 
added. 
"When I was at BG, the teas 
were big." said Steve Crowe, Pi 
Kappa Phi '86. "It was the only 
time you really got together as a 
group with your whole house in a 
social setting." 
Although teas made up a big 
part of Crowe's greek life, he 
said he reluctantly favors the 
current limitations on greek 
parties. 
"Back then, I know I wouldn't 
have liked it much, but now I 
don't know if it's such a bad 
idea," he said. "With all this lia- 
bility, if someone gets a little too 
crazy, the house can be held ac- 
countable." 
Enjoying "basically unlimited 
kegs," Crowe said his fraterni- 
ty's rare attempts at dry theme 
teas were unsuccessful. 
"We tried promoting drinking 
responsibility. People would 
come, but they wouldn't stay. I 
guess you can t teach an old dog 
new tricks," Crowe said. 
Discipline in the form of 
tighter alcohol regulations by 
Ohio legislators and Greek Life, 
however, is teaching the greek 
"dog" to roll over. 
"It's kind of like a challenge, 
you know, 'prove it wrong, " 
Crowe said. BG greeks will do 
well for themselves." 
OUR COMPUTERIZED BUY WILL 
Turn your Used 
Books Into Cash 
VALID UNIVERSITY I.D. REQUIRED 
AND 
EACH TIME YOU COME TO THE BUYBACK COUNTER, 
ENTER THE DRAWING TO WIN: 
University Bookstore 
Student Services Building 
April 25 thru May 5 
Mon. - Fri. 8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m 
Saturday 9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. 
Closed on Sunday 
miiiMimuiiVau, 
HuU.nl SOTIC.I tvildlnf 
Gift Certificates 
Drawings held dailly 
Twenty-Five 
$20.00 
gift certificates 
will be awarded 
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Opera performers explain appeal 
by Donna Sharper 
reporter 
Many people stereotype opera as some- 
thing tor society's elite and upper classes, 
but several University students and faculty 
believe it is for everyone. 
The Bowling Green Opera Theater, com- 
prised of a group of University students, per- 
forms twice a year. The Opera Theater put 
on a program of opera scenes last weekend 
at the Moore Musical Arts Center. 
According to Diana Huntoon, graduate 
student in vocal performance, it is not diffi- 
cult to have a negative attitude toward opera 
because it carries many stereotypes. 
"People always think of the lady with the 
horns and braids, but that's only in Wag- 
ner," Huntoon said, referring to the German 
composer. "It's been stereotyped as confus- 
ing and too sophisticated for just anybody to 
be able to appreciate." 
Roy Lazarus, associate professor of musi- 
cal arts at the University, said one does not 
have to study opera to appreciate it. 
"It has a snob attraction to people who 
want to make it that way, but I think it's for 
everybody," he said. "It's like anything 
else, if you draw an analogy. If you go to a 
football game, you'll still get some pleasure 
out of watching it, but if you know the nuan- 
ces of the sport you'll get more pleasure out 
of it. 
"When a singer sings a really great note, 
the whole audience knows it," Lazarus said. 
Last weekend's performances had many 
famous opera scenes, including "The Most 
Happy Fella," by Frank Loesser; "La Tra- 
viata and "Rigoletto," by Giuseppe Verdi; 
"The Barber of Seville," by Gioaccnino Ros- 
sini and "Madame Butterfly," by Giacomo 
Puccini. 
Although many people were in the audi- 
ence both nights, many of the performers 
said most of them were friends, family and 
faculty. 
One performer said he learned about 
opera in his childhood. 
Kirk Walker, junior vocal performance 
major, said his mother would turn opera on 
the radio when he was younger, thus expos- 
ing him to it. 
If she wouldn't have done that, I wouldn't 
have had a clue (about opera)," Walker 
said. 
In order to better appreciate opera, Hun- 
toon said people should familiarize them- 
selves with it first. 
"It's a lot easier to understand an opera in 
a foreign language if you know the plot be- 
forehand," Huntoon said. 
However, Dennis Jesse, senior music edu- 
cation major, said the language barrier is 
what makes understanding opera difficult. 
"It's very difficult to (make) the trans- 
lations work well with the music itself," he 
said. 
Micah Graber, senior vocal performance 
major, said students probably do not realize 
that professional opera performances are 
put on three times a year in Toledo. 
"Toledo's only 30 minutes away," he said, 
adding students should try it because they 
might like it. 
BG News/Pat Mingarelli 
Kirk Walker, junior vocal performance major, performs as Tony and All- 
ison Smith, freshman music education major, performs as Rosabella In a 
scene from the opera. "The Most Happy Fella." at the Moore Musical Arts 
Center Sunday night. 
Hathaway  
Continued from page 4. 
structor   and   managing   the 
classroom and disruptive behav- 
ior also were judged, she added. 
As a non-traditional student, 
Hathaway said she had both an 
edge and a disadvantage. 
"I had the edge of being a little 
older and being able to bring a 
little more experience into the 
classroom. It was easier for me 
to become more comfortable in 
Drive a 
great boigain. %• 
COLLEGE 
GET THE DETAILS... 
LJNIVERSIT 
HON 
354-2222 
1019 N. MAIN • BOWLING GREEN. OHIO 43402 
• THETA  CHI   •   BGSU   •  THETA  CHI   •   BGSU   • 
THETA CHI 
The Brothers of Theta Chi 
would like to Congratulate all 
graduating seniors and 
wish everybody Good Luck on Finals! 
- A WINNING TRADITION - 
• THETA CHI • BGSU • THETA CHI • BGSU • 
front of the class," she said. 
Her only disadvantage was 
that she had not been in a class- 
room recently, she said. 
"I felt like I had a distance 
with the students in what was 
happening in the classroom," 
she said. '•The judges are big on 
motivators to introduce a les- 
son." 
To teach her algebra lesson 
about the slope of a line, Hath- 
away said she drew a compar- 
ison to her previous ski trip and 
the steepness on the hills. 
Hathaway said several Uni- 
versity students applied, but she 
was the only one who placed in 
the competition. 
Timothy Bodnarik, a 1988 Un- 
iversity graduate, finished first 
in the competition last year, 
Braatz said. 
PREFERRED PROPERTIES CO. 
835 High St - Rental Office 
Located at Cherrywood Health Spa 
Phone   352-9378 9-00-4 30 Monday-Friday 
Housing Openings for  SUMMER & Fall 
9 mo-12 mo. Leases 
PIEDMONT ARTS "■"-"•- 
BIRCHWOOD PLACE 650 SIXIH SI 
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OAll VIEW MINI - WAREHOUSE 
PARTY ROOM FOR RENt 
AH residents will have membership privilege 
lo Cherrywood Health Spa 
Complete facilities tor men and women 
• Hydro - Spa Whirlpool 
• Matro Sauna 
• Complete Exe'Clit Equipment 
• Indoor Haalad Pool 
• New Weight Equipment 
• Tanning Booth Available 
■ .kiiin 
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THE BLACK STUDENT UNION 
ANNUAL YEAR-END PICNIC 
Will held at Student Sen/ices Building 
Saturday, April 29th 
From 12:00 pan. to ? 
Food 
games 
prizes 
and a live DJ 
COME JOIN THE FUN! 
to. 
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to serve you better. 
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Money for your books at: 
University Bookstore 
Monday - Friday 
8:00 am - 5:00 pm 
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Student Union 
1st Floor 
Monday - Friday 
8:00am - 5:00 pm 
Sports 
BG looks to shoot down BSU 
by Brian Hollenbeck 
sports reporter 
Bowling Green's Softball team 
has been body slammed into the 
lower depths of the Mid- 
American Conference in the last 
couple weeks. 
BG has lost eight of its last 10 
Mid-American Conference 
games and currently resides in 
sixth place in the MAC at 8-10. 
Overall the squad holds a 16-26 
mark. 
The Falcons will try to turn 
the tide this weekend when Ball 
State visits BG's Softball field 
for a pair of doubleheaders, with 
the action beginning Friday at 2 
p.m., and 1 p.m. on Saturday. 
Despite BG's unimpressive 
record, head coach Jacquie 
Joseph said her club can still 
have a successful season. 
"I think there is a lot of soft- 
ball left, and there's a good shot 
we can finish the season 
strong," Joseph said. "We still 
have the opportunity to play ev- 
erybody that's ahead of us in the 
standings and I feel that's 
good." 
BG pitching served up 19 hits 
to Kent State in two losses on 
Tuesday, but Joseph said she 
isn't worried about ner pitching 
staff. 
"This last doubleheader with 
Kent State was the first time our 
pitching didn't do well," Joseph 
said. "Our pitching is what has 
kept us in many games this 
season." 
Joseph said she just wants her 
team to go out and pla v mentally 
sound games this weekend. 
"Our goal is to go out and bet- 
ter ourselves every game," 
Joseph said. "Kent State really 
beat us good, but I feel we've 
been our own worst enemy 
many times this season. I feel 
we've beaten ourselves many 
times during the year." 
BG is having trouble with 
offensive productivity this 
season, hitting a mere .186 as a 
team, which ranks them last in 
the MAC. Because of the 
offensive woes, Joseph said the 
team has to play good defense in 
order to win. 
"We need to play hard, and 
maintain our defense," Joseph 
said. "We just have to try and 
keep the scores down because 
we've only been scoring about 
\ 
Medical College 
of Ohio at Toledo 
ATA    ATA    ATA    ATA    ATA 
The Sisters of 
Al'A   congratulate 
Dave 
Yothers 
Alpha Gam Man 1989J 
AfA   ATA    ATA    ATA    ATA 
II you like the idea of a 
medical education program 
that slays on the frontiers 
ol medical training but 
strives to help students 
retain their human charac- 
teristics, take a look at the 
Medical College ol Ohio. 
You'll find a top-flight 
faculty, working on 
research projects of com- 
pelling biomedical impor- 
tance in up-to-date 
laboratories, and teaching 
in modern, pleasant class- 
rooms. 
Come and be a part of it. 
Write or call: 
The Admissions Otlice 
Medical College of Ohio 
Post Oflice Box 10008 
Toledo. Ohio 43699-0008 
(419)381-4229 
MAKE PLANS FOR SUMMER SCHOOL NOW... 
ATTEND FRANKLIN UNIVERSITY IN COLUMBUS! 
SESSION II  JUNE 14 - AUGUST 5 
MTh 
MTh 
MTWTh 
Principles of Management   MTh 
Financial  Accounting 
Managerial   Accounting 
Marketing 
Speech Communications 
Intro, to Microeconomics 
Intro, to Macroeconomics 
Statistics I 
Basic Writing I 
Basic Writing II 
Pre-College Alegebra 
Biological Science 
Special Topics: 
Business in Literature 
&   Film 
MTh 
MTWTh 
MTh 
6:00- 
6:00- 
8:00- 
12:00 - 
6:00- 
8:00- 
6:00- 
MTWTh   10:00- 1 
MTh 
MTh 
MTh 
MTh 
MTh 
MTh 
6:00- 
6:00- 
6:00- 
6:00- 
6:00- 
6:00- 
9:40 p.m. 
9:40 p.m. 
9:40 a.m. 
3:40 p.m. 
9:40 p.m. 
9:40 a.m. 
9:40 p.m. 
1:40 a.m. 
9:40 p.m. 
9:40 p.m. 
9:40 p.m. 
9:40 p.m. 
9:40 p.m. 
9:40 p.m. 
MTWTh  10:00-11:40 a.m. 
Fraixklirv 
UNIVERSITY" 
Call 
1614) 224-6237 Columbus, Ohio 
GREENBRIAR INC. 
has 
SUMMER 
rentals 
available now 
(6/1   - 8/14) 
Frazee \   $600 for the 
Field Manor lSummer plus 
Ridge Manor l~ electric 
516-522 E. Merry/       and gas 
$450\     for the 
$300|sTTmmer 
Call 352-0717 224 E. Wooster 
1 bedroom 
efficiency 
three runs a game." 
Ball State is currently in a 
second place tie with Kent State 
at 10-fi in the MAC. Toledo is 
atop the heap with a 1&4 confer- 
ence mark. 
BG's next 10 games are at 
home with Western Michigan 
coming into town on May 5-6 for 
a pair of doubleheaders, and 
league leader Toledo visiting on 
May 9 for a doubleheader. 
OF COMPACT DISCS 
TOttDO' 
•cum RND RESTAURANT 
RR€ BRINGING COM€DV 
TO BOWLING GR€€N 
<EV€RY FRIDflV AND 
SATURDAY AT 10:00 P.M. 
RT CRSSIDV'S 
R6S6RVRTIONS RR€ f(l 
RCC€PT€D RT 
353-0100 
176 €. WOOST6R 
*18 AND OV€R UJ€lCOM€ 
FRIDflV IS COLL€G€ I.D. NIGHT 
THE SPRING 
GOLD RUSH IS ON! $75 
OFF 
18K 
$50 $25 
OFF OFF 
14K   10K 
'   4      V 
• GN»ws    April 28,1989 
■¥ 
* N.W. OHIO'S LARGEST SELECTION 
| 
6 
1 
O 
1 
3 
i 
ICUABAUAMAlPtAliy | 
*  .1 
flip-flop ' 
llipllop.,/ 
•smM.Dots 
Itouartt Jones 
truss that linr 
* 
Order your college ring NOW. 
JOSTENS 
*     M     1     »     i     C     * *        COLLCCf MiNG'" 
1ML_AprH 26-28      ,..,    10:00 a.m. -3:00 ^R^     $15.00 
(I|L, Unlvf illy Bookstof   Studwit Sen/Ices Building Jj — •» i 
n OFF EACH ITEM! 
* : 
* : 
* ■ 
*?: 
* 
+ •: V 
i 
t 
\ 
50% OFF 
ALREADY MARKED 
DOWN MERCHANDISE 
MAY 2-5th 
ALL SALES FINAL 
NO OTHER 
DISCOUNTS APPLY 
Ihc little Stop 
UNIVERSITY UNION M-F 8-4:45 
ON THE PURCHASE OF 1 OR 2 *' ° * 
CD's, PRE-RECORDED CASSETTES, OR LP's. * 
MIX OR MATCH! * 
(ALL SALE ITEMS & SPECIALS EXCLUDED). * 
- COUPON - EXPIRES 5/10/89  J 
i$fc OFF   ^k ACH ITEM! 
* ON THE PURCHASE OF.2 OR MORE 
T CD's, PRE-RECORDED CASSETTES, OR LP's. 
I MIX OR MATCH! 
J (ALL SALE ITEMS & SPECIALS EXCLUDED). 
*- COUPON- EXPIRES 5/10/89* 1 
'Your Music Library99 
+   N.W. OHIO'S LARGEST SELECTION OF COMPAC' HISCS 
MCI 
403 S. MAIN ST. 
DOWNTOWN /FINDIA Y 
Gift 
Certificates 
available in 
any amount 
128 N. MAIN ST. 
DOWNTOWN /B.G. 
7   DAYS OPEN 
OPEN TILL MIDNIGHT TONGHT AND TOMORROW 
Mon.-Thun. 10am-9pm Mon.Thun 9 am-10 pm 
Frl.-Sat. 10 am-10 pm        Frl.-Sot. 9 am-12 pm 
Sundays Noon-5 pm Sundays 11 am-7 pm 
*•*•••*••••••*••*•••••• 
n 
n 
M 
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THE BG NEWS 
Netters set for Bobcats 
by Matt Schroder 
sports reporter 
HOWARD'S club H 
210 N. MAIN NO COVER 
Phil 
Guy 
Thurs.-Sat. 
April 27-29 
F.very Thursday 10-11:00 p.m. 
Live Broadcast on 88.1 \\ IK.I 
Howard's is a Designated Driver Participant 
The men's tennis team is pre- 
paring for their last regular 
PLEASE, don't 
leave town trashed. . . 
ma*- 
Overloaded dumpsiers + Wind 
= Litter 
' bag trash securely 
' report dumpster overload 
to the manager or landlord 
' encourage more frequent emptying 
THANK YOU. 
Funded by Divoayi of Utter Pre.enhon 
and Recycling   Ohto Opt   Of Natural 
Resources   R<hard F  Cettsle   Governor 
%
   EXPERIENCE the fun and 
adventure of... 
SCUBA DIVING 
Training  Sponsored  by  the  National  Association  of  Underwater 
Instructors (NAUI) 
• Fee Includes All Supplies, Equipment Usage, and Air Fills 
• Optional Florida Trip For Certification 
CLASS TIME: 
MAY 23 - AUG 2 
TUES. & THURS. 
EVENINGS 
7-10 P.M. 
Sign - ups begin April 24 
SRC MAIN OFFICE 
LIMITED ENROLLMENT 
FOR INFO CALL 
SRC 372-2711 
SWIMMING SKILLS REQUIRED 
season dual match of the spring 
— a showdown in Athens against 
rival Ohio University. 
Bowling Green is coming off a 
homestand in which they won 
four of five matches, including a 
conference win over Eastern 
Michigan. The team currently 
stands at 2-3 in the MAC and 
12-11 overall. 
OU has fared much the same 
as the Falcons in conference 
play, as they have beaten EMU 
(7-2) and lost to Miami (6-3), 
Ball State (7-2), and WMU (6-3). 
However, because of the Bob- 
cats' performance in these 
matches, BG head coach Gene 
Orlando sees his team as the 
underdog going into the match 
this weekend. 
"They've played relatively 
well in the conference," he said. 
"Last year we lost to them 7-2, 
and both of us had the same 
team coming back. On paper, 
we probably shouldn't win, but 
we're just going to go out and 
The Falcons ' J.P. Green at 
2nd singles, Mike Hain at 4th 
singles, Steve Mudre at 5th sin- 
gles, and Doug Dickinson at 6th 
singles all posted 4-1 records last 
week, ana they will have to 
carry that momentum into Ath- 
ens. 
John Beathler (3rd), Matt 
Kline (4th), and Doug Campbell 
(5th) have all been impressive 
for OU this season, but the Fal- 
cons are prepared to face the 
challenge. 
"We haven't really gotten 
along with this team very well," 
Green said. "It's never enough 
to have a winning record or to 
have two MAC wins. Nobody is 
satisfied at this point. We know 
what it takes, and we're going to 
go out and do it," he added. 
The MAC championships are just a week away, but the Fal- 
cons are keeping their attitude 
in perspective, and they aren't 
setting any unrealistic goals. 
"We're not talking about a 
conference championship 
around here," Orlando said. 
"We just play on emotion and 
guts so we can gain respect and 
pride with every match. 
Following Saturday's meeting 
with OU, the Falcons will return 
to Keefe Courts where they will 
host the conference champion- 
ships May 5-7. 
Friday s first round starts at 
12:30 p.m., with the semifinals 
beginning at 10 a.m. Saturday 
and the finals at 9 a.m. Sunday. 
vWE CARE WE CARE WE CARE WE CARE 
v^Yf^i -i    Will you be around 
L/\r\Ly! this summer? 
- 
If so, join the 
WE CARE TEAM! 
A variety of positions are available 
to help with the fall Pre-Registration 
program for new students and parents. 
Sign-up in 405 Student Services by 
April 28th at 5:00 p.m.! 
PRE-REGISTRATION 1989 
WE CARE WE CARE WE CARE WE CARE WE CARE 
Cavaliers 
look to 
stop Bulls 
RICHFIELD, O.(AP) — 
Going undefeated in six 
games against the Chicago 
Bulls during the regular 
season won't matter much 
once the two teams begin 
their best-of-five NBA 
playoff series Friday 
night. Cavaliers coach 
Lenny Wilkens said Thurs- 
day. 
"I don't care what the 
expectations are," Wilkens 
said, after putting his team 
through a bractice session 
at The Coliseum. "The 
pressure is always there. 
That's nothing new. 
"We have to come out 
right from the opening tip 
and play hard and estab- 
lish the tempo for our- 
selves. There's no question 
that you get a little pum- 
ped up for the playoffs." 
The Cavaliers went 57-25 
in the regular season, good • 
for second place behind 
Detroit in the Central Div- •, 
ision. Chicago, despite its 3 
lack of success this season ' 
against   Cleveland,   still 
posted a 47-35 record in the 
same division. 
While the Cavaliers have I 
won with a team concept  ■ 
all season, Chicago's style   ! 
is dominated by NBA scor- 
ing   champion   Michael 
Jordan,   who   took   over 
point guard duties during 
the season and still man- 
aged 32.5 points a game. 
Wilkens said the Cava- 
liers must be concerned j 
with Jordan, but not too 
concerned. 
"He's a great player," | 
Wilkens said. "Certainly, . 
we're  not  going  to   run : 
three or four guys at him. 
We don't play that way. 
We're going to make him 
work hard and try not to 
give him anything easy."     , 
WINNERS 
UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE GIFT CERTIFICATES 
Carolyn Holmes Lora Melzcar 
Christy Jo Moore Bruce Harmon 
Mara Steinbaugh Charlene Carter 
Be a winner - sell your Books at the 
UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE and register to 
win a $20.00 gut certificate 
April 25-28 ■ 3 drawings per day. 
May is ■ 2 drawings per day. 
Register once and he eligible 
lor every drawing. 
You need nol be oresenl to win. 
UNIVERSITY 
BOOKSTORE 
GRADUATE STUDENT SENATE 
CONGRATULATES 
THE FOLLOWING GRADUATING 
GRADUATE STUDENT CANDIDATES 
MASTER'S CANDIDATES 
Jennrfer A Adnms 
R..|ti Ad*' 
Mohammed O   Anvani 
Theresa Elen Artnend 
JoAnne M Amholt 
Patricia E   Arnold 
C>"dy L    AobtN 
Christopher T   Bade 
Debre Doup Bailey 
Jane Moemng Bnitty 
Thomee D Bertee 
EncE   BeJhan 
S*ty A   Bennel 
Alma Jo Bent* Bernard 
Jon Stuart Bartsrn 
Vtck. S   Biaser 
Henry E   Btoomberg 
Paul James Bhjbaugh Jr 
Jettery A Boer get 
Helen Boot 
Steven A Bowen 
JOhnM   Bradley 
Reechel Oane Bncker 
baa-Ann Leuer Bnckner 
Tracy Eden Brown 
Je art nine D Brown 
Nancy Brown Johns ton 
Fran" Edward Butler 
Fet»enne Careee 
Caryl Leigh Carlaon 
Edward Joseph Cermien 
C hitslma J Cataraarite 
Norma Vm man Chen 
Glenn Howard Christiansen 
Monika Ciimime. 
Kathleen Otteraon Cintavey 
Robert Luis Cmtron 
Laura Thonton Clevenger 
James I Coon 
Sidney F Corbet! 
Constance Hrtchner Cornwall 
Kathleen D Creasy 
C L Crotchetl 
Sandra Sue Curly 
James A Cummer 
Dana Den.se Cunee 
jBQueane I Detey 
Timothy J   OePaims 
Pauta S Oi Hrta 
Jonathon GnHitn Dings 
Etzabetn Ann Donegen 
Douglas Walter Ebeang 
James D Ecker 
Carolyn Ruth Erie' 
Kurt H   Eltt' 
John A Evens 
Gheteb O Fa** 
Catherine S Feasei 
Naomi J   Femstem 
Douglas A Fenhman 
M>chaei R Fetcho 
Dennis w   Flenwg 
K«i R   France 
Richard C   Francis 
Conrad Nicholas Frews 
Sammy J Friend 
Andrew John Froeach 
Deborah J Ganse 
Veenadhari Gargeya 
Witkem G Gfteon 
Tammy M   Gocial 
hhcneW P   Godfrey 
Margaret Hemmger Gordon 
Scott Clark Graber 
EUabetn Ellen Green 
Stewart M Greenlee 
Chenes John Gross 
Deborah Grow 
ManrshiGuha 
Julie Ann Hater 
Agnes Halm 
Lynn K   Helton 
Leslie Brett Hammer 
Jeanne K   Harmon 
Tanorhy L   Harper 
Arlene L Hailelt 
Jodi A Hemker 
Amelia S   Hermillei 
Kalnryn A   Hicks 
Anthony C   H* 
Jennifer Marie Phager H* 
Paul Hodkiewc/ 
Jean Frances Horlman 
Connie Holtman Lamb 
Leslie A Ho'hemz 
Claudia A Hoeand 
RoOOm T   Holey 
Fred Richard HoUel 
Betty Jean Jackson 
Diego F   Jar im Hurt ado 
James W Jeller 
Kim Cheteae Jones 
Wenoy Anne Jones 
Kristen Anne Jones 
Theresa M   Joyce 
Anshuman Kankan 
IruC   Kteler 
Karen Eaten Kirtough 
George Kolteros 
David J   Krai 
Lon Kunti 
John Gerard LaVaM 
Chommiee 
OutHuaU 
Joette Long 
Paul M LuCkett 
Mary /o Letienton 
Janice Kay Lyon 
Weham Lee MacOonaM 
Paul A Merchant 
David E   Matcolte 
Gladys A   Markw.lf- 
Lsaj Marsh 
Edgar Martinez 
Catherine A MasieHo 
Paler C   Mather 
Peter Alan Mayo 
Karen M   McCarthy 
Scon A McCartney 
Robert Wiautm McCreery 
Laura J McTighe 
Sheryl Ann Mette 
Demon 0 Moats 
Margaret A Mo-r 
SeenaB Monanen 
■ ... ■     ■ t       '     '.' .'.  ■      >•■ 1-;   "•* 
DonE Mornson 
Anoe M   Moser 
Joseph E   Moia 
Janel Thierwechior Mowry 
Adnenne A   Mueller 
Carlos M Munoz 
Matthew Carl Muidoc" 
Angela Spence Nelson 
Oavic Wayne Newell 
ChnwneM Nicoioii 
Dendeep N^hawan 
Maureen Owen 
Brian James Pacos 
Keneth Scott Pawa 
Jill M Pavic 
Nicos I Pamadee 
Scotl Davrd Pelok 
Enc L   Perkins 
Bgrjaji PI.I- 
DOCTORAL CANDIDATES 
Robert W Polachek 
Mary Kay Poijan 
Francis X   Powers 
JuaeR Pratt 
Darrea E   Presatey 
Rebecca Ann Pulling Kiev 
HM I •,,... d QureaH 
Darnel F Fbch 
Linda L   Richardson 
Susan Foore Raoy 
Michael G   Rmgler 
Mary Patrice Ronan 
Jane Ruth Roodenburg 
CM M raj M   (• HM 
.'      !■.■.,■-,! 
Daniel Sandweiss 
Darnel 0   Sapp Jr 
Kim William Sautter 
Chrsiina San/otti Savannah 
WUfcam Schiosser 
Kathleen Hill Schmm 
Candace S Schreck 
C   Edwar-1 Schreck 
Marina Joii Scully 
Anne E   Sheughnessy 
MKheei Thomas Sheehan 
Rebecca Ann SheWon 
Sandra K Shwkjs 
Barbara Eaen Sielert 
DamlP   BaHai 
Thomas Enc Smn 
Timothy L   Snook 
Byung Kyu Sohn 
WrammG   Spengler 
Jil Mane Spicer 
Ronde K   Slmemyef 
Joseph E Slone 
Fnk Robert Strunk 
L   Thomas Sluckert 
John Anthonv Tambasicia 
Teresa Ann fence 
Frank J Tascone Jr 
Vew Cruan Teh 
Barbara J   Tokar 
Shetey K   Travrs 
K ar rs T ur cogeor ge 
Wayne T   Uehtem 
Melissa Marie Uaman 
Kaong Jng 
George Geoftrey Urban 
Elsie S Vaieroso 
Jean B Vance 
Laurie A   Venl 
Laurie A Varbosky 
M<heei   D Vroomen 
Derek Orren Waller 
Jun Wang 
Linda Ann Wardhammer 
Valer* Lynn Washeck 
Amy S   Weasner 
Chna Webb 
Julie K Webb 
Margaret J Weinberger 
Peggy Jo Wendei 
Catherine Sue White 
Da. la M   Wiednch 
Sandra E   Wimberly 
Kalheryn Annatr<a Witwer 
James H Woodward Jr 
K-n Denise Wngni 
Wei Yuan Wu 
Julie Vambor 
Ming O. Ye 
Susan j   Young 
YiZhao 
Edward Z-oeikant 
Laura M 2akle 
Todd E   Zuider hoe- 
Da vid AlOerts 
Lance E   Anderson 
Mary Anne C  Ashworth 
Marufa M Asm 
Donald C Babie 
Rex Burton Easley 
Gnllin P Gactdie 
B  Ju*e Johnson 
Annette J Krutsch 
Larry D Lewis 
Angela Lrndley 
John A Maiol* 
Darrell G   Mu'lms 
Sam OlonNyarko 
Patricia Haynes Otsen 
Craig Francis Paulenich 
Wallace J  P.neault 
Lynette R Porter 
Thomas M Ruddy 
Gerald M Smith 
Nancy Jo Weseneten 
THE GRADUATE STUDENT SENATE INVITES ALL GRADUATE STUDENTS AND FAMILY TO ATTEND 
A FAREWELL CELEBRATION TO RECOGNIZE THE GRADUATING GRADUATE STUDENTS. 
FRIDAY EVENING. MAY FIFTH 
8,00 - 12,00 P.M. 
KAUFMAN'S LOUNGE - ATRIUM ROOM 
1628 EAST WOOSTER 
BOWLING GREEN. OHIO 
FREE EVENT 
THE BG NEWS 
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BG track gets break 
Falcons travel to Hillsdale before MAC'S 
by Mike Drabenstott 
sports reporter 
Compared to weekends past 
and weekends awaiting, the 
men's and women's track teams 
can take a break of sorts as they 
travel to the Hillsdale Relays at 
Hillsdale, Mich., for non-scoring 
meets Saturday. 
Men's co-coach Sid Sink said 
though the meet will be competi- 
tive, the team is not focusing on 
anything beyond individual im- 
provement. 
"It will be a low-key meet for 
us," Sink said. "We can relax 
compared to 'going for it' last 
weekend at the All-Ohio Invita- 
tional and two weeks from now 
in the Mid-American Conference 
Tournament. 
"The keys will be to stay 
healthy and show some im- 
provement." 
The men received a scare 
Wednesday when their top 
sprinter and MAC point pro- 
ducer Ron Heard suffered a 
strained hamstring while run- 
ning a 40-yard dash for football 
scouts. 
Falcon head trainer Bill Jones 
told Sink that Heard will miss 
this weekend, but the strain does 
not appear to be major. 
The women's team will have 
some of their top talent depleted 
at Hillsdale, as nine women will 
compete in the Drake Relays 
beginning today. 
At Drake, BG will field 4x100, 
4x400, 4x800 and distance med- 
ley relay teams along with five 
team members in individual 
events — Tammy Ashburn 
(javelin), Beth Manson (shot 
put, discus), Allison Brewton 
(high jump), Vicki Roseberry 
(discus) and Tracy Gaerke (1,500m). 
Manson and Gaerke will both 
be looking to qualify for 
nationals at Drake. Last week- 
end, Manson's winning throw of 
167-9 fell less than one foot short 
of the national mark of 1684, 
while Gaerke continues to im- 
prove on her quest to qualify for 
nationals for the second conse- 
cutive year. 
Sink said Gaerke will have a 
better opportunity to make the 
mark this weekend because she 
will face more competition than 
previous weekends. 
The Falcon women at Hills- 
dale are looking to prepare for 
the MAC Championships also, 
according to the BG coaching 
staff. 
In looking to the remainder of 
the season, Sink said the men 
want to improve upon last year's 
fifth-place finish in the MAC, 
and that "we're better this year 
when we're healthy than last 
year." 
The women have higher as- 
Cirations. Their goal is to over- 
ike perennial power Eastern 
Michigan for the MAC title. 
Rose saga continues 
CINCINNATI (AP) — A federal judge who 
accused the baseball commissioner of conduct- 
ing a vendetta against Cincinnati Reds man- 
ager Pete Rose has removed himself from sen- 
tencing Franklin, Ohio, restauranteur Ronald 
Peters, who claims he took bets from Rose. 
U.S. District Judge Carl B. Rubin sent a one- 
line order Thursday to the court clerk in Cin- 
cinnati taking himself off the case of Ronald 
Peters, who said in court April 3 that he will 
elead guilty to tax evasion and cocaine distribu- 
on charges. 
The court clerk promptly assigned Judge S. 
Arthur Spiegel, also of the Cincinnati court, to 
sentence Peters. No sentencing date has been 
set. Spiegel is awaiting a presentencing report 
that court probation officers are compiling on 
Peters, who is out on bond. 
Anthony Nyktas, assistant U.S. attorney in 
Cincinnati, declined comment Thursday on the 
change of judges. David Chicarelli. one of 
Peters' lawyers, was out of his Franklin office 
and unavailable for comment. 
Peters, 31, could get sentenced to maximum 
funishment of 23 years in federal prison and 
1.25 million in fines. But under his plea agree- 
ment with federal prosecutors, Peters probably 
will be sentenced to no more than 18 months and 
face no additional charges provided that he con- 
tinues to cooperate with government in- 
vestigators. 
Linda Kloth, chief administrator of the fed- 
eral court in Cincinnati, said Rubin was excus- 
ing himself from the Peters case because "he just felt there was an appearance of impro- 
priety." 
SUMMER STORAGE SERVICE 
FOR YOUR ROOM FURNISHINGS 
PLUS 
FREE OPTIONAL 
SPRING PICKUP AND FALL DELIVERY 
STORE YOUR 
LOFT REFRIGERATOR 
COUCH OR CHAIR BIKE 
RATES START AT $15.00 
...Etc. 
Call 352-3836 
9-5 M-F 
to schedule your 
pickup time 
Now Available 
Exclusively From: 
Loft Construction 
P.O. Box 538 
500 Lehman 
Bowling Green. OH 43402 
419/352-3836 
A special thanks to all the student callers 
of the Spring Telefund. 
You were responsible for raising over 
•130,000!! 
Congratulations on a job well done! 
^ Good Luck on exams! g 
NEWLOVE RENTALS 
END OF SCHOOL SPECIAL! 
1470-1490 Clough 
2 bedroom apartments 
1 block from east end of campus 
Balconies and Patios 
Free gas, heat, water 
and sewer 
328 S. Main 352-5620 
WOULD LIKE TO 
CONGRATULATE 
the 
1989 
BEST OF LUCK TO YOU ALL 
G98&D LUCK ON FINALS 
The University Bookstore thanks you for your 
past patronage! Have a safe trip home and a good 
Summer! 
For your Fall semester shopping convenience, we 
will be open Saturday 8/19 before classes begin, 
from 9:00 a.m. to 5:00p.m. and Sunday 8/20 from 
noon until 6:00p.m. 
CONGRATULATIONS TO OUR 
GRADUATING   SENIORS 
UNIVERSITY 
BOOKSTORE 
Have a safe trip home! 
STAFF 
THE BG NEWS 
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Reflections of a college career  
Faces of friendship. 
When I was walking back 
from class Tuesday, it finally hit 
me. I knew it was going to hap- 
pen, but I never thought it would 
be so devastating. 
I took my first "real" glimpse 
of  the  campus.   The   normal 
erocedure had been to bury my 
ead and rush to my destination. 
I thought to myself, "Man, it 
took me a long time to appreci- 
ate this." 
I had this lump in my throat, 
the same tingling sensation I 
had when I said goodbye to my 
friends to travel 300 miles to get 
here. And the same lump I felt 
when my parents' car left my 
sight, leaving me in a foreign 
land. 
I realized I was cashing in my 
chips, hanging em up. I was 
leaving for good. I knew I would 
probably write a sports column 
about the events occurring over 
my stay, so I closed my eyes to 
reflect on hockey, the sport 
which I've been most directly 
involved. But I didn't see any 
sticks or pucks. All I could pic- 
ture were people, and it was a 
virtual slide show of smiles - 
faces of friendship. 
I pictured new friends like 
Tim Maloney, the Friday Maga- 
zine editor, punching me in the 
arm up in the newsroom. I saw 
old   acquaintances.   Sports 
writers Mark Huntebrinker and 
Don Hensley leaning back in 
their chairs laughing and joking 
around, as always. I saw old 
roomates that have graduated, 
old girlfriends, fraternity broth- 
ers, and on ana on. 
I couldn't come up with any- 
thing from the classroom, 
couldn't think of the sporting 
events, I could only see my 
friends. I'm convinced it wasn t 
a mental block, but something 
that will flash back everytime I 
think about Bowling Green. And 
if it's all I remember, that's fine 
with me. I'll take those faces to 
my grave. 
So after five and a half years, 
50 pounds heavier (believe it), 
and only one degree later, next 
week it's, "Hi Mom and Dad, 
I'm home." 
But in the meantime, I have 
some business to take care of, 
what the people who wanted me 
write this column want to hear, 
my final view on my experi- 
ences covering BG sports. 
Best Source: Senior Greg 
Parks, who will be playing 
hockey In Europe next season, 
would always "tell it like it is," 
especially in a feature that will 
appear in the Keyttiis year. 
Worst Source: Michigan State 
head coach Ron Mason was the 
worst. Mason yelled at me in 
front of a hoard of journalists 
last year when I asked him why 
he couldn't stop one of BG's 
lines. "I don't talk about other 
teams; I can only speak for my 
own team," he said. But wasn t 
Sour team playing against BG 
on? 
Media Master: Head hockey 
coach Jerry York was always 
poised and level-headed while 
winning or losing. As a matter of 
fact, he never had a bad word 
about the other team and re- 
fused to talk about officiating. 
For   the   person   who   covers 
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hockey next season, don't let 
York fool you. He'll play a game 
when you go to do an interview 
of an upcoming team. He pre- 
tends to forget the top players on 
the other team, but I believe he 
wants to see how much you 
know. I know he's pretending as 
he may be the best coach in col- 
lege hockey at preparing his 
team for the opponent. Figure it 
out, he has two advanced de- 
grees in counseling psychology. 
Gottcha, coach. 
Best Photographers: Mark 
Thalman and Brad Phalin might 
be students, but they're the best 
Shotogs I've ever seen. Just ask 
lem. Seriously, BG student 
[publications should feel privil- 
eged, because they are sure as 
heck going to miss them next 
semester. 
Most Unsettling Quote About 
Me: "You look like a sports re- 
porter." - a friend back home 
who didn't know what I was do- 
ing with my life. 
Thank You's: Thanks goes to 
Bob Bortel, the director of stu- 
dent publications, who gave me 
the freedom to go where I wan- 
ted and write what I felt. Thanks 
also goes to Tom Reed, an ins- 
piration, who to me was the best 
sports reporter ever to tickle the 
keys at the BG NEWSand to 
Mark Pape, who has always 
been a sounding board, especial- 
ly over the many breaks I spent 
in BG by myself. And to Mike 
McGath, the only person I know 
whose been here longer than 
myself. We can relate to old 
days. And finally a special 
thanks to my parents, who I ha- 
ven't been around long enough 
in the past six years to tell them 
how I feel. 
Mv Last Fragment: Good 
LUCK and God Bless. I'll see you 
in the movies. 
CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS 
5 days a week 
5 days a week 
Power 88-88 1 FM 
8-10 PM W8GU 
A   Special   thanks   to   all   student   callers   of 
„rheSprlng Telefund. You were responsible lo' 
'raising overfl 30.0001! Congratulations on a K* 
well done1 Good Luck on exams' 
ATTENTION SENIORS GRADUATING May 6 
1989 
More information concerning the ceremonies 
on May 6 was mailed on April 25 to your local 
campus address (or oncampus mailbox) The 
Index card included m this mailing has your tow 
and seal number on it This card MUST be 
brought to the commencement ceremonies A 
listing ot all students who ate attending the 
ceremonies will be posted «n the bulletin case 
by the east doors of the Administration Budding 
This bating does indicate each students row and 
seat number ^^^^^^^^^^ 
For the best In R A B. rap, and rJancs music In 
N.W. OhloFTune Inlo 88.1 FM Power 88 
Mon-Fn8-10PM 
Pre Registration volunteers are needed for Jury 
10-Aug 3rd Be a greeter. tour guide, display 
host, evening entertainment, usher or discus 
son facilitator Compensation includes a meal 
for each day worked1 Signup by April 28 m 
405 Studenl Services 
LOST & FOUND 
lost: KKG Key with sapphires and pearls   Ini- 
tials SLB on Back Reward ■ 2-51 41 
LOST   Sony Walkman   yeaow with Amy Grant 
tape Reward If found, please call 2-1738 
REWARO!! 
Lost: 1987 class ring 
Pink/purple stone. 353-4575. 
SERVICES OFFERED 
A TO 2 DATA CENTER 352-5042 
Complete Packaging Needs. UPS. Federal Ex- 
press, Typing Resumes FAX. Copies 
Be A Volunteer 
Be A Volunteer 
Be A Volunteer 
Sign-up m 405 Student Services by Apr 28th 
Center lor Choice II 
Abortion. Morning After Treatment 
Free Pregnancy Test 
Proud to be Pro Choice 
16 N Huron Toledo, OH 
255-7769 
FREE PREGNANCY TESTS 
Confidential and Informative 
We listen We care. We can help 
BG Pregnancy Center 354-HOPE 
TYPING SERVICES for all types of papers 
Reasonable rates with accuracy 
Call 352 3987 from 8am to 9pm 
Typing Service 
Resumes-term papers 
3540371 
PERSONALS 
FLEECE SHORTS ARE IN 
ALL COLORS 
Regular Sweatpants $7 00 
2b\ otl on aH BGSU Jackets 
TO 's Campus Corner 
900 E Wooster St 
352-3365 
Special Interest Rates 
Large Inventory 
Immediate Credit Approval 
■ BUICK 
5715 WEST CENTRAL AVE. 
■ TOYOTA 
1377 CONANT STREET ■ MAUMEE ■ (419) 893-5000 
SALES: Monday 4 Thursday »l 9pm /Tijesday, Wednesday, Friday. Saturday 
ON THE CENTRAL AVE. STRIP ■ (419) 535-1000 
16pm »ft*67*e 
Tonight 
Brathaus Cap Night 
We will give away a Brathaus Cap 
Every half-hour Irom 9 pm-1 30 am 
Be there early for a better chance 
to win 
EXAM SPECIAL * 
$21.95 per night 
Best Weslern Falcon Plaza Motel 
Study and relax in the privacy of 
your own room 
April 23-27 4 April 30-May 4 
Early ck-tfi A tote ck-out 
Continental breakfast & free coffee 
Reservations 352-4674 ck -m 
Students must show valid 
BGSU 
ID 
Non-students not eligible 
• MARY OIBIASE ■ 
Congratualtions on your engagement lo Jim 
Have a great time overseas We can't wart for 
Dec 30th 
Love. Su*y Steph.Sue Laura.Donna.4 Shan 
 Natalie  
Thanks for being a great roommate* 
I font Ted you enough how much you mean to 
me Let's have a great summer 
Love. Heather 
"•• 'MatthewGroom* * '* 
You've made the past two years the greatest' 
B G Won't be quite the same lor me now that 
you're GRADUATING   but the memories will be 
with us forever 
Who could torgel Alice Cooper Face' Fran- 
kie. I love Frankie" Maaatt quit playing with my 
laaatt" Woobte. c mere and hold my hand. I'm 
gonna get sick' Mmkie-c mere. Woobie won't 
hold my hand' Kevin-Nothing Augsberger 
Joyce. Just take your pill" Carolyn you really 
know how to plan a "memorable" New Years 
Eve' Matthew--don'I turn 21 ever agam. and 
wear some shoes with traction to Date Party' 
BIG" Kismet)pivolte roles from > 
I guess what I'm trying to say is   Ive had the 
Time of my life'* 
ps HoveyouMore(thanever) Always. 
'' "Tina*" *' 
• ■ 'Congratulations Pi Phi's* * * 
on a successful spring Semester 
Qreek Olympiad 
Scant award winners. 2nd place finish 
Bed Races 
Sorority Champions 
Bike Races 
Spirit Award winners 2nd place finish 
■eta 500 
Spirit award winners 2nd place finish 
"Congratulations Pi Phi Nikki Ahrns' * 
Your Sisters are happy for your lavalienng to Phi 
Sig Tony Aleso 
*' Pi Beta Phi * * 
I would fcke to thank aH my sisters for their sup- 
port and Inendship throughout the year   I will 
miss all of you 
Love. Kierslen 
•JOAN JANECEK' 
Only one week until the  BIG DAY" 
Gel ready to party at KSU" 
Love. The Gang 
'MUNDORFF. SCHMITTY. AL DOWO* 
Our (nondshuip started in North Canton and 
Now we are living together this summer at BG 
The parties begin, the complaints never end. 
passing out sill never stop Most ot all will 
MUNDORFFget kicked out of another Bar' or 
w* Dowd find a rob or be a couch polatoe1 For 
Schmiity and Kate Drunkln ldlota"(ol 
Course) 
Csmpos Manor will never be the same! 
Luv. 
Kathy 
-AXO-AXO-AXO AXO- 
Shelley Winter 
Just saying "thanks" is not enough to tell you 
how much I appreciate all you've done for me 
this year* Be careful in France I'll be thinking ol 
you' Get psyched for a grat lime living with your 
Lil' next yea/' Men or no men. we'll gel through 
rt together' Congrats on your two scholarships- 
nerd' I wouldn't trade by BIO lor the wortd' II 
miss ya tons' 
LITB. 
LH'Chris 
"Pi Beta Ph." 
To Ava. The Best Big Anyone could have  III 
miss you as a friend and as a sister  Are you 
sure you don't want to come with me? 
Love. Kiersten 
P S No matter what anyone says. I'm still your 
AGO SENIORS AGO 
I'm realty going to miss all ol you next year 
Thanks for all the love, support and friendship 
throughout the years Good Luck m everything 
you DO' 
Love. Jennie 
AGO SENIORS AGD 
5 days a week 
5 days a week 
Power 88-88 1 FM 
8-10PMWBGU 
Happy Birthday Tract Mlgllorlno! 
KIM IS EVIL 
AQOAQOAQD 
SENIORS 
Congratulations to all of you' Good Luck' We'll 
KIM IS EVIL 
KIM IS EVIL 
miss' 
COME BACK AN0 VISIT! 
Love. Alpha Gamma Delta Sisters 
* Kim. Margie, ft Mary 
The Year Is done-boy has it flown 
for a year & we are now all sen* 
have had some problems but this 
its better times" 
Luv Ya Guys' 
Kathy 
We roomed 
KS' We may 
/ear has had 
AGD AGD AGD 
CHRIS DUIRK 
Thank  you  lor  everything  Good  luck  next 
semester   I'll miss you very much' you're the 
best1 
Love. Amy 
AGD AGD AGD 
pWaOBCTHBMttMO 
* KYLE KRAMER* 
Congrats!  it will lake a lol to sway my heart 
from the Bengals-maybe you will change that' 
Good Luck-a smile liom 420 Bio 
AGD Karen GoliU AGO 
We are finally going to be sisters for real I've fi- 
nally marked the date on my calendar m pen' 
Good Luck with Rusty1 Love. Jennie 
AGD Karen Gofctz AGD 
AGD KRIS KEE AGO 
Thank you for being a friend' I'm going lo miss 
you very much' I love You'Jennie 
AGD KRIS KEE AGD 
AGD Lori Ozog & Beth BArd AGD 
It's been Great having you in the lamily and I'l 
miss you both' Good luck always' 
Love. Beth 
AGD Mary Haubert AGD 
I love my B>ggy Wiggy1 I wish you the best of 
kick with everything' Thnks for bringing me In' 
IH graduate sooner or later' 
Love. ItSy Bitsy 
P S Whats a boyfriend 
AGD SENIORS. 
We will miss all the good times that we have had 
together 
Good Luck. 
Dernse & Miches© 
AGO Seniors 
Well guys this is it' Congrats and GOOD LUCK 
With Everything" 
C-ya HAnger 
Adoption • Loving couple wishes to adopt a 
newborn Will provide a lot of love and financial 
security for your baby All expenses paid Con- 
fidential CaBcoiect 1-822 9288 
AGD * AGD * AGD 
Gdshitz. 
and.  I ure will miss your LOUD and OBNOX- 
IOUS ways" GOOD LUCK in Chicago' 
Love Hanger 
P S See you June 10 
AGD * CHERYL * AGD 
I'm glad you'll be around a little longer  in miss 
you when you leave Good Luck on Exams' 
Love. Cathy 
AGO ■ DAWNIEL ■ AGD 
I just want to tell you that you're the greatest id' 
Good Luck on finals and have a great summer 
Love. Your Big 
AGD * Ketry Karshner * AGD 
To my 8*g thanks for the best 3 years of Alpha 
Garn'Mrmssyou. Pal' 
U Karm 
AGO * LEE QURA * AGD 
Beat of Luck to my Sig! You're the Greatest. 
I'll mist you! 
AGD* Love Sandy ' AQD 
AGD * Phi Tau * AGD * Ph. Tau 
Congratulations Mary Haubert to your Phi Ka- 
ppa Tau Lavalienng lo Mark Manning We're so 
happy for you love you AGO Sislera' 
AGD * Shelly Benson * AGD 
Congrats to our Grandbig on Graduation' We'll 
miss you and Good kick' Love, your Gand Lil's 
Caryn and Shan 
AOD * Slef Andrews * AGO 
Thanks tor tueaday Night, It realty worked! 
Look forward to this summer! 
Love. Matt and Henry 
AGD * 2BT * AGD * ZBT 
Congratulations to Amy and Brian on their re- 
cent lavalienng' Love your AGO sisters 
AGD * ZBT ' AGD * ZBT 
I can't wait for your wedding It's going to be 
awesome I'm still jealous of Steve11 love you! 
Jennie 
AGD BETH BARD AGD 
AGD Big Shelly AGO 
Congratulations on Graduation' 
I'll miss you' 
Love. Lil Maria 
Alpha Gam 
Sue Milek and Diane Heckler 
Hey you big losers-we're gonna miss you 
Congratulations on graduation' 
Love. 
Melissa & Heather 
ALPHA GAMMA DELTA wishes everyone a 
safe and Happy summer and best ol luck on fin- 
Alpha Gamm Man 
* DAVE YOTHERS * 
Alpha Gamm Man 
* DAVE YOTHERS * 
ALPHA OAMMA DELTA 
KRIS KEE 
"YOU KNOW" 
Alpha Gamma Delta 
Amy. Bird. Christy, and Keester 
GOOD LUCK in the lulure 
The BEst of luck with everything you do. we are 
going to miss you guys but we win keep up the 
PURPLE COW TRADITION Congratulations' 
Love Laura & Cathy 
ALPHA OMICPON PI 
ANGIE BLANOINA 
You are the best special sis anyone could ask 
for' Congratulations on a superb rob writing tor 
the BG news this year and good ruck as EDI- 
TOR next year' Have a SUPER summer' 
Alpha Love a Mine. JiB 
.1 
ARE   YOU   TAKING   A   BUSINESS   COURSE 
NOW 
YES? USG   Needs your help' Please com- 
plete the professor evaluation torms and return 
to 405 Student Services    TODAY' 
AXO ' KIM WOJTASZAK * AXO 
Thanks for bemg by my side throughout this 
year  You've been a great mend to me  I wish 
we had more time together at BG. but II love ya 
torever-no matter how lar apart we are You're 
awwesome and the Best Big so ever1 
II miss you lots' 
AXO Love and Mine 
Your Lil Sis Michelle 
AOTT * GREEK TALENT SHOW * AOTT 
KELLY. HEATHER. JILL. JENNIFER. WENDY. 
What Theme? Bob Hope? Hofcay? 
WE CAME. WE SAW. WE TOOK THE HUG£ 
TROPHY! 
LOVE. YOUR MULTI-PERSONALITY PUERTO 
RICAN DIRECTOR 
AOTT AOTT AOTT 
Women of AOTT 
Continue your growth 
as sn Outstanding Chapter . • 
Always Remember Our Roots. Stem. Foliage; 
And The Beauty of AOTT 
Thank You For The Special Gift 
I'l Miss You 
TT love & Roses 
Laurie AJen 
AXO-AXO-AXO-AXO 
LISA SHE RILL & KAREN ORIOLAK 
OKAY-WHO SAID YOU TWO COULD GRADU- 
ATE AND LEAVE ME AND SHELLEY All 
ALONE FOR OUR FAMILY CHINESE DIN 
NERS? I'LL MISS YOU GUYS MORE THAN 
ANYTHING' THANKS FOR ALL THE LOVfi. 
SUPPORT AND INSPIRATION' ILL ALWAYJ 
BE THINKING OF MY GRAND AND GREAT 
GRAND BIGS-YOU'LL BE IN MY HEAftT 
EVERYWHERE I GO 
TONS OF AXO LOVE. | 
CHRIS 
THE FAMILY LIVES ON 
CONTINUED OK PQ. 11   -■ 
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CON'T FROM PG. 10 
Alpha Gamma Datta loves Their V I P's' Bast of 
Luck on Your Finals' We're behind you 10OS 
Love your AGD saters' 
AXO AXO AXO AXO AXO AXO AXO AXO 
ALPHA CHI'S GET PSYCHED    THIS YEAR IS 
ALMOST OVER' GOOD LUCK ON YOUR FIN- 
ALS AND HAVE A GREAT SUMMER' LOVE. 
CRB 
AXO AXO AXO AXO AXO AXO AXO AXO 
Be A Volunteer 
Be A Volunteer 
Be A Volunteer 
Sign-up In 405 Student Servicea by Apr 28th 
BETH I 
Congratulations on graduating1   Your days as 
the greatest teacher wil begin 
Love. Todd 
Beth! 
We've bean Over the BIG RIVER ft INTO THE 
WOODS We've played CHESS and got sick 
with Lisa. Manssa ft THE PHANTOM OF THE 
OPERA (Gosh la sura felt good to peuk'l 
Hack, for the last year ft 8 months It's been 
ANYTHING GOES' What couki have brought ua 
together? It must have been KISMET' Through 
ft at. I know my love fees WtTHIN YOUR HEART 
I love you forever, 
Mike 
BEWARE: 
The man of DELTA TAU DELTA 
The RIDERShave arrived' 
The RIDERShave arrived' 
The RIDERShave arrived' 
SSB 
RSS 
Cate Witte 
' Juel want to say THANX for being such a great 
mend! Our fun times together are far from over! 
I LOVE YOU' TTF ■ Bobbie 
(Kinda sappy huh?) 
Chad. 
BEIieve rt or not I've arways loved being 
"Chad's little sister" You're the greatest 
brother anyone could ever have Thanks for al- 
ways being there and for teaching me so much 
Congratulations Good Luck In your Future, and 
Happy Graduation' 
Love Ye, 
Kite 
P S   Don't Forget to visit your little sis next 
year I'll miss you' 
Cham 128 Mentor "Big Greek   Frank Nagy 
Thanks for ail your help We couldn't have sur- 
vived without you' Remember "Don't Spaz"! 
Love, your little greeks! 
Corgrntuiat'ons to the neophytes ol Delta S< 
gma Theta Sorority inc We love you' 
Sorors of E paeon Omicron 
CONGRATULATIONS 
Kay Sieckowski 
and 
Cindy Voinovich 
we'll miss you both next year 
Beat Wishes. 
fan. barb ft the sales staff 
Crawl! 
Have a great aummer' Thanks for al the gael 
times this year More to come! I promiae' Love 
YaMuch! 
Your roomie 
MRMN 
Happy 19th Birthday' Go to ourSECRET place 
In the library on Saturday lor more detarta Sat- 
urday wM be very special, but iust being with 
you makes everyday special' I love You'We'll 
Arways be together 
Al my love. 
RHONDA 
Do-oa-Do 
Women of Delta Gamma 
Thank you lor al your 
support and friendship 
Being your Unit Director 
has been special A memorable 
11 Miss You 
Best Wishes 
Laurie Aaen 
DEBBIE, TINA. ft LISA 
20 years from how I wrfi look back and ram- 
meoer the Orb, Bucky. long late nite Chats. 
Wabus hands, button queen. Kenny Reeveaw. 
Kega. Depression plants, the plunger Cobi's 
Fol. scopes, throwing Up. the water running, 
Taco Bel, our balcony, ugly stuffed animate, 
ugly does, and many smiles But moat of al, I'l 
remember the 3 beet roomies ever I wH miss 
you guys so much' Thanks for a greet year. 
Love.Trud 
ELIZABETH SARAH SALLY RALLY JOHNSON 
HAPPY BIRTHDAYI 
Get ready to party your brains out woman! You 
deserve it1 This year has been a heck of a wad 
trip' So much pour Paris C eel la vie' What's 
best is beat' Keep your heed up andkeep on 
smikng' The blue can Dial 
Luck and love. JILLY WILLY 
EXPLORE AUSTRALIA 
Travel, camp, and discover the Outback this 
summer Remaining spaces discounted as part 
of a special high adventure photo documentary 
protect S22SO Call National Institute for Ex- 
ploration For more information 
800-451-3685 
FU * FIJI■ FIJI • FIJI ■ FIJI 
The brothers ol Phi Gamma Delta would ska to 
wish everyone the best ol luck on their finals 
and have a very fun and safe aummer 
FUl * FIJI * FIJI" FIJI • FIJI 
For the beet In R ft B. rap and dance music In 
N.W. Ohio. Tune Into 88.1 FM Power 88 
MorvFriO-lOPM 
H.H. M.H. EMMA LOU H.H. H.H. 
Thanks for al the wild & crazy times, for being 
there for me in bad times & tor just being there 
to make this year so fun Get reedy for an awe- 
some summer - we'll have another book to write 
after this one! la H H reedy for the FEEBEES? 
Huge a High 5 s 
HH.HH MARY SUE H.H H H 
Hey IPCO Woman' 
Cathy Kaiser 
Are you sre you don't want to stick around for 
another year a beaT A ?1 Are you sura you re- 
arty want to graduate? You know what that 
means don't you? Giving up a year w' the in- 
credible Fl Fl Woman! We've had so much tnl 
thanks tor al the fantastic times ft For listening 
to al my fabulous IPCO Speeches' There will 
never be another one Hke me • I mean you! 
Love, the tntaWMe Fl Fi 
HAPPY BIRTHDAY CHRIS ILUE)' 
Hey Roommate • This year has been "Fun"! 
Twenty Years from now Chocolate Coffee, 
Granoia Sara, and Lava Lamps 
Thanks for putting up with me last semester - 
s and him this semester Love ys - Beth 
PS II rruss your laugh and smiles 
HEyLad, 
Aren't you glad I let my guard down? Thanks 
for being understanding until I did. I never 
thought I'd And you on that Scavenger Hunt and 
I'm lost In your eyes I have afot more to say, but 
it's twenty after 
Love 
Your sweet* 
P S This Is from your girlfriend (eek< I cent be- 
have I said that) 
Hey Shaft Herman & Maureen Finn 
The Two Outstanding Graduate Assistants an 
Advisor could have Thank You 
Best Wishes 
Laurie Alan 
INTRAMURAL SPORTS WILL BE OFFERED 
DURING THE SUMMER FOR ALL FACULTY. 
STAFF AND SUMMER STUDENTS TENNIS. 
VOLLEYBALL AND SOFTBALL GET YOUR 
TEAM TOGETHER NOW CALL THE IM OF- 
FtCE FOR DETAILS  
INTRAMURAL FORFEIT FEES. BRING IN 
YOUR RECEIPT AND PICK UP ALL FORFEIT 
FEES BY MAY 4. 1989 OFFICE HOURS WILL 
BE 1b 00pm   MAY 1-4 
JULIE BASH 
Sound famfter? "God, something reefy amees In 
here'" Let's cruise n the Cad Promiae not to 
htde SALUTE THE FLAG' Can you protect for 
Marcel? Make me an Applehead Froet-btte in 
the Fields Hefty needs a wffe Manow needs a 
copter Franko needs HELP! "WILL IT FIT?" 
Ah just cut It off Spyder says from Bars to 
VCRs I say I am very proud ol you You have 
been the beat sister and I'l miaa you Congratu 
lationa and Good Luck!' 
Love. Chnaaie 
Jinny, Jon, Marvin. Michael 
Missy, Palsy and Rick: 
Thank you al lor being the 
best fnends In the world A for 
making my 4 yrs at BGSU memorable 
Please, lets arwaye atay in touch' 
I LOVE YOU GUYS" RENEE 
PS HAPPY GRADUATION!' 
Jim, 
Thanks lor a "bengm" Senior Year! But. k'kjet 
because I'm graduating doesn't mean we can't 
ride poet office feepe anymore! Hee 
Love, Bean 
Busoog 
KO ' LH Keill Foraytha " KD 
I |ua t want to tell you hew proud I am to be your 
big' This has been a reefy hectic semester but I 
know there are many good times t come! Tons 
of luck on Finale' 
KOIoveAalolmine! 
Katrine 
KD KD KO KD KD KD 
Missy. 
I can't believe this year is already over and you'- 
re leaving You're an AWESOME big and have 
great taste In presents I'll miaa you next year 
Good Luck in finding a real (ob with nice kids 
AOT 
YourHttte. 
Jut* 
«^* STUDENT 
BOOK       Tc R X 
EXCHANGE 
OUR BOOK BUY BACK 
HAS BEGUN! 
• Top prices for used texts! 
• Top wholesale prices! 
(we buy current editions of books no 
longer used on campus) 
• Don't wait until next fall - prices 
fall over the summer 
/CONGRATULATION C 
MXASS OF 1989 
HURRY, DON'T MISS OUT! 
Mon.-Fri.    9-? 
Sat.    9-5 
530 E. Wooster 
Don't forget - We are a wholesaler! 
Grandma Kety K 
I hope you have many children11! 
Love. Mimi 
Kim Kappel 
Where do I begin? 
Thanks lor being my sole support system this 
year I could never have made rt through without 
you1 Get reedy tor a rodon' time next year it 
may be hard-but we'l try to top this one Thanks 
lor being the beet roommate, sister and tnend a 
girl couki ask (or1 
Love ya Krappei. 
CRAWF 
PS Beta Lambda Man1 
KKG KKG Jan Meehan KKG KKG 
Your sisters cong/atulete you on your lavaftar- 
mg to Scott Gordon of Lambda Chi Aloha 
KKG-SAE KKG SAE 
SAE Talent Show Crew, you guys sre the best1 
We had a greet time' Love. The Kappa Dancers 
4 Singers 
Lisa MilHan, 
You are a super roomie' 
Get psyched for next year 
We'l have some great parties 
Have a great summer1 
Heether 
Matching Couch and Chair For Sale Asking 
$40 00 Please Can Meg at 353-2267 or 
353 5634 and Leave Message 
Maureen. 
Gel excited for the aummer • Yeah* 
The dynamic duo kve together again 
Love. Amy 
55 QA2DA. TRISH CALLAHAN, KIM KLINE 
Throughout our 2 years m the house ol  
We've had some ol the beat times from Boston 
miaa to the Sefehouae and the Marc Plaza m 
Milwaukee from "Eating plastic to eating cat- 
food pizzas (Thenx Dan Stoddard). from our 
WILD hot tub party on Court St to the many hot 
tub parties in Brackenndge. Through al of 
Trishs |obe from   To these 2 years I 
have only one thing to say stop the madness' 
i ii rraaa you guys' 
Love. Bath 
MlkeCallaghan 
I'm sad to see you go. but I know you'll be the 
biggest success out there in the "reel wortdl" 
Thanks tor al your help with the station. I guess 
I'm on my own now-huh? You have been a reel 
inspiration to me Moat ol al. thanks for being a 
fnend Don't forget to look me up m Chtcego' 
Until then • I won't aay good-bye 
Chnatlna 
Mike. 
Happy 1 yr . 6 mo anniversary1 
I wish.. the summer wil go by fast so we can be 
together again. I Love You! 
Beth 
NANCY BARRATT 
These past two years have been meant the 
world to me We have experienced so much 
together Both good and bad Whatever hap- 
pena lo us, I want you to know you have tou- 
ched my Me Hke no one else could ever I hope 
we have the chance to buUd even more memo- 
nee. I wish you the best ol everything in your tu- 
ture Love. Ed  
Need Caah?r?77? 
Bring your books to the Falcon's Nest, May 1 -5 
from 8 00 AM until 5.00 PM This second to- 
cation made poeaibie by your university Book 
store Top prices paid tor al currant editions 
having national wholesale value. 
NOTICE 
To whomever has stolen " Y U MB 0'' 
the pink elephant from the PIT 
on 7th Street Please 
return him lor we are worned he 
doesn't have his medication 
REWARD 
353-7452 
Now Reserving lofts, sols beds, and 
Refrigerators for summer and 
89-00 School Year 
Discounts tor Early Registration 
Limited Supply so call today 
JTa Carry out 
352-5475 
PANHELLENIC EXEC 
Thank you for the beautiful gtfta 
Friendships snd Support 
ID Miss You 
Best Wishes 
Laurie Allen 
PI Phi Pi Phi 
Big Ann Sponsler 
I'm sony Things didn't turn Cut exactly the way 
we planned   Thanks so much lor everything' 
You're the greatest' 
Love. 
Little Sue 
PI Phi PI Phi 
Pi Phi Pi PtwGrandbig Sue HAnsen 
I should have told you this a long time ago You 
are so awesome' Thanks for sticking by me 
through It al 
Love. 
Grand*toe Sue 
PI Phi PI Phi 
Pi Phi Pi Phi 
Klersten Proctor 
I'm so glad we've become such good friends 
there wll naw be another one Ike you' Thanks 
for afl the greet tunes ft thanks tor always being 
there for me I'l never forget you 
Love, Sue 
Pi Phi Pi Phi 
Pregnant? Need help? 
Loving, financially secure adoptive couple wan- 
ing lor a sibling lor 3 year old WM provide a 
good, warm, secure home for a newborn baby 
WWng to pay medical and legal fees For more 
information pleaae contact Mary Smith (Law- 
yer). Surte 800 First Federal Plaza. Toledo. 
Ohio 43624-1671 or caN COftect (419) 
241-8197. 8 30 • 4 30 Reference family 
#111 
Quarter Draft * dogs 
Friday ft Saturday 2-7 
Quarter's Cafe 
Celebrate Spring! 
Remember Your Secretary M 
At the HOLIDAY INN during Secretary s week 
for Lunch 352-5211 
Ron Manes. 
Beat of Luck at Kent State Thanks for every- 
thing. Youl always be my "Father Figure." I 
LOVE YOU! Janet 
SANDY. BURNS. CLOUGH. ROSSLYN. VTCKI: 
OWI' TO THE BEST (THE ONLY) WALLYBALL 
PLAYERS I KNOW YOU GUYS ARE THE 
BEST' GOOD LUCK ON FINALS' LOVE. 
HORWQOO  
Shen Banner 
These last few months have been very special 
because ol you Nice (ob on Beta Good Luck 
with exams With Love. Enc 
SIGMA CHI SENIORS SIGMA CHI 
CONGRATULATIONS 
and BEST WISHES to all 
ol the graduating Seniors! 
Love. Dawn 
AH I Need IS a Miracle 
and you re the Sweetest Thing 
lean find 
Love, 
MOttO 
SNUKIE JILLDO ft AL DAWQ 
The 4 North Canton girls reunited again' 
This Summer is gonna BPURE HELL 
ft I Good 4 Love it- 
CHEERS. SCHMITTY 
Softball Players Needed 
for womens "C" League teem 
Dependable  and   fun people    Cal  Kaiie   al 
353-6735 or stop at QUARTERS CAFE 
SOROR   ANQIE   FOSTERCongratulations   on 
your successful achievement into Delta Land 
Love you Spec. 
CYNTHIA 
The 1986 Tuition Raffle Family wishes 
to congratuiale 1990 s Family 
Tuition Raffle Choir Doreen Cutway 
Seles Chair Angle Scott 
PubscHy Chair Stacy Helbig 
Welcome to me Family' 
The brothers ol Phi Gamma Dels Would Ike to 
congratulate Kevin Moorman and Dave Morrow 
on bemg selected as Brothers of the Month 
The Brothers of Phi Gamma Delta Would Hke to 
congratulate their award winning members 
Freshman of the Year-Scott Doehnger 
Sophomore of the Year-Scott Chamberlain 
Junior of the Year-Seen Slovenakl 
Senior of the Year-Scott Geringer ft WHiem E 
NefflV 
Pledge of the Year-Emso Soli 
New initiate of the Year-Crarg Haywood 
Brother of the Year-Chris HaJbert 
Big Dog of the Year award-Chria Sprenger 
John R, Henry Award- Wdiam E. Naff IV 
Trevor D Pettttord Award-Scott chamberlain 
Sportsman of the Year Todd Rings 
The Brothers of Sigma Chi would Ilka to con* 
gratulala Chad Kemper on hla meant imlist- 
ing to Jennifer Mendenhall 
The Brothers ol ZETA BETA TAU bid 
larewel to their graduating seniors 
MARK   BLAS   BLASlMAN 
GREG   BRU   BRZUZIEWSKI 
SCOTT "TIPPY" GRAY 
STEVE   HOWIE' HOWE 
PAT "PMC McCLAIN 
GEOROfE MCDONALD 
You may be leaving, but your 
spirit will Ii ve on 
The End of an Era at the Key' 
Good Luck to. Bred Phahn 
MarkThaiman 
Janet Stucky 
Amanda Stein 
Suzanne Bel 
Al Franco 
It won't be the same without you! 
The ladies of ALPHA OMICRON PI would like to 
thank the men ol SIGMA NU for aftowing ua lo 
use your house for RUSH 1989 
THE PANHELLENIC COUNCIL ft CHAPTERS 
You are an outstanding Greek System thank 
you for the wonderful gifts and the support you 
have given me To ail chapters my Beat Wishes 
Laune Allen 
PH Advisor 
THE SISTERS OF ALPHA CHI OMEGA WISH 
TO CONGRATULATE UZ FERGUSSON ON 
HER PEARLING TO BILL MEYER WE ARE 
TRUELY HAPPY FOR YOU" 
THE SISTERS OF ALPHA CHI OMEGA 
wish everyone GOOD LUCK on finals and a 
safe summer' 
The Staters ol Chi Omega would hke to con- 
gratulate Lisa Charlie on her recent en- 
gegemenl to Jimmy Vardon 
To all the Alpha Gamm Seniors  Beat of Luck 
next year1 You wM be truly missed' 
Love. Terry Leech 
To my awesome dance partner 
I've had the TIME OF MY UFE with you includ- 
ing winning the dance contesl 1*1 always HOLD 
ON TO THE NIGHT, we danced away EVERY 
ROSE HAS A THORN except tor our friendship 
Love ya, Your thornless rose 
To our AWESOME roommates m Theta Chi 
#11 
Carolyn "C". MotyO. and Susie "Q". 
We pjst wanted you guys to know you won't be 
forgotten next semester Don't forget: "Study 
breaks" to bars, scoops *i the morning. 21 at 
birthdays, scopes, Notre Dame guys, our awe- 
some parties, our trip to Tony Pacoa (or was It 
Michigan?, Theta Chi'a. and this past weekend! 
We'l mlas you terribly Out be ready for Spring 
'90: It w* put this year to shame' Have a greet 
time away trom BG. but don't forget the "L"a 
you left here' 
WE LOVE YOU' Christie ft Laurie 
To the Seniors of ALPHA CHI OMEGA 
NO WIND 
NO RAIN 
NO WINTERS COLD 
• AIN'T NO MOUNTAIN HIGH ENOUGH • 
To the Sisters of Delta Zeta. 
What can I aay? Thank you for a wonderful three 
years   My life wouldn't have been the same 
without al of you You have been a part of my 
laughter, my tears my Joy and now you share In 
my memories II maw you' 
DZ Love and al of mme, 
Amy 
WBOU-FM 88.1 
CongratuMtions new Disc Jockeys 
Devk) Amstutz 
Steve Aspacher 
RobynBagtey 
AmyM Behi 
Steve Cunningham 
Johnny Daniek* 
DevldFrsy 
Maria Gasd 
LyaaGott 
Todd Groemling 
JeH Hopkins 
Sue Lamb 
Jennifer Launnatia 
Scott A Lindsay 
Devid Simon Luke 
Bieke Methane 
BethPachi 
Mar* Peseta 
ChrtaPsffon 
Michela Pefrosfno 
Jennifer Pnce 
Andrea Shemberg 
Carol Simpson 
D R Sm-th 
...Northwest Ohio's ONLY Alternative 
To one B - cent wart HI Va Beech Wei have 
an awesome hme No matter whet we'l arwaye 
have our friendship Forever-The other B 
TO Melissa Debbie, Kathryn, Rita 
Juke. Steph. Juke ft Monica 
Thank you lor the wonderful 
memories, friendship ft St Loma 
Best Wishes To You 
i'l M«a You 
Laurie Alien 
Tract Migkorlno 
Happy 20th Birthday' 
You've been a great roommate 
this year and I really appreciate 
al of your support and 
of course your snoring1 
I can't wait till next year' 
Love. Donna Wanna Be 
MARY KAY COSMETICS 
OVER 50HOFF CALL KAY 353-4257 
' ALPHA OMICRON PI 
Carrie Bruggeman 
I just wanted to let you know that you are s 
super special sis' Good Luck on finale and have 
a great summer vacation 
Alpha Love ft Mine 
Heather 
AGO JEn Connors AGD 
Good Luck at F I T   I sure wil miaa you   What 
am I going to do without you? 
Love. Stef 
••Schmrtty. Z Kohfc'* 
Finals are here and I'm California bound 
A beautiful blond, bmft man I hope will be found 
Without you 3 I'll never survive 
But I'm sura Den or Grant will keep me alive' 
You al have fun. meet guys, drink beer 
But. Don't stress U' family I'l be back next year 
• * Love Chippy ■• 
DZ DZ DZ DZ • Exec Board - OZ DZ DZ DZ 
Thanks for working sp herd to make this semes- 
ter superb We work greet together as s team 
You guys are the bery beat Have a wonderful 
aummer 
DZ love. Michelle 
Anne. 
Apples are red. The sky is blue 
Have a fun and safe summer. I'll surety miss 
you" 
Scon 
WANTED 
1 Female needed to help reni a 4 bedroom 
house for next year • fall and spring. Own 
Room) Call 372-3350 or 372-3906. 
1 Female roomate needed lo sublease for Fal 
69 Spring'90 Haven House no 29. Rent 
143 75 Cal vlcky 353 7346.655-3046 
I or 2 lemalea to sublease house for the sum- 
mer. Close to campus ft reasonable rent Can 
Yvonne or Molly at 353- 7900 
1 or 2 male non-smoking roommates 
Needed for 69-90 sen yr OnManvste 
Cal 353-7148. Mike or Jeff 
1 Roommate needed for aummer 89 Free air 
conditioning ft utilities Own room close to 
campus Cost S157 per month cal Vivtofl 
353-7025 
250 COUNSELORS and Instructors ne 
Private, coed, aummer camp In Pocono 
Mountains, Northeastern Pennaytvanla. Lo* 
hlkan. P.O. Box 234BQ. Kenltworth, NJ 07031 
(201)27WS85. 
3 Female non-amokJng roomatea to share 
house for 89-90 school year Must be tidy Cal 
trecyB74-7030 
FEMALE NON-SMOKING ROOMMATES 
WANTED FOR SUMMER HOUSE CLOSE TO 
CAMPUS - INEXPENSIVE' AC GARAGE, 
BACKYARD. WASHER/DRYER CALL- 
352-1668 FOR DETAILS LEAVE A MES- 
SAGE •■ 
Need 1 or 2 people to Sublease an apartment 
on Second St lor aummer Also, need 1 female 
roommate to rent for 89 90 School year orj 
Second St Call 3533090 
Need Male ft Female students to fil apartments 
lor school year 89 90 Call 352- 7365 
Need one more roommate'' 
I'd Ike my own room m a house with fun gins, 
for 69-90 school year Pleaae cal Amy al 
1 -499-2904 or (51 7) 355-6949 J 
Nonsmoking male or female rmte June thru 
mid August First to occupy newly refimshed 
house Fuly furnished, own bdrm very close 
to campus. Cheep and negotiable Cal Todd 
372-3845 or Tom 372-6494  
One Female roommate needed to Share one. 
bedroom apt in Village Green tor 69-90 Schoof 
Yeer Cal Pern at 353 3856 
One female roommate 
Needed for 89-90 School Ye 
Cell Karen 353-8900 
Roommate needed 1 bdrm Apt turn w a.c. 
Close to campue, pay electricity only wf 
reasonable rate, no security deposit cal 
353-4180 lor Poonam after 8 pm 
Roommate needed lor  89-90 school  year 
Campus Manor, close to campue Low utilities,' 
nice apartment Call ask fo' Paul   353 3394 
Wanted i female to sublease tor 89-90 School 
Year Vatage Green Apt Close to campus CaN. 
tereee or asa at 354-4323 
\ 
Wanted one female to share apartment with twfr 
other females Rent is Si 40 a month plus gas ft,' 
akK Starting in May Located on S Summit- 
Plsaas cal 354-2945 ;; 
WANTED: 
One Mete or Female to share large house with ef 
other people ttvs summer Own room locateB) 
at 1230 E Wooster Call Ua at 372-1653 Of* 
Valet 372 5841 
HELP WANTED 
- 
Advanced Specialty Products. Inc 
Immediate Part-time Employment Available .-. 
Our company at seeking part-time employees to 
perform unetueed fcght production worfc Pleat 
bie hours around class schedules can be ar- 
ranged. Plant location ia only 2 blocks trore. 
BQS U campus. The rate ol wage is S3 A 
par hour If Interested cal the company office a£ 
354-2844 or pick-up appkeahon at Advances? 
Specialty Products. Inc . 428 Ctough SI. Bow*. 
mg Green, OH 43402 
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Classifieds 
CON'TFROM PG. 11 
Are you from the Cleveland area and am need a 
summer job7 Juniors or Seniors m Hospitality. 
Sale* or Business are wanted lor paying posi- 
tions   Can Co-op at 372-2451 or stop by 236 
AorwnBldg 
ATTENTION HIRING1 Government robs your 
area $17,840 ■ $69 485 Call 
1 602 838 8885 EXT R 4244 
Babysitter needed May 1 5 to Jury 21 Then 
Fail Semester 1989 Flexible schedules nego- 
tiable istes Trans preferred call 353 2959 
Babysitter Close to campus Mpon -Fn  Samto 
noon CaH Carte 353 1682 
Babysitting. Varied hours own transportaion 
relerences-mmy B G home   352-0628 
BG Country Club now hiring for summer Wait- 
ress A Bartenders needed Excellent working 
Conditions Apply n pe'son between 2-4 pm 
923 Fairvww Avenue 
Camp counselors a kitchen staff wanted for 
Camp Courageous A residential summer camp 
tor people with mental retardation Located 
near Toledo. Ohio To apply, contact The Camp 
Director 151 N Michigan. Suite 200. Davis 
Bldg Toledo. OH 43624 (419) 242-4412 
EOE  
CAPE COO CAMP COUNSELORS 
The Cape Cod Association of Children's Camps 
is represented by 17 resident and day camps. 
al ottering rewarding summer employment op- 
portunities to male and female applicants For 
individual camp mlormation and brochure cal 
(508) 2250377 or write Camp Namequott. 
Box 306A Orleans. MA 02653 
Do you want to grow with us? 
We are expanding our sales dept and are look- 
ing tor individuals who are energetic, goal orien- 
ted and won* wed with public Computer and 
switchboard experience helplul Send resume 
to Elaine Oseovicki C O Century Marketing 
12836 S Dixie Hwy B G 
EBSCO Telephone Service 
Now hinng telemarketers Flexible hours, even- 
ings a weekends Minimum 15 houra'week 
Pick you' own days lo work Guaranteed hourly 
wage plus dairy bonus based on sales Average 
person earns $5-7/hr No cold calls Posrtrve 
attitude a high enthusiasm a must Needed now 
through summer Apply at 113 N Main St alter 
4pm (Next lo David's Deli) 
Exceeent Summer Employment Opportunities 
at a beautiful Resort Hotel ft Restaurant near 
Cedar Pomi and Ene Islands Island House Ho- 
tel A Restaurant Earn. Leam and have a great 
Summer 102 N Madison. Downtown Port Clin- 
ton   1 7342166 Please Apply in person 
Female dancers wanted 
257-9556   ask    for    Barb     Experience    not 
necessary 
Help wanted for summer employment on Put-m- 
Bay at Island Bike Rental Call (419) 
285-201 6 or (419) 285-2503 
Waitresses part-time days, evenings, week- 
ends Also, bartenders eve and weekends 
Apply between 2 and 4 MF at the Elks Club 
200 Campbell HiU Road 
Help wanted for cleaning A rrucs jobs at Rental 
properties starting May 6th-1 weeks work Cal 
352-7365 
K you have a summer Internship and want 
academic recognition for your efforts wHhoul 
any coat, vim the Co-op office. 238 Admin 
Bldg. or call 372-2451 for details. 
Little Caeaars Plua (located behind Mid AM 
bank on WoosteO is now hiring crew and deliv- 
ery persons for summer and fall No phone cats 
Wn'i' 
MR SPOTS NEEDS YOU NOW. . 
FOR SUMMER HELP   DRIVERS AND COOK 
POSITIONS    AVAILABLE      DRIVERS    NEED 
OWN    CAR     APPLY    IN   PERSON    125   E 
COURT   ST  
NOW hiring caring enthusiastic, motivated indi- 
viduals lor counselors in BG FORMU-3 Interna- 
tional Center Paid training plus convruson plus 
bonuses For interview call 1 -447-6344 
OVERSEAS JOBS $900-2000 mo Summer. 
Vr round. Al Countries. All fields Free info 
Write UC    POBox 52-OH03   Corona Del Mar 
CA 92625  
Par! time CLEPdCAl POSITION 
Wiling to work around class schedules Com- 
puter experience needed Good wages Send 
letter and resume to p o   box 904    Bowling 
Green. Oh 43402 
Part time 20-30 hours Saturdays a must In- 
cludes sales but mostly stock work Need to lift 
at least 1OOfba Cal mehssa at Majestic Paint 
Center at 353-3551 
Pre-Registration volunteers are needed lor July 
10 - August 3rd Be a greeter. tour guide, dis- 
play host, evening entertainment, usher or dis- 
cussion facilitator Compensation includes a 
meal for each day worked' Sign-up by April 28 
n 405 Student Services 
Short term daycare needed tor two a lour year 
olds from May 15 for 1 -3 weeks In Perrysburg 
Car necessary Cal Janet 874-1057 or 
372-2922 
Summer Job Care provider needed tor two 
boys,   7  and  9  yrs   old   from  6/5/89 lo 
8 25 89   8 45am 4 1 5pm, Mon-Fn in our BG 
home near City Park Call 353-4441 after 4 30 
pm 
SUMMER JOBS 
Attention Sales. Marketing or Business Stu- 
dents Will you have a rob this summer that can 
help you move ahead' How about a co-op as- 
signment m the field of se*ng winch guarantees 
$ 1200 income with a commission opportunity 
up to $7000' Permacrafts is a Toledo based 
co with a ten yr track record of summer oppor- 
tunities with students For more info call (419) 
882 3711  
Summer Jobs 
Work for social change on consumer and entnr 
omental issues   Ohio Citizen Action has ful 
time and summe' positions available Advance- 
ment and travel opportunities Work hours 2-1C 
pm. M-F Pay $275/wk Positions are available 
m the following offices Cal for interviews 
Akron (216,375-8978 
Cleveland (216) 861 -8038 
Cincinnati (531) 221   2100 
Columbus (614) 224-4111 
Dayton (513) 228-6506 
Toledo (419,241-9093 
SUMMER RESORT HELP WANTED 
PUT-tf*-BAY, OHIO 
GRILL AND PIZZA COOKS 
WAITRESSES AND WAITERS 
BARTENDERS AND BARMAIDS 
MAINTENANCE WORKER 
CARICATURE ARTISTS 
DISK JOCKEY TRAINEE-Noexp necessary 
Must be numerous and know 
509 and 60s music 
CASTLE INN. Put-in-Bay. Ohio 
Ohio phone 1-800-537-4328 
Cal between I0am-5pm, Mon -Sat 
AskforSuzie 
FOR SALE 
1987 VW Quantum, loaded, sunroof   Excel- 
lent cond $8750 00 Mustsel 3520431 
4X8 Ft Enclosed utility trailer 
$300 
Call 655-3248 
69' Buick Skylark Good shape Al offers con 
sidered 353 7746 ask tor Casey 
Desk Bunk Bed Set $30 00 
Roe>ngChair-$10 00 
Cal Matt at 354-2448 or 2-6642 
Diamond Engagement Ring 
$350 must seB AS AP 353 6348 
DOUBLE LOFT 
University Approved 
•70.00 Neg 
Cal Ken or Scott 353 5846 
Double loft with two ladders University ap- 
proved $85 or best offer Cal372.4104 
For Sale 
1961 Datsun280ZX 
Loaded T-tops. 5 Speed, am-fm 
Cassette. Excellent condition 
Higher Mileage Asking $3500 
Call After live 655-3393 
FOR SALE 
Ful length couch 
"A'-trame kjfl 
Refrigerator (dorm sUe) 
Al items 
$60 
Ask for Robm 
372-5956 
For Sale 
Loft $ 100 00. Fridge $65 00 
Call372 1885 
Forget to order a yearbook? 
One 1988 KEY for sale-perfect condition 
Cal372-1176 
HELP' I MUST SELL AN 87 CHARGER TO PAY 
FOR TUITION WARRANTY. RELIABLE. 
SPORTY. LOW INSURANCE' BANK WILL 
FINANCE IF NECESSARY HURRY' 
372-8736 
and t;Pc0nti^d   ^- 
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Mitsubishi stereo with cabinet: excellent condi- 
tion $250 or beat offer Cal for more Info: 
353-5357 
NEED A FUN COLLEGE CAR? 
'77 White chevette w blue stripe 
runs good Recently tuned-up 
Automatic Great lor running around town' 
$600obo Calmichelte 353-7022 
Prepare for next year 
Ski pants a jacket for sale Ladies style Almost 
new Cal Kathy 353-4777. 
Single   toft   wfladder    University   approved 
Excellent condition   $35.00 phone 372-6328 
Single Loft - $55 00 
University Approved 
Cal 372 4632 
Volvo Automatic Stattonwagon 
$600 stop by 731 High St #75(no phone) 
Across from Cherrywood Health Spa 
Th 10-3. Fri 8-11. 2 30-400 
'78 Plymouth Horizon 
Good Condition New Tires $700 353 3798 
"84" L Mustang, loaded, exceeent condition 
$3,800 Cal 352-22 18 
ATTENTION • GOVERNMENT HOMES from 
$1 (U-repair) DeUnquenl tax property Repos- 
■aiHona Cal 1-602-838-8885 Ext GH 
4244  
■ ATTENTION GOVERNMENT SEIZEO VEHI 
CLES FROM $ 100 00 Fords. Mercedes. Cor- 
vettes. Chevys Surplus Buyers Guide 
1-602 838-8885 EXT A4244 " 
FOR RENT 
Jaymar Apartments 
2 bedroom apartments 
Available lor summer a tali 
As low as $405 per month Cal 364-8036 
t bdrm   $260 mo   1-2 persons near campus. 
Call after 6. 353 6490 
1 Bedroom furnished a 2 bedroom unfurnished 
12 month leases 352-3445 
1 bedroom furnished apartments. 1 year V 
avail May 352-7454 
1.2.3. Bedroom Apartments 
Please call between 1 30 a 5 30 
In the afternoon Cal 354-8600 
We allow Pets 
2 bedroom lurmshed apartments. 9 8 12 month 
leases. 352-7454 
2 bedroom apartment sublease for summer free 
AC Pay only electric Cal 353-4082 
2 Bedroom APT FOR RENT, pool An condition 
mg. Laundry. Furnished. No Deposit1 Close to 
Campus 353-4471   Ray or Dan 
2 BR furn'unfurnished available summer fall 
Village Green Apt 
Cal after 2pm 354-3533 
2 BR furnished apt w balcony, al utilities ac- 
cept elect paid Available May Call Gary 
353-7934 after 6 00 
FREE PIONEER SPEAKERS 
All utilities paid  Need one person to sublease 
house/apt for summer   Own large bedroom 
with lock  $l50mo close to campus, private 
entrance   353-5781 
GEORGETOWN MANOR APTS. 
800 THIRD STREET 
Summer and Fall Openings 
1 a 2 bedroom apartments 
Free Heat. Water and Sewer 
School year leases available 
Reasonable Rates 
Call 352 4966 
Need 2 people to take over lease beginning in 
August 2 bedroom. 2 person limit 
$300/month plus utilities No down payment 
needed1 Please call Barb (353-3877) or Anna 
(353-4096) 
Need a place starting 2nd Session for summer? 
Leases begm June 2nd. as low as 400 entire 
summer Cal 352-9302 
Need a place to live lor summer? 
Four graduating  seniors need to sublease 
510 Ridge St. apartment. It Is completely fur- 
nished, 400 feet from campus, and the rent Is 
very negotiable. Call anytime at 353-1494. 
Now leasing for summer and fall 
PIEDMONT APARTMENTS 
Privileges to Cherrywood Health Spa 
Preferred Properties Co 352-9376 
Party Room For Rant 
Preferred Properties. Co 
352-9378 
Please Sublease huge TOWNHOUSE 
LOWERED RATE $90. a month 
many features-deck garage-more 
353-3788 or 353-3098 
Rallvlew Mini-Warehouse 
(at the corner of Railroad Ave   and Lehman 
Ave) 5X7 -9x1 5 -9X30 
Preferred Properties. Co 
352-9378 
Room for rent Quiet neighborhood close to 
campus, kitchen and laundry facilities Cal 
354-1064 alter 5pm 
SUMMER    APARTMENT    ACROOS    FROM 
CAMPUS LG.   FURN. 2-BEDROOM W/AIR ft 
PHONE- QUIET 2/1400 or 3/S285 EACH FOR 
ENTIRE    SUMMER    PREFER    MATURE    FE- 
MALES. 354-3568. 
Summer is just around the corner R E Man- 
agement stll has a few summer rentals Avail 
Rates as low aa $475.00 entire Summer Cal 
today • 352-9302 
Summer Sublease 
Efficiency for  rent-May-August   August rent 
FREE' AC ft close to campus Cal R E  Man- 
agement 352-9302. Aak about Apt    117 In 
Thursbn Manor 
228 South College 
FREE GAS HEAT. WATER AND SEWER* 
One bedroom apts 
Close to campus 
9 and 12 month leases 
Laundry facl a private parking 
Newiove Rentals 328 S Main 
362-6620 
Summer efficiency lor sublease Omel and 
close lo campus Cal evenings 353-6437 
3 bdrm house 718 3rd St $550 plus utriities. 
Washer Dryer, closed front porch, well insu- 
lated available August 12 month lease Call 
363 1682 
3 bedroom duplex 12 month lease Available 
June. Phone 362-1268 after 5PM 
3 females needed to sublease our apartment 
lor summer AC and water pan) Cal Sheryl 
353-9102or Amy 353-4833 $100/mo 
•03 Fifth Street 
FREE GAS HEAT. WATER AND SEWER 
Two bedroom apts 
Furnished and unfurnished 
Private parking a laundries 
Balconies and patios 
Newiove Rentals. 328 S Main 
3525620 
Apartment to Sublease 'or summer months Call 
353-6136 
APARTMENT FOR RENT 
AVAILABLE FOR SUMMER 89 
606 5 E WOOSTER 
CALL 353-5529 
APARTMENTS FOR SUMMER 
Available May 1 4 - Aug   11 
1 and 2 bedrooms 
Furnished and Unfurnished 
$400 00 
Call JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE 
354 2260 or 353-3850 
APARTMENTS- 2 bedroom, lurnished unhjrn 
Summer. 2 semester or 12 mo leases 1/2 
block to campus FREE cable TV . lockout key 
service, heat New carpet, some new furniture 
Call Tom 352-4673 days. 9am-5pm. 
352-1800 evenings a weekends 
Campus Manor Apts Still avail lor fal 1989 
Close to campus a heat paid Call 352-9302 
Carty Rentals 
Apartments- H ouses- Rooms 
Available summer only 
Apartments-$200 mo for 1 or 2 students 
Cal 352-7385 
Efficiency apt close to downtown available 
May 1   Cal 352-5822 
Females needed to sublease apt after June 
16 Close to campus, lurnished. AC 
353-4857 
FOR SUMMER 
BEAUTIFUL 2 BEDROOM APT 
CORNER OF S PROSPECT a WOOSTER 
LOW RENT. NO UTILITIES PD 
CALL 353-5840 
Summer Sublease Close to Campus 
Air Conditioning For More Into 
Call372-4791 
Two bedroom apartments Close to campus 
$600 for entire summer 
Cal 352-5822 
Very Nice 2 Bedroom Furnished for 4 people   9 
month lease 352-3445 
SENIOR SEND-OFF 
• DONNA LOGJE • 
Congratulations Graduate' Good Luck in the 
Real world ft Visit us often 
Love. Su*y. Stephanie. Sue. Laura. Shan, a 
Maj) 
"LBC* 
YouareWIERDH 
but I love ya' 
■■your roomie 
• *' Alpha Gamma Delta Karen Goliti ■ * ' 
Hey Big K • What am I going to do next year for 
paddle hunt? Send my adoptive mom to the 
Bela house ■ Right ?• I'm going to miss you • 
a Lots ol luck with Rusty Love. Little Heather 
-LISAEDRINGTON" 
One week and the phone bills' The friend I have 
in you la one II have FOREVER! I LOVE MY 
BIO!    Lil SHER  
AGD ' '' AGD * ' ' AGO 
Big Kelly, 
You are the best! I wish you tha best off luck 
In the future and always remember you are 
very special to ma and someone I look up 
toll! LOVE. Lll' Carolina 
AGO"* AGD*" AGO 
AGD SENIORS AGO 
WE LOVE YOU 
GOOOLUCK 
AGD SENIORS AGD 
AGD*AGD'AGO'AGD 
BK3K 
ILL MISS YOU" 
GOOO LUCK WITH RUSTY 
THANKS FOR EVERYTHING 
LOVE     LIL C 
AXO Big Alison! AXO 
Thanks for a great year'i'm gonna miss you Ike 
crazy next year' Good Luck with the "Real 
World"1 
Love you1 
U Kim 
I'M GRADUATING SOON! 
And now. The end Is near... 
Thanks to al of my friends for al of 
your support and the great times1 
Thanks to al ol those I've dated for 
al I've done a learned, positive 
and negative' 
To M.S. from ENQ 423: Your boyfriend 
» VERY VERY LUCKY' 
To my Chapman Staff(incl Trap. Paul. 
a Pat) You guys mean the world lo me' 
GOOO LUCK TO ALL OF YOU' 
I fM H my way! IMAGINE.... 
LOVE. MATT "GOOSE" TELFER 
Joe ft Sue. 
Congratulations on your BG graduation1 Good 
Luck with your marriage and m al you do   I'll 
miaa you next year Love. Jane 
JULIEII! 
WEAREOUTTAHERE; 
SEE YOU IN COLUMBUS' 
LOVE. YOUR HANYACK 
KALINOE C.WEBB 
Wei Behortege. your time has come1 Just three 
more months and you'll be in BOUL- 
DERsurrounded by such rare commodities ss 
trees and nils and GORGEOUS EARTHMUF- 
FIN MEN! I'm so Jealous 
Mew and I are sure going to miss those coffee 
slams, neurotic hats, and jokes but. you'l be 
orf having great time at Grad School and we'l 
be wishing you the best ot luck (and most likely 
barging in tor a visit or two!) 
HAPPY GRADUATION, 
Love. C 8 Behortege 
JodiJmk 
Congratulations on Graduating1 
You'l make the best teacher ever' Thank-you 
for being the greatest sister and my best friend1 
Love. Katie 
KD - MEGAN McMANAMON " KO 
To the best big ever' I never dreamed that we 
would ever get as close as we've gotten this 
semester   Livmg with you has made me realise 
how special you realty are I hate to see you go 
but I hope that after graduation you'l be as 
nappy as you've made me' 
AOT. 
KATRINA 
KELLY G EGANANDMR LU 
Once upon a time there lived a girl and her cat in 
a houaa made of duct tape Imagine that! This 
girl studied nursing all day and al night while her 
cat ate and ate all the Happy Cat in sight Now 
the day has arrived when this girl will leave, and 
lourney into the real world how ner roommates 
wii grieve' So here s to you. Keley. and Mr 
Lou loo Congrats on graduation and best wi- 
shes to You' Love, your roommates  
Mary Ann Mazur. '89 
Thanks for being a great sister a friend all 
through school I hope you get the best Life has 
to offer' 
Mike 90 
Mary Ann. Pam a Lon 
Thanks lor al the great parties in the trailer 
Good Luck m al you Do" 
M*o   Beth A Joe  
MAY THE STEG RULE OUR 
LIVES FOREVER! 
To my roommates ol PI Beta Phi Apt. 1 
I Love You All! 
Congratulations! 
I WILL MISS YOU! 
TTF-Bobble 
Nancy. 
Thanks tor playing a birj part in making this a 
great senior year1 Good luck with your intern- 
ship Keep in Touch And don't forget -watch 
where youi feel are   Spuds 
Rob" 
Whew" Congrats, you linalry made it1 (oh. and 
Happy anniversary too') 
Love. Bethany 
RON RIDER 
CONGRATULATIONS AND BEST OF LUCK IN 
THE FUTURE! YOU'VE BEEN A GREAT 
FRIEND, AND I'LL NEVER FORGET YOU. 
KEEP IN TOUCH! 
LOVE-SUSIE 
To the senior men ot 
DELTA TAU DELTA 
Wishing you the best of luck 
n the future1 Thanks for four 
great years I'l miss you all' 
Love Maze 
To Sue.Sonya. Tracy. Jennifer. And Cathy 
Congratulations' Good Luck after graduation 
From your French house buddies' 
WILL. 
It's hard to believe thai your time os finally up 
The big G-Day is just around the corner Two 
months ago t probably would have dreaded this 
day to come, but I'm glad to say I don't I'm re- 
alty proud of you and your success Out time 
together will be longer than we once thought 
Congratulations on everything 
I love you. Amy 
P S here's your long awaited message 
AUDRAVOGLER 
Congratulations, you did it" We are all very 
proud ol you You pul a lot ol hard work and 
effort into it and now you can caH yourself a col- 
lege graduate (OoooAhhh) 
GOOD LUCK 
Sharon, Kathleen. Oais. Fht, Jeame. Paul. 
Chris. "Howie". Pete. Barnie. Kaly. Jimmy. Ar- 
den. The gang from Twigs. Don. Pat. Clint 
Todd. Lorraine. Eugene. Aunt Juke. Nathan. 
Adam. Louie. Jenny. Jeanie. Roxanne, Dates. 
MEW 
Congratulations Dougger 
I'm very proud of Ya' You re the Beslest Big 
Brother m the world11 love You! 
PS Don't Passout m the Bushes' 
Luv your lil sis. Leslie 
•-LORIMIDAV* 
CONGRATULATIONS. "HON OFFL 
WE'RE ALL GOING TO MISS YOU 
ESPECIALLY ME' 
LOVE. KMC 
DENSTER •' How can I walk along the campus 
and not miss you? You'll be everywhere to me' 
Love and Best wishes. Valerie 
OZDENISEBYERLYDZ 
Forever you little I wiH be a sisler and big you 
became in DZ Our Paths crossed you called it 
fate through tears. I'll watch you graduate I re- 
fuse to say goodbye for that would be a lie Our 
time at BG together must end. but together in 
heart. Spint. and love II be your forever friend 
Love. 
Lil Mary 
DZ Lil Julia Lange and Lil Lisa Cole DZ 
This personal you musl share lo spend more 
money I could not bare You both made a dream 
come true Through you my love tor life grew 
Thank you both for being there more great times 
we'll share you better come visit me How could 
you slay away from BG 
LoveYa. 
Big Mary 
EMMY. LYNN, MAUREEN 
Remember that when we graduate 
We won't say Goodbye since more 
Fun times are in the Future 
Just remember. My door is always 
Open with cold beer in the fndge' 
Love Lots. 
KAY 
FAREWELL TO ORIGINAL BEOROCK: 
Kath ft Pag. HB. MB, Laurie. Missy (ft Jim). 
Krlaty. (and Batly) The GREATEST 
year!" How can we even complain? The par- 
ties at BEDROCK were the greatest, jusl ad all 
the lasting friendships that were formed1 I'l 
miss you guys this summer Twins- i don't 
know what BG is like without you two I realty 
don't want to knoweither See you guys in Au- 
gust 
BEDROCK love and mine ha< ha' 
THEMUTHER 
GINA 
We met when we were very young 
and I lived tn room one one one 
You said you kind ol liked my style 
a asked if we could be roomies for awhile 
Since then meres been Uptown, Downtown 
and The Station 
We know what we do for recreation! 
Joe. Paury a Mike were such the attraction 
Too bad you gave them some neck action! 
But the time has come, it's been 4 yrs 
and on May 6 I'l shed some tears 
because I'l miaa you my beat friend 
ft our special bond w« never end 
Congratulations Roomie' 
Krta 
fever hits, pg.3 
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Campus Comments 
Which is your favorite sports team and why? 
Frank Castro, junior accounting and in- 
ternational business major from Perrys- 
hurg: "Probably the Chicago Bears- 
hecause I was bom in Chicago and I like 
the city." 
Lori Fox, junior public relations major 
from I- .in Inlil: "Bengals, because I'm from 
Cincinnati and they went to the Super 
Bowl." 
Pat Cosgrove, sophomore accounting 
major from Richmond Heights: "The 
Cleveland Browns, because Hike their de- 
fensive style of play." 
Vilvi Vannak, freshman undeclared 
major from Toledo: "/ don't like sports, 
it's a glorified waste of time." 
Fnday/Irock Viinich 
Pet Sematary 'very taut, frightening' 
by Brian Lumley 
Small crosses sit on the graves of their beloved pets: 
makeshift tombstones for goldfish, cats, and dogs span 
over a forgotten tract of land. 
These images open the film "Pet Sematary," the newest 
of the seemingly endless Stephen King novels that have 
been adapted to the silver screen. King reads well, but on 
celluloid, his books have not transferred well. "Sematary" 
defies that law and comes up as a very Xa\A.frightening 
movie. 
The story concerns the recently displaced Creed family 
from inner-city Chicago to the backwoods of Maine. This 
nuclear family consists of dad, a young and promising doc- 
tor; mom, a young and promising housewife; and two 
sprightly children. Along for the ride is their cat named 
Winston Churchill, but affectionately nicknamed 
"Church." He becomes crucial to the story and stands as a 
"domino effect" for the rest of the flick. Doc's small 
daughter worries about her feline buddy, as trucks fly by 
the roadside house at lightning speed (the reason for the 
pet cemetery behind the Creed household.) 
Well, careless dad lets the cat get run over and as he 
readies to bury it in the cemetery, along comes Jed (Her- 
man Munster from TVs "The Munsters"), to tell Doc the 
secret behind the pet cemetery. 
An ancient Indian burial ground lies deep in the woods 
behind the animal burial ground, a very sacred place ca- 
pable of returning the dead to life ... 
What ensues is very interesting and makes for some very 
intense horror. Doc's young son, Gage, is killed by a truck 
and buried in the town plots. Doc refuses to let his young 
son be taken away by Cod, and sets out to reclaim his be- 
loved son. 
A very helpful ghost comes along every 10 minutes or so 
and warns our hero of the impending misfortune awaiting 
whoever disturbs the forces of nature. Well, young Gage 
comes home, albeit a little different from the sweet young 
boy he used to be... 
Technically, there was much wrong with this film. Con- 
tinuity errors were everywhere. (Things in a film that were 
in one scene but mysteriously disappear in the next, an ob- 
ject placed on a table at one end and then moved to an- 
other spot on the table in the next shot, etc.) 
A few small errors in the plot were visible, such as the 
introduction of a maid named Missy. She has no real place 
in the film; her character either is thrown in to take up 
time, or part of a subplot that was cut out of the final print 
of the film. She complains of stomach pains to the doctor, 
writes a suicide note, and kills herself in fear of a slow re- 
tracted death through stomach cancer. 
Toward the beginning of the film a small altercation 
takes place between the husband and wife. Do they get 
along? Why the exchange of words? It seems that there 
was also a small subplot involving that also, but was cut 
out due to time restrictions. 
Putting these small inaccuracies aside, the film is still 
good. Whatever may be missing in terms of narrative is 
definitely made up for by the vivid scares this film evokes 
from an audience. What I found most interesting was the 
neo-Frankenstein angle within the film. A very grief- 
stricken father defies the laws of nature and undoes a very 
natural act; that's what makes the film interesting. 
The underlying point of "you are responsible for 
whatever you create" is apparent throughout the whole 
flick, and is driven home at the end. where the doctor's 
passions become his own undoings. 
This film scared the living hell out of me. On a screen 
filled with Jasons and Freddies, this is a fresh new look at 
the horror flick. The frights abound from scene to scene, 
and in the screening I attended, the entire crowd was jit- 
tery. (Human perspiration made it rather humid in that 
theater.) After sitting with 200 nervous people in a final 
next week, take time out to sit with 200 nervous people at 
"Pet Sematary." You'll find it's more gratifying. 
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Classes empty as weather improves 
by Christian Thompson  
You are laying down in a large area of 
softgrass. After slowly lifting your Foster 
Grants, you spot a brown bottle of Tropical 
Blend, boiling in the sun. Hypnotically you 
unscrew the lid, massaging the coconut 
concoction into your winter-white skin 
hoping for an instant browning. As the 
heat rises, the steam from your skin causes 
your eyelids to droop s.. l..o..w..l..y 
closing. SUDDENL Yyou awake and look 
around. Everyone is gone. Terrified, you 
think, "DID 1 SLEEP THROUGH FIN- 
ALS?" 
As the weather warms up almost every- 
one would rather be doing anything except 
studying. Laying out in the sun and other 
outdoor activities tend to compete with the 
time needed to study for spring semester 
finals, according to several University 
professors. 
Richard Weaver, professor of interper- 
sonal and public communication, said he 
believes students' study problems rise with 
the mercury. 
"I think teachers have a difficult time 
competing with the sun," Weaver said. "I 
warn my graduate student teachers about 
students' attitudes and warn students 
themselves about saving their absences un- 
til the end of the year when they will really 
want to blow them off." 
He said each semester's grades depend 
on many factors, including the weather 
and the study atmosphere at certain times 
of the school year. 
"Study is closely correlated to cold 
weather. In general, exam grades and 
papers might be better in the fall than in 
the spring... it depends. During good 
weather some students have to make ex- 
cuses to study instead of excuses not to 
study." 
"Study Is closely correlated 
to cold weather. In general, 
exam grades and papers 
might be better in the fall 
than in the spring ... it de- 
pends." 
— Richard Weaver 
Becky Ragle, third-semester freshman 
art therapy major, said she doesn't need 
much encouragement to avoid doing 
homework or studying for spring finals. 
"My GPA is higher in the fall because I 
have spring fever bad. There's nothing bet- 
ter to do in the fall but study. But as soon 
as it starts warming up I'd rather be having 
fun," Ragle said. 
Marjorie Hufford. director of records, 
said semester GPAs vary from school year 
to school year; for example, the spring 
semester of 1987 had a higher GPA than 
the fall, but this year's fall semester's GPA 
is higher than the previous spring. 
CAMPUS 
POLLYEYES 
"A Gathering Place" 
352-9638 440 E. Court 
"GOOD LUCK ON FINALS" 
FREE CUP OF SOUP T" $1.00 OFF 
With Any Large Salad Any Fun Prke Pasta Dinner 
Chef, Taco, Veg. or Turkey 
CAMPUS POLLYEYES    s.«n.oo CAMPUS POLLYEYES 
$9.80 
DOUBLE PIZZA 
Two 12 Inch One Item Pan Pizzas 
Elira ll«mi 9W ASI2MViluc 
POLLYEYES PIZZA 
440 E. Court Street 
352-9638 
FREE DELIVERY 
$8.00 
Any Large 14 Inch 
Two Item Pan Pizza & 
One Quart of Coke 
Extra Items $1.20 A $10.00 Value 
POLLYEYES PIZZA 
440E. Court Street 
352-9638 
FREE DELIVERY 
M2-MM 
FREE POP 
With Any 
Urge Sub, Burrrito, Or 
Large Salad (Chef, Veg., Taco, or Turkey) 
POLLYEYES PIZZA 
440 E. Court Street 
352-9638 
FREE DELIVERY 
$4.00 
Any Small 10 Inch 
Pan Pizza 
With One Item 
E»lr. Ilcmi 70« SS.20 Vilue 
CAMPUS POLLYEYES 352-9638 
"This fall, women's and men's average 
GPAs were 2.786 and 2.553 respectively; 
while the College of Musical Arts had the 
highest average of 2.998, the College of 
Business Administration had the lowest 
average of 2.507," Hufford said. William 
Baxter, associate professor of biological 
sciences, said the curve in his Biology 205 
class seems to be higher during spring 
semester than during the fall. 
"Spring fever doesn't seem to be dra- 
matic in my class because it is composed 
mostly of freshmen who tend to do better 
their spring semester because they gained 
some experience during first semester," 
Baxter said. 
Lewis Fulcher, associate professor of 
physics and astronomy, explained his 
"study ideology" by comparing the prep- 
aration for finals with getting in shape. 
"The key to success is the same for finals 
as other periods. You need self-discipline 
to keep up with the materials," Fulcher 
said. "You can't keep in shape if you don't 
exercise three times a week. The same 
goes for studying," Fulcher said. 
Weaver said he believes students have to 
ask themselves some important questions 
in the face of spring fever. 
"How bad do you want this? Are you will- 
ing to sacrifice a whole 15-week course, a 
grade or your future by blowing off the 
next two weeks... In the end I think most 
students would be able to control this 
urge," Weaver said. 
Hacker pads 
Dean's list 
LOS ANGELES (AP) - A computer 
hacker with a sense of honor padded 
the dean's list at Valley College with 
such names as Wratha Kahn, Gray 
Poupon, Hans Zoff, Roger Ovem- 
dowt and Warren Peese. 
Seventy names added to the list 
published in the school newspaper 
included Betty Crocker, Dee Ge- 
neret. Rex Karrs, Claire 0. Aisle and 
about 25 real students. 
"I personally feel if s insulting," 
said Lisa Walker, student body 
president-elect, a sophomore who 
made the list the hard way. "People 
work hard to be on the dean's list. 
It's not just a little thing to me." 
Making the list requires at least a 
3.6 grade-point average out of 4.0. 
The list apparently was doctored 
after it arrived at the newspaper. 
What is it? 
if you can Identify this 
object, you could win ;i SIS 
gill certificate from SamB's. 
146 N. Main  irxx>s not 
include I,IX. gratuity, or 
alchoUc beverages). 
Drop your entry form In 
the IK>X located in the Id • 
News Editorial Office, 214 
West Hall 
Entries are due eaeh 
Thursday. 5 p.m. The 
winning entry will i>e named 
at that lime, if more than one 
correct entry is received, a 
drawing will IK- held 10 
determine the winner 
This week's winner was Julie Perles, 
who correctly identified the Item as a 
coffin with flowers on it 
lor great Icxxl and drinks 
downtown, it's perfectly dear 
thai SamB'S is the right choir*'. 
Sam 
116 1 MAII- BOWIIIG GRID 
ENTRY FORM 
Name  
A« iriress  
Phone Numt)er_ 
Whai is ii?  
Return to fit; \rws i:<litori.il Oilier. 214 West Il.ill. li(,St' 
 Ljiiplovxs oi BGSUSU&WUmbUeuBBBB MHWKllglbtei 
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Friday/Pal Minsarelli 
University students are fans of a wide variety of major league baseball teams. 
The Third Annual CitiFest Riverfront 3 on 3 Shootout 
will feature two days ol half-court basketball in the streets of 
downtown Toledo - along St. Clair Street and Madison 
Avenue. This double elimination tournament features compe- 
tition in eight divisions and the following special contests: 
• Slam Dunk Contest • Foul Shooting Contest 
• Pro/Celebrity Challenge • 3-Poinl Shooting Contest 
• Media Tournament 
Toledo area home to 
diverse sports loyalties 
by John Kohlstrand 
Northwest Ohio is somewhat of an eni- 
gma in the realm of professional sports. 
Major league teams have never ventured to 
Toledo, and minor league teams such as 
the IHL's Coaldiggers and AAA baseball's 
Mudhens have, for the most part, strug- 
gled. 
Consequently the arrival of spring, a 
time when baseball caps replace snow caps 
on the streets, brings a time of confusion 
and heated battle for Northwest Ohio 
major league sports fans. Who roots for 
the superior baseball team? 
While the Detroit Tigers are physically 
closer, the Cleveland Indians have the ad- 
vantage of playing in the same state. Be- 
side these two teams with major followings. 
the Cincinnati Reds and minor league 
Toledo Mudhens also serve to confuse 
matters. 
But have area sports fans adopted one 
team over the others? 
Rocky Alessandrini, manager of USA 
Sports at Southwyck Mall in Toledo, says 
his store sells more Tigers items by far. 
"The team is actually closer, and they 
have more of a winning tradition than the 
Indians have," he said. 
According to Kevin Savage, owner of the 
Sports Gallery in Toledo, his store has also 
sold more Tigers items in the past. So far 
this season, however, sales have been fairly 
even between the Tigers and Indians. 
The Tigers' successes in past seasons 
have accounted for their larger sales, he 
said. 
"The Tigers have been good the last five 
years," he said, "but the Tigers are down 
this year and the Indians fans are hopeful." 
klUKIKOMffllSi 
:::*'< 
July 29 & 30 
, , 
Please include me on your Shootout mailing list for prospective players: 
NAMK l-IIONI 
ADORBSS 
CITY  STATh ZIP 
To be included on the mailing list, mail this coupon lo: 
444 N. Summit Sheet 
CiliWalk Level 
Toledo. Ohio 4.16(14 
(4191 243-8024 
He said his store typically sells more In- 
dians items in the early season, when the 
Indians are usually competitive. 
"About June, we can't sell any Indians 
items at all." 
Savage said that the movie Major League 
may also be helping Indians' sales. 
In Bowling Green, sports fans' opinions 
seems divided. 
"It's fairly even," said John Mura. owner 
of Falcon House Sporting Goods at 125 
South Main St. He said sales of Indians 
materials have been slightly higher than 
for the Tigers so far this season, but it is 
too early to tell. 
"If the Indians continue to play the way 
they are. we will sell a lot more. We have a 
lot of kids from the Cleveland area here." 
Mura said. 
Lew Laslo, owner of Great Lakes Sport- 
ing Goods at 128 W. Wooster St., said his 
baseball sales are predominantly Reds and 
Tigers items. He attributes this to the win- 
ning ways of Cincinnati and Detroit. 
"We're in an area where the Tigers. In- 
dians, and Reds, are all popular," he said. 
"The Reds have been winning, the Tigers 
have been winning, and the Indians have 
not." 
Laslo suggested that Indians sales would 
pick up if the team plays competitively this 
season. 
University student John Pastrik, a 
freshman computer science major from 
Cleveland, said he likes the Indians be- 
cause they are his hometown team. 
"I stick with them — no matter what, 
winning or losing, they're my team." he 
said. 
Shelley Brazeau, a freshman legal stud- 
ies major from the Cleveland area, said the 
Indians were an institution in Cleveland. 
"It's a Cleveland tradition, it's a part of 
Cleveland. You have the stadium, steel 
workers and the Tribe." 
Chris Cornell, freshman history-political 
science major, is a Tigers fan because of 
his childhood. 
"I was bom in Detroit, I grew up in the 
area, and they're my team," he said. 
Mark Franks, a journalism major from 
Springfield, said his childhood also had an 
impact on picking his favorite team. 
"Every night, we would sit out in the 
summer and listen to Reds games," Franks 
said. "They beat everyone by 10 runs that 
year." 
Seemingly forgotten are the Toledo 
Mudhens. Lisa Craves, freshman English 
major from Toledo, echoed the sentiments 
of many when she said, "I don't follow the 
Mudhens because they stink!" 
It would seem that Northwest Ohio is 
sort of a "melting pot" for baseball teams 
— a melting pot in which the Mudhens are 
excluded. Die hard fans of teams from 
both leagues inhabit this area, and it would 
seem that the area will be a fertile ground 
of debate for years to come. 
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Sheepish Grin shows staying power 
by Frank Espotito 
Sheepish Grin (from left): Larry Zangsl, Troy Raszka and Paul Johnson. 
Some reruns never die 
by Michelle Hru«ovsky  
Gee Wally... old television reruns like "I 
Love Lucy," "Father Knows Best," "Mr. 
Ed." "Star Trek," "The Monkees," "Bat- 
man," and over a dozen more are sure on 
television an awful lot. 
This is in addition to newer reruns in- 
cluding "M'A"S"H," "Family Ties" and 
"The Cosby Show." 
According to University popular culture 
professor Christopher Ceist, old television 
reruns are making much more money now 
than during their original prime time de- 
buts. In addition, most are earning more 
money than the majority of prime time tel- 
evision programs currently on the air. 
"One segment of a prime time show may 
cost the producer half a million dollars. 
The cost of running old reruns is gravy in 
comparison to producing new program- 
ming," Ceist said. "They are excellent, 
inexpensive time-fillers." 
Many people may not realize there are 
only a few seasons of "Cilligan's Island" 
episodes. However, those few seasons have 
reaped enormous profits in over 20 years 
of syndication. 
Ceist explained the audience of rerun 
watchers is diverse. 
Some viewers include baby boomers who 
watch shows from the '50s to remember 
their youth. To accommodate this audi- 
ence, the Christian Broadcasting Network 
has begun airing a Saturday morning 
lineup of shows only from the '50s. 
Other viewers include children who tune 
into the cable children's network Nickelo- 
deon for shows including "Leave it to 
Beaver" and "The Donna Reed Show." 
The vast majority of the audience, 
however, just likes pure entertainment. 
" 'The Brady Bunch' is my favorite show. 
I can usually tell which episode it is by the 
time Sherwood Schwartz's name flashes on 
the screen," said Julia Smith, senior Inter- 
personal and Public Communications 
major. "And 1 usually know most of the 
lines." 
"I think TV today is a joke compared to 
older shows of the '50s and '60s," said 
Scott Eppert, sophoajore Interpersonal 
and Public Communications major. 
"I really like "Andy Griffith." It's just 
funny and it doesn't have to have a deep 
plot and make a point to be funny," Eppert 
added. 
Geist explained the key to success for 
airing old shows is cable television syndica- 
tion. "Old shows are inexpensive to get 
and money in the bank for producers," he 
said. 
However, newer reruns including "The 
Cosby Show" and "Family Ties" are enor- 
mously popular but are very expensive to 
air. 
Geist added that in the future, prices of 
running the newer reruns will most likely 
decrease. He added, however, that he 
doesn't know if the newer reruns will have 
the staying power of shows like "Star 
Trek" and "The Brady Bunch." 
Things move fast in hip college music scenes. Bands come and go like thieves in the 
night. They're formed on whimsical notions and wanton desires. It's a herculean task 
(with classes, jobs, torrid love affairs, run-ins with the law, and furious bouts of self-love) 
to establish any kind of continuity. 
But two and one-half years have come and gone and Sheepish Grin is stil! here. 
They've changed lineups a few times and the current lineup has stuck around for al- 
most a year, but Paul Johnson (guitar), Troy Raszka (bass), and Larry Zengel (drums) are 
still bashing out high-energy, original, pizza-spittin' rock 'n' roll. 
Their second cassette, Peggy, has sold over 200 copies to date, which was a lot more 
than the band expected to sell. This winter they released a cassette of songs recorded in 
1987 entitled Hippopotamus (in an uncanny parallel to R.E.M.'sEponymous which was 
suspiciously released around the same time ... makes ya wonder, don't it?) which joined 
the 1987 release Sheepish Grin in the band's cassette triumvirate. 
I talked to Sheepish in the Union, where all the cool people hang out. and the conver- 
sation rambled from exploding heads to girls in red sweaters. The possibility of Johnson's 
horrible demise in a collapsing staircase'punji stick deathtrap was discussed. And some- 
where in there, I got answers to some burning questions. 
SG has no plans for a release in the near future but they explained that they are build- 
ing on another aspect of their rock enviroment. "We got new T-shirt ink!" beams Ras- 
zka. On a more serious note, they're planning on taking a trip through the Southeast, 
playing gigs in Kentucky, Tennessee, and Georgia. 
Their evolution has included the move from a cover band to a mostly original act. "We 
were getting big crowds doing covers," says Johnson, "but it felt stupid doing covers 
when we had originals. When we made the switch, our crowds really dropped." 
Having been around for a while, SG is cautiously optimistic about the BG rock scene. 
"It's taken off. Bowling Green needs a club for original bands, like Dillon's (the band's 
fave gig spot)." said Raszka. "Some people think if s the next big thing." 
None of SG's members can pinpoint any trends in the BG scene. "It's easy to label any 
college band that plays guitars as R.E.M.," explained Raszka. "We were all basically in- 
fluenced by '70s AM radio. Neil Diamond changed my life," intoned Johnson, without the 
slightest hint of sarcasm. 
As far as their own music is concerned, their songs are getting "more varied, tempo- 
wise." 
Toward the end of our rambling discourse. Johnson said, "We're the best original band 
in Ohio." Then he smiled. 
But I think that Johnson had earlier summed up what Sheepish Grin wants to do. After 
a number of ideas and opinions concerning this schizophrenic, wind-swept landscape 
were kicked around, Johnson wearily added. "Bowling Green needs a kick in the ass." 
You can tell he's graduating in August. 
I hope Sheepish Grin stays together. 
1989-1990 executive staff 
neneral manaaer matt keouah 
operations manager. 
program director  
music director  
production director., 
underwriting director, 
public affairs director 
traffic director  
... marla schalow 
.chrissy anderson 
... cheryl radeloff 
chuck kelso 
gary davis 
.mary reinkoester 
fred wright 
promotions director.. 
iirhnn riireritor . 
lora marini 
karl trance 
jazz director becky marker 
news director Christina crawford 
sports director joel yashinsky 
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Handicap doesn't stop the music 
by Tom Kcltcy  
Few area bands can fit the groove in the 
pocket like the Glass City All-Stars. Their 
brand of funky, power-pop rock has re- 
cruited a legion of loyal fans from all over 
Northwest Ohio. 
Not surprisingly, the band's style is the 
offspring of the back beat, and one Dave 
Fogle, whose flawless chops and smooth 
vocals seem to move the band along effort- 
lessly. 
But Fogle s talents run much deeper 
than his ability to please the listener's ear. 
Bom with a fingerless left hand, he has still 
managed to perfect his craft and play in 
clubs all over the country. And after years 
of experience on the road, rubbing elbows 
with a number of rock heavyweights, he fi- 
nally came home to Toledo with a store- 
house of knowledge about the music busi- 
ness and its penchant for corporate con- 
formity. 
Fogle's musical odyssey began in Texas. 
where he was bom. His father, a Baptist 
minister, instilled the fervor and passion of 
Gospel music upon his family and Dave 
was encouraged to sing in revival camp 
sing-alongs. But it wasn't until the family 
moved to Toledo, when Dave was 10, that 
he had his first taste of pop music. 
"When I moved up from Texas, the 
biggest station in the area was CKLW (in 
Detroit). Of course at the time, Motown 
was really hitting hard, and I just thought 
that was the coolest stuff I ever heard, be- 
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cause you never heard anything like that in 
Texas." Fogle said. 
Because of his love for music, Fogle 
tried a number of instruments, including 
piano and trumpet, but it wasn't until he 
was 16 that he finally decided to play the 
drums. Of course some problems arose. 
"There was a lot of experimentation in 
the beginning with how to keep a drum- 
stick on my hand. I first used tape and then 
rubber bands but these devices tended to 
turn my hand purple and green," he ex- 
plained. 
Fogle eventually employed the use of a 
leather strap, but after using the animal 
hide for a few years, he found that the 
strap had to be replaced every several 
months because his perspiration would 
cause the leather to disintegrate. Finally, 
just last year. Fogle came across a device 
that seemed to satisfy his needs. The strap 
he uses now is constructed of the material 
used to make artificial limbs. 
Form-fitted to his hand by a specialist in 
the field of prosthetics, the ingenuity of the 
device definitely has a drummer in mind. 
To hold the stick itself, a small hoop has 
been attached to the outside of the strap 
and is adjusted by a throw-off switch which 
allows for a drumstick of any size to be in- 
serted, and the whole thing is secured on 
his wrist by the miracle of Velcro. 
Fogle says he doesn't feel self-conscious 
about the strap these days, but there was a 
time early on in his career when he tried to 
hide his handicap. 
"When I first started playing. 1 would 
wear long-sleeve shirts to hide my hand. I 
was really conscious of it: I just didn't want 
to be known as 'The One-Handed Drum- 
mer' of the local music scene," he con- 
fided. "But now I don't feel self-conscious 
about it at all. Most people know about it 
anyway. But of course I still get the guys 
that come up to me and say, 'Jeez, you're a 
great drummer.' and then look at my hand 
and say. 'Oh wow!' Like it makes me that 
much better," he said. 
It was during the early days of the All- 
Stars that Fogle started working at the re- 
putable Rick's Drum Shop in Toledo. Fo- 
gle says his experience at Rick's has been 
very helpful in his knowledge of drums be- 
cause of his easy access to the different 
types of drumming equipment sold there. 
Fogle also says he benefits from fellow 
drummers who call Rick's their Saturday 
afternoon hangout. 
"It's really great working at Rick's be- 
cause we have 1,300 guys on our mailing 
list so there's always someone coming in 
asking for advice or buying something," he 
said. Fogle also commented that he likes 
talking drums but he can only show the 
customer what he personally thinks sounds 
good. 
Although the All-Stars cover funk and 
jazz-fusion numbers, Fogle says he thinks 
younger people appreciate the group's mu- 
sic, but complains that for the most part, 
the kids today are wearing musical blinders 
due to the lack of variety on local radio 
stations. 
"A lot of attitudes in this area are due to 
radio programming. I can turn on the 
radio at any point and 1 can just about 
guess what's going to be on there, and it 
■See drummer, page 11. 
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Shakepeare 'Twig' among mysteries 
The Shakespeare TrM stands In front of University Hall. Friday/Brock Visnich 
Make your graphic arts dollar buy you more — 
more service, more quality. 
Bring your graphic design and typesetting needs to 
*. UniGfqphies 3IAWS.— 
by Fred Wright 
The University and the surrounding 
community are an interesting place for a 
journalist. In my year as a reporter, I have 
had the pleasure (some may say bad luck) 
of discovering many things about B.C. 
Some of these things have puzzled me and 
I thought I'd share some of these Unsolved 
Commentary 
Mysteries of Bowling Green with you. Here 
we go. Drumroll, please. 
I was walking in front of Moseley Hall 
one day and 1 noticed a large rock with a 
plaque in the middle that reads "Shake- 
speare Memorial Tree, April 23.1921, 
Toledo Chapter." I searched in vain for a 
huge ancient oak tree dedicated to the 
plays of William Shakespeare. 
What I found instead could be better de- 
scribed as the Shakespeare Memorial 
Twig. Behind the rock was a tiny tree 
about to keel over from exhaustion. My 
question is, does Will sleep soundly in his 
grave knowing his art is truly appreciated 
here in Bowling Green? 
Another question concerns the use of a 
bellboy who looks remarkably similar to a 
certain king of rock and roll on posters ad- 
vertising summer courses at the University. 
What does Elvis have to do with summer 
semester at the University? Do the posters 
mean President Olscamp is Elvis Presley 
or that Elvis is going to take summer 
courses here? Somebody call Mojo Nixon 
or the Weekly World News to get to the 
bottom of this! 
The next mystery concerns the recent 
USC election. On the winning ticket of 
Kevin Coughlin and Colleen McGinty, 
Coughlin ran for president and McGinty 
ran for vice president. Why? McGinty is a 
junior with more experience than Cough- 
lin, who is only a freshman. Perhaps this 
was a case of shrewd interpretation of de- 
mographics. With more girls than guys at 
the University, perhaps the victorious pair 
thought they would have a better chance of 
winning with Coughlin at the top of the 
ticket because he looks like a young Steve 
Garvey. 
If there are supposedly two girls to every 
guy here, how come so many of us guys 
can't find dates? Perhaps that's just a ru- 
mor created by the Admissions Office to 
get us guys to enroll here. 
Why is the administration wasting over 
$500,000 on an information center no one 
seems to want when that money could be 
used to hire more teachers to teach more 
classes so students could get all the classes 
they need and want? And we wouldn't have 
to get partial schedules and stand in that 
damn drop/add line. Have you ever no- 
ticed that we spend about one-third of our 
time in college standing in line? For food, 
for classes, for books, etc... 
Can someone tell me the significance 
behind the Administration Building's 
resemblance to a giant phallic symbol? I'm 
positive the architect who designed it is 
somewhere laughing his head off. 
■ See mystery, page 11 
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Renegade rides rough road to Reno 
by Christoph«r Smith  
My reason for going on a student exchange was simple, I 
got taken in. I've never been one to take chances — least 
of all by exploring the unknown (unless watching "The 
Twilight Zone" or "Wild, Wild Kingdom" reruns makes 
for exploration I. But that's just what I did. 
Why? Here's how it all started. 
I was worn down, like gum on the sole of a shoe. 
Change seemed the only way of getting back my sanity. My 
friend Keith said he felt the same way. I told him there was 
an exchange program that let students go to another 
school for a semester or two. 
"Then let's get the hell outta here," he urged. 
"Why not?" I asked myself. And so we embarked on the 
road to the wild, wild Exchangedom. 
Florida and Hawaii looked real warm and real good. 
Either of those states would do. 
The next day we found that we weren't the Ponce de 
Leons of Bowling Green. Apparently many others had also 
discovered Florida ahead of us. Ditto for Hawaii. Both 
schools had already met their exchange quota. Back to 
the map we went. 
The one we ended up choosing didn't have year-round 
warmth but did have resorts, skiing, and plenty of all-night 
action. Our new-home-to-be was right on the Californi- 
a/Nevada border — the University of Nevada at Reno. 
Yep, we were going to be in "The biggest little city in 
the world," the home of legalized gambling and pros- 
titution. Of course, such vices held no allure for us and 
didn't enter into our decision. At least, that's what we 
were telling our folks at home. 
The summer passed and there were only three days left 
before the big push West. Then the phone rang. It was 
Keith. 
"Smitty (my nickname — an original), I ain't gonna 
make the trip," I was stunned. "I called BG and told 'em I 
was goin' back there for school," he continued. 
I knew then how Caesar must have felt about that stab- 
bing pain in his back. 
"If you call right away you can still go back to BG, too," 
he said. The knife in my back turned. 
Apparently he'd had second thoughts and gotten a bit 
nervous at the prospect of facing that great unknown 
which, up to this point, had been the main appeal of our 
trip. He'd also been listening to our unadventurous friends 
who wondered whether we were really gonna go through 
with such a crazy plan. 
The real clincher though was that his girlfriend couldn't 
bear to be without him for a year and he finally gave in to 
her. 
Now I would have to face the trip and many strange 
people and places alone. I felt sick. 
But all was not lost. 
My brother Matthew, eager to get away from the stiffs at 
his funeral home, offered to accompany me. Two days 
later we loaded up my junky old white Mercury Zephyr and 
hit the road. It was Reno or bust. Little did we know how 
close we would come to the latter case. 
Memories of the drive to Nevada are only a blur now. I 
remember that we were always cramped in that over- 
packed car. We even slept in it, except for one night when 
we sprung for a motel room from midnight to six. Unfor- 
tunately for us, a couple of lovers in the next room weren't 
sleepy. 
Back on the road, we were washing down chips with the 
beverage of our choice and we seemed to be making good 
time on 1-70. It helps when you have a maniac for a 
brother at the wheel. The car was humming with perfec- 
tion through the flat expanse of the Midwest. Right up to 
the time we got to Colorado. Then a huge hunk of rock, 
aptly called the Rockies, slowed us down. 
As we went higher, my whirlwind Zephyr kept getting 
slower, 60, ...45,... 30, the pedal was floored. ...15 miles 
per hour and sinking. We made a graceful exit to an open 
lot to try to figure out what was wrong. 
"Maybe the rest will help out the engine," I offered with 
weak optimism. I knew nothing about cars. 
"This is a car, not a horse!" said my cranky brother. He 
gets that way when passing motorists hurl abuse at him. 
All I could think about was how we'd have to have the car 
towed to a garage by some greasy mechanic whistling the 
tune of the soon-to-be rich. 
Luckily, my brother knew his cars. 
"What a piece of crap!" he said. "I don't know how the 
hell we made it tfus far." 
Matthew decided the carburetor wasn't adjusted to the 
thin air of the high mountains. The poor car was suffering 
the equivalent of a severe asthma attack. So he monkeyed 
around with it and, after about an hour, he declared it 
roadworthy. 
Personally, 1 think he just let the car rest, but what do I 
know? 
The rest didn't seem to help the car much but we even- 
tually did make it to the top. We were home-free. Utah just 
breezed by and then we were in Nevada. And more moun- 
tain ranges. My trusty Zephyr didn't let us down this time 
though. It only slowed to a respectable 25 mph. 
"Maybe it's built a little endurance now that it's gotten 
used to all this climbing," I surmised. 
"This is a car, not a marathon runner!" snapped Mat- 
thew. 
Despite our car troubles, we finally made it to Reno. 
Matthew took a bus back to Ohio the next day and had the 
worst trip of his life. That's saying a lot, given our trip 
west. He ended up switching to an airplane. Keith stayed 
at BG with his girlfriend. They broke up and he had a 
crummy year. I was at UNR for the year and had the time 
of my life. But then, that's another story in itself. 
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Dawson finishes year with a smile 
by Christopher J. Pawson  
Well, it's thai time of year. Yep. school is 
drawing to a close, as is my creativity (or 
lack thereof). So it's now time to reflect on 
these last two semesters in this, my gala 
Year In Review Annual Column that I 
started last year. 
First off, 1 finally got respectable and be- 
came a professional journalist by becoming 
the assistant editor of this fine magazine. 
Oh, some would scoff at me and say that I 
did it to get the cash and all the free stuff 
that comes in. Frankly, they're right. 
C'mon, who wouldn't take a cushy job like 
this? OK, it isn't all beer and skittles, espe- 
cially on Thursday nights when I have to 
come in and compose all of the headlines, 
but for the outrageous amount of money 
they're paying me, it ain't too bad! 
Because of my new duties. I've been 
unable to write as many columns as I'd 
like. Of course, another good reason is 
that I just haven't been able to come up 
with that many new and original ideas. 
Next year, I'll just recycle my freshman 
columns. Seriously though, it is tough to 
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come up with column ideas. I merely want 
to amuse my readers, not offend or insult 
them. 
However, I still get hate mail from peo- 
ple who haven't figured out that this col- 
umn is SATIRE. Please refer to the dic- 
tionary to learn the meaning of SATIRE. 
With a title like "Tongue in Cheek." I 
think it's pretty obvious that this isn't a 
column dealing with relevant social issues, 
such as abortion, sexism, racism, or reli- 
gious stuff. 
All in all. this was a pretty awesome year. 
I finally got a full schedule for the first time 
in two years, so I really can't make any 
jokes about drop/add. To all of you who 
have to go through that long, occasionally 
futile and painful process, yon have my 
sympathy. 
Generally speaking, though this was a 
great year for me personally, it was "bore- 
dom as usual" here in BG. Oh sure, Rob 
Lowe stopped by, and we were subjected to 
UB40 and Violent Femmes (I still think 
having Jimmy Buffett here would be the ul- 
timate concert) and of course the highlight 
of the year was the visit by our president 
This brings me to probably the strongest 
editorial opinion 1 shall have this year. To 
all of you people who carried signs at the 
Reagan speech protesting whatever, 1 
curse you mightily. You blocked me almost 
completely. I have never had the opportu- 
nity to see a president before, and proba- 
bly will never have an opportunity to see 
one again so close. I did see Ronnie once, 
after jumping up and down, trying to see 
over those stupid signs. 
Now, before all ot you sign-bearers are 
going to write in and complain about me 
being so reactionary arid close-minded for 
supporting that imperialist bourgeoisie, 
Ronald Reagan, take note of what I am 
about to say. I do not like Ronald Reagan 
(in my opinion, Harry S. Truman was our 
last good president), nor do I like his poli- 
cies. However, I do respect the office of the 
president of the United States, which you 
people should leam to do. No matter how 
bad the president is personally, he still is 
the president and deserves some respect. 
Please let me know when you are going to 
bum me in effigy, sign-bearers, so I can 
open up my schedule to watch. 
Now back to the humor. Let's talk about 
my love life, shall we? No. I can't make 
jokes about something that doesn't exist. I 
can talk about my wonderful life in a dorm 
room. Last year I lived in the Quads, 
(Freshman City) but I learned from my mis- 
take and proceeded to move to Rodgers. 
the fun dorm with rooms that aren't 
microscopic. 
I would like to say I'm joining the exodus 
of people moving off-campus, but alas, I 
cannot. Instead, I'll rationalize and say 
that by living on-campus for another year 
I'll at least know where my next meal is 
coming from, and I don't have to clean my 
own bathroom. Yeah, Rodgers is known 
for having more fire drills than any other 
dorm in the Free World, but that's such a 
small price to pay for having a dorm so 
close to all my classes. 
■ See cheek, page 10. 
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■(Continued from page 9) 
I would like to advise everyone who 
wants a fun roommate to get a rugby player 
for a roommate. If you really like hearing 
stories about illegal hits in a "scrum," or 
how strong the "pack" is, these guys are 
for you. I'm joking, of course, but since my 
roomie, Marty, is one of these demented 
psychopaths I can get away with it. 
Thanks, Marty for being such a good roo- 
mie. Hopefully if the faceless bureaucrats 
in housing see fit to giving my pal Joey on- 
campus housing for next year, he'll be a 
good roomie, too. As for the rest of you 
guys from Rodgers Second East, thanks. 
It'll be quiet next year without you. 
In closing, I would like to say that this 
year was pretty good. I think I personally 
grew and matured as a person this year, 
and even my columns matured ever so 
slightly. I'm sure that I'm now in the 
deepest throes of the dreaded sophomore 
slump, since I really have no ambition to 
study, read my assignments, or show up in 
class. Does it end or does it last until 
death? I don't know. As I look toward the 
end of this semester (that isn't coming fast 
enough) and look forward to my fun and 
low-paying summer job of making Triptiks 
for AAA, I think that the sophomore slump 
is just another way of saying "adulthood." 
FBI    7: IS 
SAT 2:00 
- 9:30 
4:15- 7:19 - 9:30 
SUN 2:00 - 4:15 
■ 7:15 - 9:30 
the Dream Team 
MICHAEL   CHRISTOPHER   PETER   STEPlrEN 
KEATON LLOYD DOYLE     FURST 
[IN; 13) 
NO MEMBERSHIP REQUIRED w/valid drivers license 
IBlEi} 
■■■'.'Ur.'.'llat ■r,v. ■■ 
I 
Clara's Heart 
Sweet Hearts Dance 
Area band avoids 
controversial label 
by Tina Dlorio 
The Stain, a Toledo-based band, has just 
recently finished work on their latest 
album, scheduled for international distri- 
bution pending some last minute work. 
Their last album did even better in Europe 
than in the United States. 
The album will be called Banned be- 
cause of some problems involving the 
band's last album cover, / Know the Scam, 
which pictured a man dressed in a Toledo 
police officer's uniform holding bribe 
money. 
Controversy is nothing new to the mem- 
bers of the Stain. Last year, while playing 
at the warehouse on Manville Avenue, a 
fight broke out which caused area police to 
end further shows there. 
The show got off to a shaky start when 
then lead singer Scot Law came running 
out and slid off the stage pulling some of 
the lighting and a monitor with him. Law's 
nose was broken in the fall, but the band 
continued to play. 
The fight occurred when an unruly fan 
tried to jump on stage several times. When 
he jumped at guitarist Mike Moore, he 
"kicked 'em in the face." The youth was 
thrown out and gathered a group of friends 
together, who got bats and began hitting 
people during the show. 
Fights often occur during Stain shows, 
due to the intense energy level that the 
band puts out, especially that of former 
lead singer Scot Law. 
During the band's first show at the Uni- 
versity of Toledo, an excited member of 
the audience jumped up on stage grabbing 
Law, who broke a microphone over the as- 
sailant's head. The microphone was one of 
three that had been broken that evening, 
as well as Moore's amplifier. Law had to be 
carted away in an ambulance because of 
broken ribs suffered during the episode. 
Another event occured when the band 
was playing at a "biker bar" and their 
homemade flashpots caught the stage and 
the Stain banner on fire. 
More recently the band has been pro- 
moting their albums by playing at Club 
Stain, in Toledo, as well as receiving spon- 
sorship from Protex condoms and Vision 
Street Wear. 
The band does background music for 
the Vision Street Wear commercials as 
well as spots for Snowshreaders, MTV and 
ESPN. 
In addition to the three albums, the 
band has also done a number of compila- 
tion albums under their label, Mystic Re- 
cords, the largest underground label oper- 
ating out of Hollywood, Calif. 
Also, the band has released an EP, titled 
Skinheads Poke Coaflo protest the nazi 
skinhead movement. 
The Stain's first venture onto a different 
label is a Canadian-pressed compilation 
album called Kamikaze Stegosaurus From 
Outer Space, which was released two weeks 
ago. 
I 
IIKA IIKA ILKA ILKA IIKA ILKA ILKA 
The Brothers of Pi Kappa Alpha 
would like to congratulate the following 
Graduating Seniors: 
Scott Buttle Chris Flickinger 
Chuck Giffels Andy Nitz 
Tony Pleasant Gary Brewer 
Joe Domabyl Bob Faber 
Al Franco Jeff Hall 
Eric Krause Kenny Thompson 
Mike Young Tom House 
Bill Cobb George Hilfinger 
Steve Daley 
New Actives: 
Mike Fritzsche 
John Spiewak 
Pat Adams 
New Officers: 
Tom Ross - VP Membership 
Ken Badgley - Secretary 
Tom Conte - Risk Manager 
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Baby Boom backlash 
CHICAGO (AP) — Baby boomers want to live in their past, that's fine 
move over. Three guys in their 20s — but they're forcing ME to live in 
are talking about their generation their past." gripes Bruce Uillenburg. 
and promising to "end the '60s in 29. of Chicago. He founded NAF- 
your lifetime." TAT with friends Bruce Elliott of 
"Let's make nostalgia a thing of Los Angeles and John Keeney of 
the past!" is the rallying cry of the New York City. 
National Association for the Advan- Dillenburg and Elliott got together 
cement of Time, whose members say in 1987 and discovered their mutual 
they're tired of the boomers' cultural exasperation with "oldies" radio. 
agenda. They decided it was time to get the 
"There's so many of them. If they Monkees off their backs. 
mystery 
■ (Continued from page 7 ) 
Any truth to the rumor that Brother Jed 
and Sister Cindy are next year's Freddie 
and Frieda Falcon? 
With the abundance of good local bands 
in the area, why does Howard's continue to 
book mostly nonlocal bands? 
Did you ever notice that one small box of 
cereal in the cafeterias costs 60 cents and a 
package of six little boxes of cereal costs 
$1.97 at Krogers? Food Operations gets 
their food at wholesale price so why do 
they charge twice as much? I know they 
have operating costs but they're supposed 
to be non-profit. The prices they charge 
are ridiculous. Also, if you live on campus 
you have to buy from Food Operations. 
Something stinks there besides the food. 
I think 111 call the Fox Network. 
Leaving 
school 
has 
never been 
so easy. 
It's not surprising that so many students move with Ryder. 
We've got sturdy, dependable trucks in all sizes. Many are 
automatics, with power steering, air conditioning, and FM on 
top of the AM. Plus, Ryder can help out with boxes, hand trucks, 
even moving tips. 
And we're so easy on the wallet too.   
Call: Toledo 729-5191 Collec- 
Bowling Green 354-1810 
Sandusky 626-9440 or 62.-4043 
This coupon good for either SI0 off a local rental, or S25 off a 1-way rental. 
Offer expires July 31,  1989 
RYDER 
Wen- thOC at every turn 
^CNot valid with any 
oth«« discount or oMar 
drummer 
■(Continued from page 6) 
bugs the hell out of me. I mean, give the 
kids a chance to listen to different forms of 
music." Fogle said. 
Dave Fogle's plans for the future are to 
continue playing in the area and to do 
some more recording. A self-produced cas- 
sette that the band put out this year is a- 
vailable at Mad Hatter Records in Bowling 
Green. He also said that he still has some 
personal goals to reach such as perfecting 
a rapid double-stroke roll, a basic drum 
rudiment that is difficult to do because of 
the strap. "If I can just get that down. I feel 
there will be no stopping me." he said with 
a smile. Surely, nothing has ever stopped 
him before. 
More people 
have survived 
cancer than 
now live in 
the City of 
Los Angeles 
x n x Q    x o    x o    x o    xi)    x n X fi 
Hey Hey Those Chi-O Seniors they be 
wicked cool, hey, hey they're calling the shots, 
hey, hey, they're leaving the school. 
We are going to miss you so much 
next year. 
We Love You, 
Your Chi Omega Sisters 
xn    xn    xn    xn    xo    xn    xo    x u 
We Need Your Help Now I 
TO HELP YOU IN THE FUTURE 
1 
USG has distributed professor 
evaluation surveys to all students 
taking business courses this 
Spring 1989 Semester. We ask 
that you pick up your forms from 
your on campus mailbox and 
complete them to send to 405 
Student Services. 
These evaluations are being 
processed by students for you 
to make informed decisions when 
scheduling. 
Thank You for your Cooperation 
The Voice of the Undergraduate Student Body 
.     uwr nw v»cre iliitv t r  t r | 
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Inside All of Us 
I'm Reaching My 
Brother 
This wall has steel spikes. 
1 have wounds all over my body. 
To get to the top, I fought against 
all the odds, nods and cries. 
Each inch 1 got to the heavens, 
someone would give my back another 
striking blow 
After a long fight I made it. I can see what I 
left behind. 
Now I see you my brother, struggling to 
the top. 
I won't leave you!! 
I remember how hard it was for me. 
Let me help you. 
I lay my body flat on the cold flat surface 
and extend my arm to you my brother, 
with unlimited strength 
Our fingers touch, then a tight grasp 
Lifting him, he is yelling 
"there is something burning at my feet" 
I look down to see an american flag up in 
flames. 
copyright. 1989 
by Gewarrcn A. Owem  
Mai Morto 
He stood alone on the mountain side. 
Not one of his kind could he find. 
Alone he stood, his kind wasn't there 
And he thought, "They must be some- 
where." 
"Where? Where is my kind? What went 
wrong? 
Our numbers were so very stong. 
Oh where? Oh where. I need a mate.! 
This is such a terrible fate!" 
" I sense my death is very near. 
Oh Cod that's a great, great fear! 
It's now that I lay me down to die. 
That I ask the question, 'Oh God why?" 
He is dead, but he's not alone 
He has gone to an empty zone. 
His kind, many kinds, they are there, 
but there is no one, who knows where. 
Some so gorgeous, that.s why they're here. 
Killed for that coat they would bear. 
Others to slow to run away, 
But all were prrecious in some way. 
On Earth they were all beautiful 
And all were very wonderful, 
but they're creatures no man will see 
for they are gone for eternity. 
The Flower If she only knew the sun thought 
Why 1 get up as early as 1 do 
The Flower gives the sun meaning 
and purpose in life. The time has passed on without 
her 
As the Flower also needs the sun 
to jrow With days and nights we no longer 
share 
Sometimes they behave like they 
do not need each other Friends who became one are no 
longer together 
When in actuality they really do 
My vision is no longer clear 
The Flower and sun are something 
every one can watch grow 1 cannot see her although she 
is near 
The sun gets up early just to 
help the Flower grow If the winds do not carry us 
back to each other 
The Flower would also wake with the 
Sun because it too wanted to give 
the sun a reason to shine 
Then heaven is where 1 will 
find her 
In time the Flower learned to 
grow on its own 
The sun was then left all alone 
copyright. 1989 
by Marie Martin 
A Moment in Time 
On an evening as beautiful as 
this one. 
I want to share it with you. 
The peace and quiet of a small 
town at twilight, 
The chill of an early spring 
evening, perfect for 
walking hand-in-hand 
The red sun and white clouds 
fading to a color that no 
artist could ever mix on 
his palate. 
Looking at all of this makes 
my heart yearn for you. 
I don't know who you are, but 
I have faith that one day 
I will find you. 
copyright. 1989 
by Katherinc Chinery 
Sly Candie Runs 
On Grass 
He likes his couch beneath him. 
He likes his work when he's drinkin'. 
He loves his food before eatin'. 
He's a tobacco chewin'. 
Moonshine brewin' man. 
It's Friday night, call back Monday. 
Don't even think about callin' back 
Sunday. 
During the weekend it's impossible to 
reach him. 
And all day Sunday he's got that couch 
beneath him. 
He's a country croonin', 
On the spot tunin', 
Tobacco chewin' man. 
by Jeff Grccnwald 
by Pat Mingarelli 
Do You Want 
Another Bomb? 
Look Around 
What do you see? 
1 see innocent people getting mowed down 
With no one to hear their plea 
Why do we spend money on bombers? 
When people are homeless and hungry 
Do you really think they want to be that 
way? 
Or do you think they want help? 
A little compassion is all I'm asking for 
A little governmental mental sense 
A little hope 
A little sense of luck that I wasn't bom 
into their sorrow 
Do you choose to ignore the homeless? 
Look at them, stare if you must 
Because the problem isn't going away 
They don't want to be that way 
i look around 
And see too much selfish greed 
When other people have a more 
important need 
We turn our backs 
As if caring for them was a dirty deed 
by Elmo WlHbury  
Creatures in Despair 
creatures in despair 
nevermind who's in there 
always the outcast 
barely feeling... 
passed by 
Beauty 
a sight to behold 
eyes view 
Searching 
for inner peace 
Longing 
to be heard 
by some kind gentle... 
Reality 
frightens me so 
no one searches 
for that beyond 
not while surface 
beauty still reigns 
creatures in despair 
copyright, 1989 
by Melodi yolande Weaver 
Deep Inside 
As I watch the rain fall I think of 
you. What you gave, what I gave, and 
what we gave to one another — our love, 
friendship, and most of all ourselves. 
For what reason I have no idea 1 just 
know we have something special no two 
other people will ever have. As each 
drop falls I remember the times we've 
spent together either in spirit, emotion 
or side by side in silence. But just 
as each drop waites for the others to 
fall — I too waite to see in your eyes 
once again the contentment and warmth 
they reveal when we are together. As 
I see the raindrops disappear and 
dry up into sunshine I still find my- 
self wanting to help and know more 
about the person that you hide 
DEEP INSIDE yourself. 
And question. WHY did he choose ME? 
copyright, 1989 
by Becky Ragle  
(untitled) 
feel blue fibers 
fail the light 
driven 
down 
from sand's sun 
soon blind 
by Carole Beard 
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The best BG News is a 
R€CVCL6D 
BG News 
DAYTIMEMORNING 
5:00 5:30 6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 
o USA Today Business This Morning This Morning Sally Jessy Raphael Family Feud H  Square Price 
o Sign-Oil Cont'd Fitness Doctor. Doctor Q Mr Dressup Sesame St 
ID Nightwatch Cont'd CBS News Toledo 11 This Morning Peo Court Fam Med. Family Feud Now See It Price 
CD Sign-Ofl Ag-Day News NBC News Today Donahue Scrabble Cl. Cone. Fortune 
© Sign-Ofl Cont'd J  Swaggart ABC News Good Morning America g Live - Regis 4 Kathie Lee Sally Jessy Raphael Home 
ffl Sign-Ofl Cont'd Business Homestretch Sesame Street g Instructional Programming 
© Sign-On Cont'd Business Kangaroo Sesame Street g Instructional Programming 
© Sign-Ofl Cont'd Double Dare Jetsons Woody CO PS. Little Pony Bewitched Jeannie 700 Club Gong Show 
m Movie For Daddy News Porky Pig Double Dare Gl Joe Flintstones Smurts Little House on the Prairie B Hillbillies Morn Brk 700 Club 
urn Varied Getting Fit Bodies Nation's Business Today SportsCtr Varied Programs Getting Fit 
TMC Movie Cont'd Varied Programs                                                        | Movie Mov* 
DAYTIMEAFTERNOON 
11:30 12:00 12:30 1:00         1:30 2:00 2:30 3:00 3:30 4:00 4:30 5:00 5:30 
O Price News Young and the Restless Bold/Bea A> the World Turns Guiding Light Geraldo Donahue 
o Sesame St. Midday Country Practice Varied Richmond Hill Wok Talkabout Varied Video Hits News 
CD Price News Young and the Restless Bold/FJea As the Work) Turns Guying Light Oprah Winfrey g Family Ties Cosby Show 
CD Wm Lose News Generations Days ol Our Lives Another Work) Santa Barbara Facts ol Life M'A'S'H News USA Today 
W Home Gro. Pains Loving g Al My Children One Life to Live General Hospital Win. Lose Potatoes Geraldo 
m Instructional Varied Instructional Programming Varied Reading Sesame Street g Mr Rogers Varied 
© Instructional Instructional Programming Instructional Programming Sesame Street g Mr Rogers Reading 
89 Relat Varied Love Con Sweethearts Straight to H Square Jem Flintstones Chipmunks Yogi Bear Gnostbu DuckTales Batman 
© 700 CM) I Love Lucy Andy Griffith CHiPs Happenin Gilligan Chipmunks Teens DuckTales Fun House Difl Strokes Webster 
ESP* Basic Tr Bodies Bodyshapi Varied Programs Legends Ol Wrestling Brickyard Varied 
TMC Movie Movie Movie Varied Movie Varied 
DOUG'S WASH & DRY 
Where Doing Your 
Laundry is a Pleasure 
* Clean, Modern Atmosphere 
• Well Maintained Machines 
open 
7 a.m. -11 p.m. • 7 days a week 
1045 N. Main Across from Foodtown 
SWING ON BY 
FOR THE BEST 
MARVEL COMICS 
NEW AND OLD. 
millBli   II: 
Young's 
Newsstand 
178 S. Main     Bowling Green 
353-2176 
Bring your hair back to life 
With the Essential 
Therapy" system by 
Matrix  Advanced care for 
dry, thirsty hair Essential 
Therapy Shampoo 
cleanses, moisturizes and 
nourishes  Essential 
Therapy Leave-In Body 
Base" Conditioner builds 
body as it moistunzes. 
protects and primes hair 
for stying in one easy step. 
Give your hair the 
nourishment it needs. 
Stop in today1 
Hair E. Canary 
kifflatffi 
315 E. Wooster 3541477 
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FRIDAY EVENING  APRIL 28,1989 
6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30 
o News CBS News USA Today Beauty and the Beast Dallas Diet America Challenge News Taxi Jeffersons Benson 
o News TBA Our Town Dallas Journal News Stanley Cup Playoffs: Calgary Flames at Los Angeles Kings 
ID News CBS News Fortune Jeopardy! Beauty and the Beast Dallas Diet America Challenge News Magnum. P.I. 
ID News NBC News Ent Tonight Cheers Jim Henson Miami Vice Dream Street News Best of Carson Letterman 
S) News ABC News Affair Family Feud Strangers Full House Belvedere Ten of Us 20/20 News Nighllme Arsenio Hall 
ffl Rod* Reel Business MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour Wash Week Wall St. Doctor Who European Viewpoint EastEnders Ideas 
63 MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour Finng Line McLaughlin Wash Week Wall St. George Washington: The Forging of a Nation Served Business Sign-Ofl 
GD Charles A Break WKRP Barney M. Movie: 'Apocalypse Now" H.'s Heroes PatSajak 
m Spoons Facis of Life Fimily Ties 3 s Co Movie: "Children of the Corn" News Jeffersons Sanlord Fan Guy 
am Sports Trivia SportsLook SportsCtr Boating Shooting Tractor Pull Day at the Beach Drag Racing: Showcase of Champions SportsCtr Auto Racing: Ofl-Road 
THC "Mannequin" Cont'd Movie: "Pirates Movie: "Silver Bullet Movie:  Cop" 
SATURDAY AFTERNOON APRIL 29,1989 
11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30 1:00 1:30 2:00 2:30 3:00 3:30 4:00 4:30 5:00 5:30 
o Its Ernest1 Teen Won Movie:   Dracula Has Risen from the Grave" CBS Sports Saturday NBA Basketball Playofls: First Round Game 
o Best Sellers TBA What's New Wondersk. Sea Hunt Driver s Seat Par 27 Fish'n Sportsweekend 
ID It s Ernest! Boater Mighty M. Storybreak Newsmakers Showcase Kingdom CBS Sports Saturday NBA Basketball Playofls First Round Game 
ID ALF Cont'd Costiy Kids PunkyB. EdGrimley Major League Baseball: Regional Coverage PGA Golf: Liberty Mutual Legends of Golf 
a Bugs&Tweety Baseball WWF Superstars Visual Heroes Movie: "Miracle of the Heart: A Boys Town Story" Wide Work) of Sports 
® P. Franey Madeleme Moneymk. Garden Gourmet Ok) House WooCwright Collectors Quilting Hometime Austin City Limits Creatures Great S Small 
Q3 Collectors Fred Trost Motorweek Rod 1 Reel OM House Garden Workshop Hometime Gourmet Food Alexander Tony Brown European Soi. Jml 
89 Munsters Hoop Movie: "The Day the Women Got Even" It's a Living Mama She s Sheriff Pre-Game Major League Baseball: Detroit Tigers at Oakland As 
69 B. H*t*es Andy Griffith War of the Worlds Movie:   Midnight Offerings" Movie:  "Going Ape!" Star Search 
Esm Sports Gameday Tennis: AT&T Challenge Semifinals CBA Basketball Playofls: Tulsa Fast Breakers at Rocklord Lightning Auto Racing Cheerieeding 
TWC Appointment With Death Movie: "The Falcon and the Snowman" Short Film Movie: "The Bedroom Window "Eye of the Needle" 
SATURDAY EVENING 
6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30 
o News CBS News Sportscentei Weekend Paradise Jesse Hawkes West 57th News Movie: "The Enforcer 
o Saturday Report Boater Don Cherry Stanley Cup Playofls: Boston Bruins at Montreal Canadiens News Spit Image "Melody" 
ID News CBS News Fortune CashExp. Paradise Jesse Hawkes West 57th News Movie: "Altered States- 
ID News NBC News War ol the Worlds One ol Boys Amen Golden Girls Empty Nest Hunter News Saturday Night Live 
a Weight ABC News Star Search Mission: Impossible Man Called Hawk Cnmes ol Passion Siskel WWA Wrestling Sunglasses 
a DeGrassi Station Lawrence Welk Show Wonderworks Great Performances American Playhouse Latemght America With Dennis Wholey 
a Nova Lawrence Welk Show Wonderful Work) of Disney Austin City Limits Movie: "The Great Man's Lady Latenight America With Dennis Wholey 
69 Major League Baseball Star Trek Reporters Cops Tomorrow Star Trek: Next Gener. Nightmare on Elm St Fri. the 13th Series 
69 Star Trek: Next Gener Family Ties 3s Co. Cops Reporters Tomorrow War of the Worlds WKRP Movie: "Foxes" 
ESPN PGA Golf: Vegas Invitational SportsCtr Volleyball Day at the Beach Waterski SportsCtr. AWA Wrestling Billiards 
TMC Eye of the Needle" Movie: "No Man's Land Movie: "Cop" Movie: "Scarecrows" Sharky 
Recycling... 
An American Way of Life 
For Campus Recycling Information 
■Ol Call: 372-8909 
Located in 
Ike 
Woodland Mall 
Open Mori. ■ Sat. 
10- 10 
Sun.  11-6 
Fruit Mixes 
52.49/lb. Jumbo Cashews $4.99/lb. 
Chocolate Covered 
Raisins 
$1.99/lb. 
Survival Kits 
$2.99/ lb 
April  28 thru May 4 
Miss Mom's Cooking? 
LOCKING FOR A Gttttafo MEAL? 
GETTING TIRED OF BIG MACS? 
WE SPECIALIZE EN HOME COOKING! 
HOMEBAKED PIES 
HOMEMADE SOUPS 
_j H* 
OPEN 6am to 8 pm MON. - FRI. 
jdk   6om to 2 pm SAT. <fea, 
4
 HERMIT'S 
RESTAURANT 
307 S. Main St. 354-1388 
Bowling Green, Ohio 
(Right around the corner from Video 
Spectrum) 
MMUVrT-...    ...i-.-ii i.  
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SUNDAY AFTERNOON APRIL 30,1989 
11:00 11:30 12:00   1   12:30 1:00 1:30 2:00 2:30 3:00 3:30         4:00 4:30 5:00         5:30 
o Neighbor Siskel WKRP Sportscenter NBA Basketball Playoffs: First Round Game NBA Basketball Playoffs First Round Game 
o Gardener Best Years Meeting Place Canada        | Hymn Sing To Be Announced Movie.   Elizabeth the Queen" Elephant Blizzard 1. 
«D Magnum. P.I. Face Nation Branded NBA Basketball Playoffs: First Round Game NBA Basketball Playofls: First Round Game 
ID Shut-ins Mass Health H.S. Quiz Secrets of Success Movie: "The Westerner PGA QoH: Liberty Mutual Legends 
m Work) Tom David Brmkley Close-Up Bus World For Lean Millionaire Maker Heroes Gymnastics Boning: Whitaker vs Lomeii 
m Tony Brown Market Adam Smith Wall St International Stars on Ice Dead End Kids Bookmark One on One McLaughlin Firing Line Decisions 
6j) DeGrassi Rockschool Computer Adam Smith Wash  Week Wall St. Great Performances Richard Tucker Spider's Web 
S3 CeHukte Homehnder Movie:   Swashbuckler Charles Out of Work) My Secret Pre-Game Maior League Baseball Detroit Tigers at Oakland As 
0Q WWF Wrestling Challenge Star Trek: Next Gener. Movie:   Dracula Movie:   Grease Rich & Famous 
CiPH Reporter Gameday Tennis: AT&T Challenge Final Swimming and Divmg NCAA Div 1 Champ World Cup Soccer U.S. vs Costa Rica 
TMC Mastermind Movie    Adventures m Babysitting                               | Movie: "Cross Creek" Mone    Keeping Track East LA 
SUNDAY EVENING 
6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30 
O News CBS News 60 Minutes Murder, She Wrote "Guts & Glory: The Rise and Fall ol Oliver North ' News Siskel USA loday 
o Persuaders To Be Announced Stanley Cup Playoffs: Los Angeles Kings at Calgary Flames Venture News 
ID News CBS News 60 Minutes Murder. She Wrote Guts S Glory The Rise and Fall ol Oliver North" News Movie:   An Early Frost" 
ID News NBC News Magical Work) of Disney Bionic Showdown: $6 Million Man Bionic Woman News Entertainment This Week Soloflen 
m Rich i Famous Code One Moonlighting Movie: "My Name Is Bar W." Editors Power The Doctor Is In 
9 Lawrence Welk Show Long Ago Contact Nature Masterpiece Theatre Shoulder to Shoulder A Portrait ol Elie Wiesel Sign-Oil 
Qf) Bookmark Bodywatch Cousteau s Rediscovery Nature Masterpiece Theatre A Portrait ol Elie Wiesel AIDS Quarterly Sign-Off 
03 Mapr League Baseball 21 Jump Street Wanted Married G Shandling U«man Duet Too Close Mindpower Huckleberry Finn 
ED Star Trek 21 Jump Street Wanted Married G Shandling UKman Duet Scratch WKRP Kenneth Copeland Survival 
ESPN PGA GoH: Vegas Invitational SportsCtr College Baseball: California at Washington State SportsCenter Women's Tennis 
TMC Bom m East L A    Com o Movie:   Cop Movie   Adventures in Babysitting Movie   Rude Boy 
MONDAY EVENING MAY 1,1989 
6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30 
o News CBS News USA Today Live-In Heartland Murphy B. Design w Newhart Kale 4 Alhe News Taxi Jeffersons Benson 
o News Cont'd Monitor Stanley Cup Playoffs: Wales Conference t Championship Game One Journal News "That Certain Summer" 
ID News CBS News Fortune Jeopardy1 Live-In Heartland Murphy B Design w Newhart Kate S Alhe News Magnum. P.I. 
ID News NBC News Ent Tonight Cheers ALF Departed Movie:   Dark Holiday" News Tonight Show Letterman 
m News ABC News Affair Family Feud MacGyver Movie:   Columbo: Grand Deceptions News Nightime Arsenic Han 
m GEDonTV Business MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour Adventure Movie: "The Wannsee Conlerence" Of Memory EastEnders Nature 
Si) MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour Wonderful World ol Disney War* Peace Movie: "The Wannsee Conlaninoa" Courage Served Business Sign-Off 
m Charles A Break WKRP Barney M Rockford Files Movie: "Legal Eagles H.S Heroes Pat Sa|3k 
QD Spoons Facia ol Lite Family Ties 3 s Co. Movie: "Legal Eagles News Jelfersons Sanlord Fall Guy 
ESPN Sports Trivia SportsLook SportsCtr Baseball Yachting. Ultimate Race Goll Legends Classic 8 ball Quiz Base. Hits SportsCtr CBA Basketball Playoffs 
TMC Movie: ' Raising Arizona" Movie: "Bad Dreams Movie   Shoot to Kill Movie: "Pork s Revenge 
'   ^Ojliiuirrluuiflr * 
Mixed Bouquets 
$3.50 
Cosh and Carry 
Congratulations Graduates! 
/353-7M1K:;/35li £<ut QouttStitet 428 E. Woostcr       353-1045 
B.G. Elks 
Daily Lunch Specials 
Our dining room is open to the 
public daily Mon.-Fri. 11 a.m. - 1:30 p.m. 
Banquet catering available for 
Office Parties, Reunions, Awards Banquets, 
etc. 
Call 352-2149 
16 in (   Friday Magazine/April 28.  1989 
TUESDAY EVENING MAY 2,1989 
6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30 
o News CBS News USA Today Tour of Duty ' Guts A Glory: The Rise and Fall ol Oliver North" News Taxi Jeflersons Benson 
o News Cont'd Don Cherry filth estate Journal Stanley Cup Playofls: Campbell Conference Championship Game One News 
o News CBS News Fortune Jeopardy1 Tour ol Duty "Guts & Glory: The Rise and Fall ol Oliver North'' News Magnum. P.I. 
CD News NBC News Ent. Tonight Cheers IMtock In the Heat ol the Night Midnight Caller News Best ol Carson Letterm 
ED News ABC News Affair Family Feud Who's Boss Wonder Roseanne Have Faith thirtysomething News Nightline Arsenio Ha* 
m GEO on TV Business MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour Nova Frontline Ring ol Truth EastEnders Abortion Mtg 
ED MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour Wondertul World ol Disney Nova Frontline To Be Announced Served Business Sign-Off 
ED Charles A Break WKRP Barney M Rocklord Files Movie:   All the Right Moves H.'s Heroes Pat Saiak 
€0 Spoons Facts ol Lite Family Ties 3 s Co Movie:   National Lampoons Animal House'' News Jeflersons Sanlord Fan Guy 
ESPN Sports Trivia SportsLooK SportsCtr Lighter Side Karate Top Rank Boxing Tractor Pull SportsCtr Monster Trucks 
IMC Movie:   The Man With Bogart's Face Movie   Castaway Movie. "Lady in White Movie    Casual Sen' 
WEDNESDAY EVENING MAY 3,1989 
6:00 6:30 7:00         7:30        8:00 8:30 9:00        9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30 
o News CBS News USA Today Hard Time on Planet Earth Jake and the Fatman Wiseguy News Taxi Jeflersons Benson 
o News Cont'd Front Page Stanley Cup Playofls: Wales Conlerence Championship Game Two Journal News A Very Missing Person' 
ID News CBS News Fortune Jeopardy' Hard Time on Planet Earth Jake and the Fatman Wiseguy News Magnum. P.I. 
CD News NBC News Ent. Tonight Cheers Unsolved Mysteries Night Court Nick Quantum Leap News Tonight Show Letterman 
ED News ABC News Affair Family Feud Gro Pams Head Clss. R. Gutllaume Coach China Beach News Nightline Arsenio Hall 
ED GED on TV Business MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour Atlantic Realm American Playhouse Freedom EastEnders Art Beat Club Date 
ED MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour Wonderful World ol Disney Atlantic Realm American Playhouse Ol Memory Served Business Sign-Off 
© Charles A Break WKRP Barney M Rocklord Files Movie: "DA R.Y.L." H.'s Heroes Pat Sajak 
m Spoons Facts ol Life Family Ties 3 s Co Movie " WarGames News Jeflersons Sanlord Fall Guy 
ESPN Sports Trivia SportsLook SportsCtr Sports Adventure Wo-id ol Spots Ladies Bowling: Cap. Classic SportsCtr PGA Tour Baseball 
TMC [Movie   "The Allnighter' Movie: "The Man With One Red Shoe Movie:   Cherry 20O0 Movie. "You Talkin  lo Me' 
THURSDAY EVENING MAY 4,1989 
6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30 
o News CBS News USA Today 48 Hours Equalner Knots Landing news Taxi Jeflersons Benson 
o News Cont'd On the Road Nature of Things Journal Stanley Cup Playoffs: Campbell Conference Championship Game Two News 
CD News CBS News Fortune Jeopardy! 48 Hours Equalizer Knots Landing News Magnum, P.I. 
CD News NBC News Ent. Tonight Cheers Cosby Show Dil World Cheers Dear John L A  Law News Tonight Show Leltermr.n 
ED News ABC News Affair Family Feud Over the Edge Dynasty ABC News Special News Nightline Arsenio Hall 
ED GED on TV Business MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour Wild Am. Animals Mystery1 Ocean Apart EastEnders Entertainment News 
0D MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour Wonderful World ol Disney Old House Wild Am. Mystery! Mysteryi Served Business Sign-Oft 
ED Charles A Break WKRP Barney M. Rocklord Files Movie:' Smokey and the Bandit" H s Heroes Pat Saiak 
SD Spoons 11 cts of Life Family Ties 3'sCo Movie: Clash of the Titans" News Jeflersons Sanlord Fall Guy 
ESPN Sports Trivia SportsLook SportsCtr SpeedWeek Auto Racing: Road to Indy Thurs. Night Thunder Auto Racing: USAC Midget Cars SportsCtr. Supercross Drag Racing 
TMC Movie: "Lassiter Movie: "Nightflyers" American Nm|a 2 The Confrontation' Movie: "Johnny Be Good" Heat 
3ke t^WuinaenwMt 
WE'D LOVE TO GET SNIPPY WITH YOU 
Your hairstyle makes a peisonal statement. And it that statement is "tired" and 
"boring", the cut's the thing! Come in today for a hair fashion update You may be 
just snips away from an exciting glamour style, power look, or fuss free fun. Expect 
the best! Your hair will be in optimal condition because we use Redken products - 
the very best in hair care 
20% off any one service 
Haircuts, Perms, Partial Perms, 
Spiral Perms, Manicures, 
High lightening, make-up demonstrations, 
and pedicures 
4101 Main 
This ad good with Natalie, 
Shelley and Darde 
expires 5/5/89 
Downtown B.G.    352-4143 
R£DK£N 
Falcon   House 
Sporting Goods 
$5.00 off 
Any Purchase over $30.00 
Sal* Items and other discounts Excluded 
with this coupon. Expires May 6, 1989 
* Athletic Shoes * Apparel ' Sweats * 
* Swimwear * School Jackets * 
* T-Shirt printing * Sports Equipment * 
123 S.Main St. Downtown BG 
Across From Huntington Bank 
Hours Daily 10-9 3S2-3610 
Sat. 10-5 
I A ^  B 
